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Lewis returns
to alma mater
to be a regent
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
It all started when he was a
"What I plan to
third grader and attended Murray
do is come to the
Training School so he could go
swimming.
board with an open
That first memory of Murray is
mind and consider
still on his mind today.
Now, former state Rep.
things in the conRichard Lewis of Benton can
text in which they
return to Murray to take a sixare presented with
year seat on the Murray State
University board of regents in
no preconceived
July.
notions."
Lewis, an attorney with Lewis,
BERNARD KANE/Ledger it Times photo
Thomas and Carter in Benton,
Richard Lewis
POLICE MEMORIAL: County Judge/Executive J.D. Williams (left) and Mayor Bill Cherry (right), signed a proclamati
on Wednesday in
said Thursday morning that he
(New MSU regent)
ceremonies held at city hall in honor of law enforcement officers who have been killed in the line of duty.
was contacted last week by Gov.
Brereton Jones regarding the position that will be vacated by Virginia Strohecker of Horse Cave. Murray State. said he ,n.••il
"The governor called last week
had applied for a regent F.o.;tion
and he let me know I was the 20 years ago, hut he didn .get
one," Lewis said. "I know Virgi- the appointment.
nia and she is a very classy lady."
This time, a newspaper arti,:le
Strohecker said in a Ledger soliciting board appli,ations
interview that she had decided
prompted him to try again
"There was almost a full class
windows.
Linhcart. "We couldn't get 911, not to seek another term.
"I told my wife Martha that it I
of students in the gym," said
"Call it a premonition, but
so some construction folks helped
"I've been on the board for 11
anything it would he N1ore
got
John Carter, DES director in Jes- right before it happened, the
us get them out. There's no use
years and I decided that was long
head
State University and I
samine County. "Most of the
trying to assistance from ambu- enough," Strohecker said. would have to drive," Lewis said.
dining room manager and I holinjuries were scrapes and scratchlances right now."
"Richard is a nice person and he "I was taken by surprise when
lered for everyone to get away
es. Seven were taken to local
Five homes were damaged in
will be a good board member." was told it was Murray because I
from , the windows. Everybody
hospitals but they are going to be
McAfee, a tiny community of
had started moving away when it
Strohecker was pleased that didn't think the goy ernor would
released today."
about 50 residents in northern
hit," Ecton said.
someone closer to Murray appoint another person trom BenThe rest were treatia in a
By The Associated Press
Mercer County. There were no
"It was really storming. I can't
received the appointment.
ton to the board."
makeshift emergency room set up
Charles Beaman had only one
apparent injuries, according to
describe the wind. It picked up a
"I think I live a little too far
Beverly Ford, vice chairman of
in the school's lobby, he said.
-thought Thursday morning when
car in the parking lot and just the state Division of Disaster and
because it is 165 miles one way the MSU regents, is also from
Widespread damage was also
a window blew out of the JessaEmergency Services.
moved it."
in order to get to Murray," she Benton.
reported in McAfee in Mercer
mine County High School's
Businesses in Nicholasville
said. "I have not been able to
"I have had a Icing rdation.nip
County and Winchester.
library — to get the students to
"I was getting ready to pull off attend as many university func- with Murray and it is .cv. - iting
reported damage to roofs and
The storm was so strong that
safety.
U.S. 127 and come in here to
storefronts. The owners of Yeiser
tions as I would have liked."
be a part of the hoard." he .said
police reported two tractor trailer
The former Murray resident
work when it (the sky) opened up
Industrial Park just north of
According to a spokeswoman "I would hope that I could heir
rigs were blown off Interstates 75
ushered the students under tables
Winchester said Kentucky Best and it was right beside my jeep
promote Murray, whi; h
for Jones, three people have been
prob•
and 64 in the area.
for safety. Members of the Beta
and started sucking me up the
Freight Inc., a long-haul trucking
nominated
ably
cdu,ition
the
best
to
kept
fill
the
position
—
Debris from a roof of a motel firm,
Club were lucky.
road," said Rusty Massie, a clerk
one of eight businesses in
Lewis, Sandra Wilson of Paducah ret in Kentucky.However, 30 students in the
in Winchester was blown into a
at Cocanougher's Farm Machinthe industrial park, "received
Lewis, 57, servcd
and
James (Jim Bob) Kevil of
gym were injured, none seriously, nearby restaurant and numerous
ery in McAfee. "So I just cut my
extensive damage."
Princeton, but no executive order of the MSU Alumni A (K. 1,111011
when a strong storm ripped the
homes were damaged.
wheels and shot in to the store up
Numerous residences. were
from 1976 to 1977. Prior to
has been issued.
roof off the Nicholasville
Bud Ecton, assistant manager damaged
here (Bill's Market) and run in
he served four years on Inc k1St.
but no injuries were
However,
Lewis
said
conhe
school's gymnasium. at Shoney's off Interstate 64, said reported.
the door."
Alumni
tacted
Association's htlar,1
Frank
Hamilton,
who is
Beaman telephoned his father, about 10 to 15 customers in the
"We have a townhouse around
He said there was minor dam"Murray
coordinati
is an exct.sllent in.gitung
the
nomination
s,
and
Harold of Murray, this morning
restaurant at the time were not the corner
age to the outside of the store.
from us that collapsed
tion
and
I
hope that I
received
confirmat
ion
of
his
to let him know that he wasn't injured. He said the wind and completel
y with folks inside,"
appointment.
hurt.
debris blew out several front said Nicholasvi
lle resident Joe • See Page 2
Lewis, a 1960 graduate of • See Page 2

Storms cause injuries, damage
Former Murray
man helps class
escape injury

Police kill
man who went
on tank rampage
By MATTHEW FORDAHL
Associated Press Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — A man
commandeered a 63-ton Army
tank and rampaged through
neighborhoods, flattening utility
poles, fire hydrants and row upon
row of cars before crashing on a
freeway. He was shot and killed
by police.
No bystanders were injured
Wednesday evening after the
theft from a National Guard
armory. The tank's weapons — a
105 mm cannon, 12.7 mm antiaircraft gun and 7.62 mm
machine gun — were not loaded,
said Maj. Ed Gale.
Police helplessly chased the
tank until it crashed into a 3-foottall highway divider and got
stuck.
"The guy was just going

Sheriffs office
offers tips for
foiling burglars

crazy," said Kelly Bird, who said
he saw at least 25 cars flattened.
"He was mowing cars over."
Tread marks led up to one
1983 Cadillac, which was
smashed down to a height of 21/2
feet.
The driver was identified as
Shawn Nelson. Authorities were
unsure how he managed to steal
the M-60 tank from the armory,
where 10 tanks were stored.

Staff

Report

Ledger & Times
Calloway County has an ongoing problem
with home burglaries, said Dep. Sheriff Larry
Roberts. And one simple precaution could
help local. law enforcement agencies solve
more cases and recover more stolen property
"We want to encourage people to mark
items in some way," Roberts said. "And as an
added precaution, they should keep a list of
brand names, serial numbers and descriptions
of items that are likely to be stolen."
Roberts said likely items include eletronfts.
guns, tools and anything else that is small.
expensive and easy to carry.
Such items are popular with burglars
because they can be easily pawned for L-astLaw enforcement agencies get lists ot
pawned items, including descriptions and ser
ial numbers.
If crime victims could pride them %ith a
list of serial numbers from stolen goods.
Murray

"He may have represented
himself as a contractor," Gale
said. "Someone in the Marine
Corps or Army over the last 30
years would have the knowledge
totsengage the safety systems."
The tank smashed through an
armory gate about 6:45 p.m. and
rumbled through quiet suburban

BERNARD KANE/1.0691r a T,rrvs oricto

CHATTIN WITH PATTON: Gubernatorial candidate Paul Patton talks with
Charles Windsor during a visit to Murray Wednesday afternoon, on his visit through
the Purchase region.

•See Page 2
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•Storms...

Power lines were down and
electrical service was lost to
thousands over a wide area,
according to the Blue Grass Rural
Electric Cooperative and Kentucky Utilities.
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General Telephone Co. lines
were downed and callers trying to
find out about their relatives
jammed circuits.
Meanwhile, heavy rains and
flooding causes concerns in other
parts of the state.
More heavy rain was expected
today, and Kentucky was under a
flash flood watch for the rest of
the day, the National Weather
Service said. Flash flood warnings were issued in some areas
late Wednesday.
In Louisville, Metropolitan
Sewer District workers Wednesday put up flood gates that had
not been used for three years at
the end of 10th Street and ii
western Louisville.
Schools in Henderson and
Daviess counties closed Wednesday because of high water over
bus routes.
More than 6 inches of rain fell
Tuesday through most of Hart
County and neighboring Green
County, and it was still raining
Wednesday. More than a foot of
rain has fallen in the Mammoth
Cave area in the past week.
Rainfall' has been heavy across
most of Kentucky the past four
weeks, averaging 2 to 5 inches
above normal, according to the
Kentucky Agricultural Statistics
Service. As of Wednesday, rainfall in Louisville was 3.4 inches
above normal for the month.
Hancock County had 25 county
roads and four state roads that
were covered by water, and
motorists were advised not to
travel them, said Jim Inman, Disaster and Emergency Services
director there. Schools closed at 1
p.m. CDT Wednesday, said
school board secretary Alice
Herndon.
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FROM PAGE 1
neighborhoods at up to 30 mph.
San Diego Gas and Electric officials said the tank bowled over
power lines, knocking out electricity to about 5,100 customers in
the area.
"He didn't go down the center
of the street," said resident Bill
Pinot. "It seems he just wanted
to get the utilities and cause as
much as damage without hurting
people."
Tanks are not uncommon on
the streets surrounding the
armory. "But we don't expect
them to attack us," said resident
Lisa Zaliausks.
Nelson then drove onto Interstate 805 and Highway 163
before crashing into the divider,
said police Capt. Skip DiCerchio.
Four officers leaped onto the
tank and opened the hatch with
bolt cutters. They shouted at Nel-

Pick 3
7-4-0
Cash 5
8-9-16-27-35
Pick 4
8-1-5-7
Lotto
24-28-35-36-38-39

Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Mon Fn 7-5 Sat 7-Noon

Ere

WAREHOUSE TIRE
SponsOred by:

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII II
* A NEW JAIL WILL BE CONSTRUCTED.
* A NEW TAX WILL BE LEVIED TO BUILD A JAIL.
AN AD VALOREM TAX IS THE FAIREST TAX
FOR ALL RESIDENTS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY.
• A PROPERLY CONSTRUCTED JAIL IN A COST EFFECTIVE
MANNER SHOULD CONCERN ALL CITIZENS.
•THE CALLOWAY COUNTY CONCERNED CITIZENS ASSOCIATION
IS AS THEIR NAME IMPLIES. They are concerned that the jail is
built properly and that the tax levied will be removed when the jail
debt is paid. The November referendum will produce a tax our
grandchildren will continue to pay. The only short term tax for the
building of our new jail will come from the Special Taxing District
(Jail) Petition.
• CHOICE OF TAXES
SIGN TI1E PETITION CURRENTLY BEING CIRCULATED FOR AN
$.08 Al)VALOREM PROPERTY TAX WHICH WILL BE REMOVED
WHEN THE JAIL INDEBTEDNESS IS PAID.

Shell

his office.
Commissioner Ed Davis volunwed to serve on the Board of
Zonning Adjustment.

FROM PAGE • 1
officers could then compare the
lists, Roberts said.
"It just makes it more likely
that we can recover the item," he
said.
Roberts suggested people could
also mark items by engraving
their social security numbers in
some inconspicuous place, such
as the bottom of a VCR or TV.

2.) NOVEMBER REFERENDUM

A No Vote = 9% Insurance Tax

NEW CASTLE, Ky. (AP) —
The case of a truck driver
accused in the slaying of a young
Ohio woman was ordered sent to
a grand jury Wednesday.
The driver, William Christopher Belew, 23, appeared in Henry District Court for a preliminary hearing where it was determined there was enough evidence
to send the case to a grand jury.
During the hearing, police testified about autopsy results that
showed that Myra Stalbosky, 18,
had been beaten and suffocated.
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Belew was arrested earlier this
month after the body of the Russellville, Ohio, woman was found
along Interstate 71. Stalbosky had
been seen getting into a tractortrailer in La Grange after her
pickyp truck broke down. Belew
told police he had picked up the
woman but dropped her off at a
nearby Wal-Mart.
Belew is charged with intentional murder and is being held
on $500,000 cash bond.
The next grand jury in Henry
County will meet June 2.

The Kentucky School Food Service Association

$1
* THE CALLOW/AY COUNTY FARM BUREAU FEDERATION SUPPORTS TILE EFFORTS OF THE CALLOWAY COUNTY ASSOCIATION OF CONCERNED CITIZENS AND URGE YOU TO SIGN THE
JAIL TAX- PETITION.

everything."
Lewis said in addition to
knowing several of the board
members, he has a strong relationship with MSU President Dr.
Kern Alexander.
"I particularly like Kern,"
Lewis said. "I have had a good
relationship with all the
presidents."
As a member of the board,
Lewis will play a role in setting
policy for the university.
"I don't go there with an agenda," he said. "What I plan to do
is come to the board with an open
mind and consider things in the
context in which they are presented with no preconceived
notions."
One of the issues that he will
undoubtedly face is the controversy between MSU and Paducah Community College regarding PCC's proposed engineering
school.
"I'm not privy to all the things
the board has done up to now and
any, comments are premature
about any, issue at this point,"
Lewis said.
However, he said that as one of
the sponsors of legislation to create the West Kentucky Corporation, which supports regional
economic development, he hopes
to be part of the solution.
"These kind of controversies
are not unhealthy on one hand
because they identify issues," he
said. "But the region can't afford
to center on it for a long time. It
is not the only thing that we as a
region have to do at this point.
"We need to collectively try to
resolve those things," he said.
"I've noticed over the years that
when west Kentuckians are
together, we can accomplish
almost anything. But when we
are divided, we fail almost as
unanimously."
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FROM PAGE 1
tinue to be a part of it," Lewis
said. "I am aware of how well
Murray students do in law school,
medical school and graduate
school."
When Lewis joins the board,
he will see many familiar faces,
especially that of board chairman
Sid Easley.
He and Easley not only
attended MSU together, but Lewis was Easley's platoon leader in
MSU's ROTC program. In addition, they also attended the University of Kentucky's Law
School together, with Lewis graduating in 1965.
"I'm sure that Richard will
make an outstanding board member," Easley said.
Lewis is also a veteran of Kentucky politics, having retired in
1994 from the General Assembly.
He served two stints in the legislature, from 1970 to 1975 and
then from 1989 to 1994.
His experience also includes a
position as chief of staff for former Gov. Julian Carroll, a term
as city attorney in Benton and
membership on the House Education Committee.
"During my first session in the
legislature, I served on a subcommittee reviewing the higher education budgets, which is an
experience I will never forget,"
Lewis said. "I suspect that I can
give some sort of perspective to
dealing with the legislature."
Lewis is also a member of the
Pritchard Committee.
"Richard is very hard working
and honest," said Rep. Freed
Curd of Murray, who has served
with Lewis in the General
Assembly. "He has a pretty conservative philosophy. I think he
will be very good because he gets
involved and keeps up with

City Planner Don Elias told
the commission the subdivision is
complete and meets existing specifications. The commission voted unanimously in favor of this
proposal. .
Elias updated the commission
on the progress of the Chateau
Creek subdivision.
"We're currently reviewing
the plans with the engineer and
we'll have the final plans by the
next meeting." he said.
Commission chairman Einar
Jenstrom expressed concern over
designating some land for trees
and grass called, "green areas"
within the subdivision. Elias told
Jenstrom that "green areas" are
required in plans submitted to the
commission by the contractor.
The commission had a preliminary discussion on the Westbrook subdivision, which will be
built off Johnny Robertson Road.
Elias told the commission that
he bad received the plans from
the contractors and was not ready
to bring it to the commission yet.
Some discussion was held concerning access roads and Elias
told the commision that a special
meeting might be needed once
the plans have been approved by

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Tuesday the Murray Planning
commission granted a request
made by Pete Waldrop and
Chuck Hoke to annex a tract of
land at the corner of Melvin Henley Boulevard and Robert 0.
Miller Drive.
A 50,000 square foot warehouse is currently under construction on the land and another is
planned.
The commission also heard a
proposal to build two streets
accessing the Green Oaks
subdivision.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
Owners: Ronnie Melvin S Gerald Boyd

son to surrender, but he tried to
restart the tank.
One shot was fired, and Nelson
was hit in the neck, DiCerchio
said. Cathy Spearnak of Sharp
Memorial Hospital said Nelson
died of "gunshot wounds," but
she declined to say how many
times he had been hit.
Police said they didn't know
whether Nelson was armed.
Hours after the tank rumbled
through the neighborhoods, residents circulated outside exchanging stories and examining rows of
flattened cars.
The owner of the crushed
Cadillac, Tony Basurto, was
watering tomatoes in his back
yard when his car was flattened.
"I can blame somebody — the
armory, for not keeping the thing
under lock and key," he said.
"There's no excuse for somebody stealing a tank. How can
you explain it?"

Planning commission
grants annex request
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FROM PAGE 1
The severe storm tracked CAS(
along Interstate 64, the National
Weather Service in Louisville
said.
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Vendors sought for
art, craft festival
i he search is underway and applications are being accepted for
quality and unique arts and crafts.
Art and Craft vendors are invited to
participate in the 11th annual Jackson Purchase Art and Craft Festival
at Kenlake State Resort Park in
Aurora, Kentucky.
This annual event is being held on
Saturday and Sunday. June 3 and 4.
Area artists and crafters are invited
to join other vendors from all over
the U.S. in the natural, outdoor
setting overlooking beautiful Kentucky Lake.
This special festival is promoted
each year by the Business Council
for the Arts. The festival committee
works with the chambers of commerce and tourism commissions in
all vacation areas surrounding the
Land Between the Lakes in order to
publicize the festival to a more farreaching tourist area.
The festival is also publicized
through literature of the Kentucky
State Resort Park system. The festival committee is a member of the
Kentucky Festival Association, an

organization that promotes all of
Kentucky's unique festivals.
Besides the thousands of visitors
the festival draws each year, vendors can also enjoy the awards
contest that will be held at the
festival. The prizes for the Best
Booth and Best of Show are $150.
First Place, Second Place and Third
Place winners will receive $100,
$75 and $50 respectively.
Proceeds from the festival support area arts groups and additional
an opportunities in the Jackson
Purchase area of western Kentucky
and Tennesser.
"We really need for more area
artists and crafters to be involved in
the festival this year," says Pamela
Dawes, project director, "This is a
great opportunity to represent the
talents and unique products our area
has to offer."
Deadlines
are
approaching
quickly for entry into the festival.
For more information, or to receive
an entry form, call Pamela at the
Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce (502) 753-5171.

ARTS
Gourmet Cabaret set
for June 3-4 in Murray

Dr. Robert Barefteld, baritone and assistant professor of music at the
University of Mississippi at Oxford, receives congratulations from National
Federation of Music Clubs President Virginia F. Allison upon winning the
second-place honors In male solo voice at the 1995 National Federation of
Music Clubs Young Artist Auditions.

Robert Barefield, Oxford, Miss.,
baritone and assistant professor of
music at the University of Mississippi at Oxford, won the second place award of $1,250 in the male
solo voice category of the 1995
National Federation of Music Clubs
Young Artist Auditions, April 18, at
conjunction with the writing pro- the Wichita Marriott Hotel in Wijects.
chita, Kansas, according to Virginia
The second week,entitled "Story F. Allison, 1994-95 NFMC presWriting," runs from June 19-23 and ident who presented the awards.
is open to children ages 11 through
Barefield teaches studio voice
14. The focus for this week is on
and diction at the University of
writing and revising different types Mississippi and previously taught
of stories.
voice and opera at Murray State
University.
Young authors will work with
A frequent performer in opera,
Squire Babcock, Murray State pro- oratorio and recital, he has perfessor of creative writing, and with
formed with many organizations
MSU English education majors. throughout the country, including
Writing activities will include exerOpera Americana, the Alaska Sumcises in imagining character and
mer Arts Festival, the Washington
setting as well as practice sessions in
Savoyards, the Maryland Lyric Opbuilding scenes, dialogue, descripera, the Central City Opera and the
tions, and plots. Each day will be
Light Opera. In summer 1994,
rounded out with art activities rehe performed the tide role in "The
lated to producing a group publicaBarber of Seville" with the Dorian
tion.
Opera Theatre in Iowa. Other roles
For additional information or to
have ranged from early music
register for either of the two weeks ("Testo" in Monteverdi's "II Comof Young Authors Camp contact
battimento di Tancredi e Clorinda)
Murray State's Office of Comto ballad opera (the title role in
munity Education,207 Collins CenWilliam Shield's "The Poor Solter, 762-2160. Outside Calloway
dier") to light opera (Eisenstein in
County, call 1-800-669-7654.
"Die Fledermaus").
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Former MSU prof
wins second place

Young authors sought
for MSU summer camp
It is almost time again for the
budding Toni Morrisons and John
Updikes to convene at the third
annual Young Authors Camps held
on the Murray State campus this
June.
Two day-camps for area grade
school students are scheduled for
the middle of June. Young Authors
Camps are sponsored by N1SU's
English Department and the National Writing ProjecL
The first week, entitled "Writing
for the Fun of It," runs June 12-16,
and is open to children ages 8
through 11. The goal of this week's
camp is to have participants learn to
enjoy writing.
Young authors will practice a
_variety of styles (poetry, fictional
stories, true stories, essays, skits,
etc.) under the direction of a combination of local teachers, visiting
writers, and college English majors,
who will serve more as writing
coaches or consultants than as traditional classroom instructors. Mornwill include an art activity in

Playhouse in the Park will again
offer their popular Gourmet Cabarecs -- great tunes and gourmet
treats all for just $5 per person.
Enjoy the Season Kick Off Cabaret
on June 3-4 at 8 p.m.
Greg Aplin is coordinating the
Season Kick-Off Cabaret and promises a lively and enchanting evening
of your favorite tunes. The cabaret
will feature numbers and scenes
from our summer line-up ot shows
- - "The Music Man," "Jerry Finnegan's Sister," and "You're a Good

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependab lc Cars
• Call Ls 1 or Rates

According to Margaret Stephenson, NFN1C Young Artists chairman
from Athens. Ohio, the NFM('
Young Artist Audiuons have helped
to launch the successful careers ol
many gifted muskal artists, including Metropolitan Opera stars heldentenor, Gary Lakes and mezzo
soprano, Kit Reuter-Foss; cellist,
Zuill Bailey and pianist, David
Allen 1Vehr, who benefined from
the two years of national performance txx)kings and financial support the competition offers.
The National Federation of
Music Clubs, with headquarters in
Indianapolis. Ind., supports and develops American music and musicians. One of the world's largest
music orgarniations, the NiFMC
was founded in 1898. NFN1C has
junior, student and senior members
in over 5,1(X)orgamiations, as well
a; individual members nationwide.
NI-VC Aintributcs. over S725,0(X)
in scholarships and awards annually
at the national, state and local levels
to talented students and artists to
help fund their music education and
support their careers.
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Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

AT

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
753-2380

UPS.

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Ronnie
Insura
nce Agency
Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m.-5 p.m
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m
600 Main St.

753-0489

Classic show to open season

1

Playhouse in the Park opens its
1995-96 season with Meredith Wilson's classic "The Music Man," cosponsored by HT Marketing and
Dennison -Hunt Sporting Goods.
This story of the man who creates
"trouble in River City" and tries to
sell the cure for it, is one of the most
beloved musicals of all time. Pat
Clement is the director and Tracy
Lesilie is musical director. "The
Music Man" wilrrun June 8-11, 1518, and 22-25.
The next show of the season is
"Jerry Finnegan's Sister," a comedy
by Jack Ncary concerning the relationship between an insecure young
man and the girl he is crazy about.
This girl happens to live next door
and happens to be his best friend's.
sister. "Jerry Finnegan's Sister" will
be directed by Louise Weatherly
and will run July 7-9 and 14-16.
"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown" comes to Playhouse August
4-6 and 11-13 and is being co-sponsored by Penney's and Wal-Mart.
"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown" is a musical by Clark
Gesner based on the comic strip
"Peanuts" by Charles Schulz. "Peanuts" is about the reaction ofa group
of young children to the frustrations
of the 20th century world. "You're a
Good Man, Charlie Brown," which
captures the essence of the comic
strip, is understood by children,
analyzed by adults and loved by
people of all ages. "You're a Good
Man, Charlie Brown" will be directed by Logan Abbitt, with musical direction by Stacy Stalls.
Agatha Christie's "The Unexpected Guest," co-sponsored by
Peoples First of Calloway County
and Peoples Bank of Murray, is a
thriller that will intrigue and startle
with its twisting plot and knockout
ending. "The Unexpected Guest"
runs October 6-8 4Ipd 13-15 —just
in time to get you in the mood for
Halloween.
The February production at the
Playhouse, "Family Affairs: Favorite Scenes from Shakcspc.are," cosponsored by Parker Ford and Air
Products and Chemicals, will pre-

sent the most familiar and beloved
scenes from Shakespeare.
These immortal scenes will delight die-hard Shakespeare fans as
well as novices just beginning to
tiptoe through the Bard's beautiful
language. Robert Allen and Constance Alexander will choose the
scenes and write narration to weave
them together into a truly memorable evening of entertainment. Skip
Hamra will direct this production
which will run February 23-25 and
March 1-3, 1996.
The last production at the playhouse will be the Eight Annual West
Kentucky Playwrights Festival
coordinated by Constance Alexander. Original plays by regional
playwrights will be presented over
two weekends with staged readings,
and discussions with guest drama-

II

turgs. West Kentucky Playwrights
Festival will run April 12-14 and
April 19-21.
Season tickets are on sale now at
Playhouse in the Park. Adult season
passes arc $35 for all seven plays,
seniors are $30 and studenLs are
$25. You won't want to miss a
single play of this season. Call
502-759-1752 for more information.
and to make reservations.

753-1725
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THERE'S NO EXCUSF
FOR DOESTIC YIOUNCE.
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We Have Everything You Need
For A Beautiful Water Garden!
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•Hardy Water Lily

all -800-777-1960

•Oxgenators
•Floaters

+lardy Marginal
& Bog Plants

•Water Gardening
Books

Gospel Singing
Benefit For Families
Of Oklahoma City

Sunday, May 21st
Weaks Community Center
Poplar St., Murray
2:00 p.m.

New Shipment
of Tropicals
Junipers
Tree Lantana
Azaleas
Tree Hibiscus
Japanese
Mandevilla
Rose

The Liberty Boys
Max McGinnis
The Harmonaires
Love Offering Will Be Taken
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ANALYSIS

Patton takes a swipe
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
Details of a television ad by Paul Patton, Democratic candidate
for governor.
Commercial: "Today." 30 seconds.
Consultant: Squier/Knapp/Ochs, Arlington, Va.
Content:
Announcer: "He's everywhere, saying something otie--day only
to change his mind the next. That's what one paper reported about
this politician on taxes. But he's no stranger to flip-flops. He
ha:ked off his own proposal on voting rights. He flip-flopped on
the death penalty. On abortion, he changed his position — twice.
And now he's flip-flopped on the lottery. This politician will make
promises today, then flip-flop tomorrow. Can you guess his
name.'"
The screen opens with typewritten words of the announcer. It
then shows a series of newspaper headlines: "No matter where you
stand on taxes, Babbage is with you." "Babbage backs off 1993
proposal." "Ready, Aim, Fry." "Babbage Flip-Flops Once
Again." "Babbage Apparently Shifts Lottery Stance."
Throughout the commercial, an empty suit with a question mark
in place of the head is shown rolling across the screen, presumably
flip-flopping. At the end of the commercial. Bob Babbage's face
slowly dissolves in to replace the question mark.
Analysis:
Bob Babbage gets a second shot from a competitor. Like the ad
produced by the John "Eck" Rose campaign. this one points to
Babbage's habit of changing his position on political issues. Patton's ad takes some liberties, but the essential point is undisputed.
Babbage has traveled the road on taxes. He initially cautioned
against any rush to cut taxes during a 1994 special session. He now
wants to cut left and right — the health care provider tax, the
income tax and the property tax on intangibles.
In 1993, in a speech to Boy's State, Babbage said 16-year-olds
should be given the vote. He said during this campaign that he was
never senous about that.
The death penalty charge is a bit murky. At one point, Babbage
seemed to endorse making the sale of drugs to youngsters a capital
offense. But it was not altogether clear Babbage knew what he was
talking about and he never directly proposed the idea.
The abortion issue is well-known, even if Babbage's position is
not He traveled the spectrum, from an advocate of abortion rights
to a promise to support any legislative restrictions on abortions to a
pledge to keep government out of the calculation altogether.
It might he a stretch to say Babbage actually flip-flopped on the
lottery. Babbage said he wanted to create a scholarship program for
all Kentucky high school graduates. For some time thereafter. Babbage said the scholarships could be provided if the lottery would
increase its turnover to state government without affecting anything
else in the General Fund. Then he changed the estimate of the cost
of the scholarships for future years and added that he wanted to
spend more lottery proceeds on a prescription drug subsidy for
senior citizens. That ended the talk of how the lottery money could
he removed from the General Fund without any cuts elsewhere or
additional money.
On many of these issues. Babbage has studiously avoided a
straight answer about his change.
Background music throughout the ad is a frothy sort of ragtime
piano number, adding to aie light touch.

Babbage strikes back
Commercial: "Rolls On." 30 seconds.
Consultant- Grunwald, Eskew & Donilon, Arlington, Va.
Content:
Announcer: "Bob Bahbage's campaign to change Kentucky rolls
on. People arc responding, joining the fight for the Babbagc plan.
The lottery money in a separate fund. College scholarships and
,0:ational training for all Kentucky:s kids. Low-cost prescriptions
for seniors. No tax increases without a vote of the people. Now,
Paul Patton and Eck Rose are attacking Bob Babbage. They don't
want to change Kentucky. Tuesday, it's up to you. You can vote to
change Kentucky forever. Tuesday. Babbage. Governor."
The scenes are ftom earlier commercials — Babbage talking to
senior citizens, at a rally. This one includes big shots of happy
,rowds or smiling children, waving banners.
Analysis: The commercial is designed to rhetorically turn per:eption .into reality about Babbage's presumed momentum in the
Democratic primary, remind voters of the simplified themes of his
campaign and to turn a verbal back -of-the-hand to his opponents.
To those ends, the commercial does what it intends and does it
well
But like most of Babbage's commercials, it doesn't give the
whole story..
The plugs for the earmarking of the lottery money and the proposed constitutional amendment to require a referendum on most tax
increases are the staples of the Babbage campaign. He still does not
explain how he would take $110 million-plus from the General
Fund to pay for new programs.
Patton and Rose have recently run their own commercials pointing out Babbage's habit of changing his mind and trying to change
history about his position on vanous issues. Genencally, those are
attack ads.
Babbage's ad would have you believe that the questions about
his own political reliability are somehow to be interpreted that Patton and Rose "don't want to change Kentucky." Tile implication is
.that Babbage alone stands for change. Somehow, change itself is
deemed to be good, even if Babbage never explains what is to be
Lhanged or how. This most ambiguous of political terms is made
even more vague in the hands of the Babbage campaign.
With the primary less than a week away, it also includes a wellL rafted plea for a vote on Tuesday

New Meeting Room
The fiscal court took a commendable step this week with the
decision to move regular meetings to the Weeks Community
Center.
For years, the office of the
judge/executive served as the
meeting place. In George Weeks'
tenure, a black sofa with worn
out padding accommodated visitors along with an assortment of
mismatched chairs.
Weaks would sit behind the
desk, chain smoking while the
magistrates sat to his right in a
row of chairs.
Those not lucky enough to
claim a mismatched chair stood
along the wall or stuck their
heads around the door.
The decor was drab and the
walls tobacco stained. And no,
there weren't any oxygen tanks
available for the faint of heart, or
rather, faint of lung.
The black couch was the last
seat of choice. Many times while
J.D. Williams was sheriff, he
ended up swallowed by the vinyl
monster. He would sit with his
long legs partically under his
chin.
After Williams was elected
judge, members of the media held
a collective breath waiting to see

what Williams would do with the
office suite.
He remodeled, but he didn't
move the meeting site.
Oh sure, the walls were now
nicer to look at and the cigarette
smoke was gone, but the cramped
quarters remained.
The Wcaks Center should provide a more inclusive meeting
atmosphere. As the issues the
county deals with become more
complex, the days of meeting in
the office were becoming a thing
of the past.
The jail issue is just part of
greater law enforcement issues
facing both the city, and the
county.
In December one county farmer explained it this way: Law
enforcement is like a pitch fork.
Each prong makes up the whole.

There's the crime, the enforcement, the judgement and the
punishment.
The issue of law enforcement
sizes and pay have plagued the
city and the county. An adequate
911 system is still off in the
county's distant future. The judicial system is currently operating
within crowded quarters. People
mill around in the hallways and
out in front waiting a turn in the
courtroom.
For years we have known of
the jail's problems. Now we are
transporting prisoners around the
area.
After discussing all these
issues, the farmer said, "Heck, if
I were a criminal, the first place I
would head to is Calloway
County."
The issues are like tumbling
blocks. There's waste management, inadequate zoning ordi-

nances, the animal shelter and
illegal dumping to name a few.
Moving the fiscal court meetings seems like a small step compared to all those issues, but it
was good strong step or maybe a
leap.
• • • •
Well, so far Dr. Kern Alexander has shown he can do things
with style and a little excitment.
Alexander moved graduation
ceremonies outside this year.
The daring part came with the
clouds. Let's‘ emphasize multitude of clouds. They hung low
over the quad Saturday. And
7,500 people watched Alexander
play chicken with those clouds.
The clouds flinched.
The stage was great and is collapsible so it can be used next
year. It was still hard to see and
maybe that can be addressed next
year.
All in all, it was a success.
And no, not just because Alexander didn't give a speech or that
the other speeches were short
although that did add to the overall good feeling.
Bottom line: It was classy as
befitting a major institution of
higher learning.
The pride was flowing.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
May 6 — The Parkersburg (W.Va.) Sentinel on adoptions:
"I saw a little boy's life crumble."
So a neighbor described the scene as 4-year-old Baby Richard —
whimpering and his hand outstretched to the only parents he ever
has known — by court order was loaded into a van to he taken
from his adoptive parents.
As the world now knows, Baby Richard's mother gave him up
for adoption, only to return to the courts later with the biological
father to reclaim him.
A legal battle ensued. The first judge to hear the Illinois case
ruled that. a time line has to be drawn somewhere regarding the
finality of adoptions, and Baby Richard's biological parents had
failed to meet it.
But several years later, after the case was successfully appealed
— and after the U.S. Supreme Court refused to hear it - Baby
Richard was loaded into a van and taken off to a stranger's house.
By evening, Baby Richard was asking to go home.
Baby Richard's biological parents say he will be just fine. One
can only hope that the hurt already inflicted on this little boy somehow will be forgotten as he grows up.
As sad as this case may be, sadder still is the fact that it is not
the first such case, nor is it likely to be the last.
Advocates for biological parents are quick to point out that cases
like those of Baby Jessica and Baby Richard need not happen: if
only adoptive parents would not contest legal challenges to adoptions and therefore bring matters to an early conclusion.
But adoptive parents have reasons to fight adoption challenges.
A biological parent has already shown less than a solid commitment to the child by putting him up for adoption in the first place.
In the wake of the Baby Richard case, lawmakers in many states
are considering legislation that would mandate that judges examine
the best interests of children when confronted with such disputes.
This apparently was not a requirement in Illinois.

One thing is certain. Just as there were no easy solutions in King
Solomon's day, there (is) none today.
May 6 — 7'he Parkersburg (W.Va.) Sentinel on adoptions:
"I saw a little boy's life crumble."
So a neighbor described the scene as 4-year-old Baby Richard —
whimpering and his hand outstretched to the only parents he ever
has known — by court order was loaded into a van to be taken
from his adoptive parents.
As the world now knows, Baby Richard's mother gave him up
for adoption, only to return to the courts later with the biological
•
father to reclaim him.
A legal battle ensued. The first judge to hear the Illinois case
ruled that a time line has to be drawn somewhere regarding the
finality of adoptions, and Baby Richard's biological parents had
failed to meet it.
But several years later, after the case was successfully appealed
- and after the U.S. Supreme Court refused to hear it - - Baby
Richard was loaded into a van and taken off to a stranger's house.
By evening, Baby Richard was asking to go home.
Baby Richard's biological-parents say he will be just fine. One
can only hope that the hurt already inflicted on this little boy somehow will be forgotten as he grows up.
As sad as this case may be, sadder still is the fact that it is not
the first such case, nor is it likely to be the last.
Advocates for biological parents are quick to point out that cases
like those of Baby Jessica and Baby Richard need not happen, if
only adoptive parents would not contest legal challenges to adoptions and therefore bring matters to an early conclusion.
But adoptive parents have reasons to fight adoption challenges.
A biological parent has already shown less than a solid commitment to the child by putting him up for adoption in the first place.

Keeping the Coalition
It was a good week for social and
Ralph
religious conservatives.
Reed, director for the Christian
Coalition, made the cover of Time
magazine. Inside, the juxtaposition
of Reed talking on a cellular phone
and a church steeple in the background gave the appearance that he
was talking directly to God.
Also last week Republican presidential candidate Phil Gramm responded to the pleadings of social
conservatives and emerged from his
prayer closet to deliver a mighty
fine speech on "Freedom and Virtue" at Jerry Falwell's Liberty University. He repeated his commencement address before a less religiously partisan crowd at the
Heritage Foundation in Washington.
Gramm said all the right things.
And he raised a question that ranks
as the ultimate one for people trying
to sort out the proper relationship
between two kingdoms and two
kings. At Liberty, Gramm quoted a
familiar biblical story in which
Jesus is shown a coin by some
Pharisees, who are trying to trap
him. They ask whether he and his
followers should pay taxes. He asks
them whose image is on the coin.
"Caesar's," they reply. In that case,
says Jesus, "render unto Caesar the
things that are Carlaf'S, and unto

God the things that are God's."
Said Gramm: "Through that
question and with that coin. Jesus
identified what has turned out to he
the greatest political issue of all time
-- what belongs to the domain of
man and government, and what

belongs to the domain of man and
God." Gramm went on to lay out
what he thinks belongs in each
kingdom. Much of it would not
surprise either his supporters or
detractors. But the real issue is
whether government has the power
to restore lost virtue and can do so
by passing laws and having politicians make speeches.
But there is a disturbance in the
nation's political fabric right now.
Conservative Christians,especially,
see this as their moment. Having
been despised and rejected, they
believe their time has come. They
don't want just a place at the

political table. They want to own
the table and decide who sits at it.
Nothing wrong with that. Their
opponents have tried to do the same,
keeping them away from the table
and even out of the room. But as
their influence grows, the great
danger is that they will overreach,
alienate those who don't always
share their agenda and win nothing.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
addressed this point last Tuesday
night on my CNBC television show.
Though he says he supports restrictions on abortion except in the cases
of rape, incest and when the woman's life is in danger, he knows

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
Opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
leUers on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be slimed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessuy (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

that in the current climate passing
laws that reflect his position is
impossible. So he wants to pursue a
strategy of containment, much like
our successful policy with the old
Soviet Union.
Gingrich predicts a bill will be
introduced this year that will seek to
restrict abortions in late stages of
pregnancy and for "capricious" reasons. He wants to frame the
argument by asking both sides:
"How can we lower the number of
abortions?" That isolates the hardliners and makes it possible to help
mothers and babies, not just talk
about it.
But he had an even stronger
mestage for those who have been
hinting in recent weeks that they
might bolt the Republican Party if
they don't get their way. He said,go
ahead. "I think that to say to your
party as a coalition 'there arc minimum things I believe in, and if I
don't get some recognition that I'm
part of this coalitoin, then I'm not
going to be here' is totally legitimate." But he added that when the
presidential nominee is picked and
the platform written, "the Republican nominee is going to be a person
who is far more sensitive to the
Christian Coalition and to involved
activists than the Democratic alternative."
Is "sensitive" enough for the
activists? It ought to be, but it may
not. Politics isn't church,and voting

doesn't produce the immediate results that, soy, a moral and spiritual
awakening would. So as the activists decide how much they will
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Memorial service on Sunday
Confederate Memorial Day Services will be Sunday. May 21, at 2
p.m. at Camp Beauregard, Water Valley. Danny Potts will deliver
the eulogy and Joey Potts will be vocalist. The memorial address
will be by Commander Threlkelo of the Otho-Strahl Camp of Union
City, Tenn. Artillery salute will be by 4th Tennessee Infantry and
Volley will be by 7th Kentucky Infantry. Persons should bring lawn
chairs. In case of inclement weather, the services will be at BayouDe-Chin Presbyterian Church, located past Camp Beauregard. For
information call Sandy Forrest, 753.9688.

1

Martin's Chapel plans homecoming
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its annual
homecoming on Sunday. May 21, with Sunday School at 10 a.m.,
worship at 11 a.m. with the Rev. Richard Denton speaking, potluck
meal at 12:30 p.m., and musical program featuring Ryan Cunningham on saxophone and singing by Palestine United Methodist
Church Group. Donations for the upkeep of the cemetery will be
taken or may be mailed to Ralph Robertson, Rt. 4, Box 845, Murray,
Ky. 42071.

Bethel Methodists plan homecoming
Bethel United Methodist Church, located off Highway 94 East on
Bethel Church Road, will have its annual homecoming on Sunday,
May 21, with Sunday School at 9:30 a.m., worship at 11 a.m. with
the Rev. John W. Penny speakingubduck meal at noon, and gospel
singing at 1:30 p.m. Donations for the upkeep of the cemetery will
be taken or may be mailed to Raymond Bynum, Rt, 3, Murray, Ky.
42071.

Lodge breakfast on Saturday
Alford Lodge 925 Free and Accepted.Masons and Alford Chapter
445 of Order of Eastern Star will sponsor a country breakfast on
Saturday, May 20, from 6 to 10 a.m. at Masonic Lodge at Aurora.
The public is invited.

TOPS KY 469 will meet tonight
TOPS KY 11469 Murray Chapter will meet tonight (Thursday) at
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from 6
to 6:45 p.m. with the meeting at 7 p.m. Jean Bailey will be in charge
of the program. TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) is a non-profit
organization-dedicated to those interested in weight loss. All members and visitors are welcome.

Rodeo on Friday and Saturday
Second annual Rodeo of Marshall County Red Cross and Marshall
County Rescue Squad Will be Friday and Saturday, May 19 and 20,
at 8 p.m. at H.H. Lovett Park Grandstands Arena, Benton. Another
event will be the Clown Contest for children, 10 and under, from 10
am. to noon at Benton Wal-Mart parking lot.

Special program on Saturday
"There's No Business Like Show Business" will be the theme of
the recital by students of Jane Marie's Dance Studio on Saturday.
May 20, at 7 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
The public is invited and there is no admission charge.

Class members' addresses needed
The 1975 class of Calloway County High School will have its
20-year reunion on July 15 at Kenlake State Reiort Park -Hotel. Four
members have been unable to be located, Who are Steven McCuiston. Pam Mills Anderson, Teresa Todd, and Patricia Barnett Keeling.
For information on these students, call Sandra Duncan-Thurman at
751-6425 or Vicky Butterworth White at 435-4201.

Cemetery needs upkeep donations
Donations are needed for the upkeep and maintenance of Hicks
Cemetery (originally known as the Daniel Vinson Cemetery) in -the
Model.; Tenn., area of Land Between the Lakes. Because of the low
interest rates and the rising costs of maintenance over the past several years, the cemetery is in need of funds in order to preserve the
trust established for the upkeep of the cemetery. All those with family members interred at the cemetery are asked to send their donations to: Hicks Cemetery Maintenance Fund, do Loretta Askew Outlaw, P.O. Box 224, Dover, TN 37058.

Model reunion on May 21
The annual Model, Tenn., School reunion will be Sunday, May
21, at the Walter Bilbrey Place in the Land Between the Lakes. Each
family should bring a basket lunch and lawn chairs. The event will
start at 10 a.m. with lunch to be served at 1 p.m. All former residents and families arc invited.

WHEN YOU'RE
ON THE GO
Take along the Motorola BRAVO Numeric
Display Pager
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Herndon and M(
wedding to be Itt
Larry and Virginia Herndon of Murray Arlti,,‘“
and approaching marriage of their daughter. ii
to Kary J. McCord, son of H.W. arid -.My-,
Texas.
The bride-elect- is the granddaughter of lino,'
late Thomas E. Herndon and of the 1.11,- run
Miss Herndon is employed at Perry iipm,
Mr. McCord is the owner and oiler vior
Upholstery, Seabrook, Texas.
The wedding vows will he said Satur,t.is,
at Bethel Baptist Church, Deet Park. i.cs
A reception will follow at the 1.vonikil P, •
na, Texas.
Some invitations have been sent, fur: all r;
invited to attend the wedding and re. eption
Local plans include a reception to ho 'nor rIo•
July 1, 1995, at .4 p.m. in the Annex ot two
All relatives and friends are invite I to l oo
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Pier 1 Imports is pleased
have.Mindy Leonard,
bride-elect of Tommy
Wagner, join our bridal
registry by choosing decorative accessories.
University Plata • Chestnut St.

WHAT MAKES A
L' N IQUE PHARMACY?
and review of prescriptions.
vow- doctor and save von money by using.
.•
Whr l'i possible.
,,iiiividerized records for insurance and taxes
1..ition
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753-1462

Every Friday Night!

JRIN
ER'S BINGO
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.
Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

LOCATION - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
ial Games
* $1000 Letter H
TT ofigo Pays
Jackpot Every Week
v.'', and 90%
(30 calls or less)
• Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
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Jefferson Davis Bin,
Celebration will he
A Jefferson Davis Birthday
Celebration will he held Saturday. June 3, from 4- to 6 p.m.
beside the Confederate Monument at Centennial Park, Nashville, Tenn.
The program will include Confederate music: speeches by Prof
Grady McWhiney, author ot
Cracker Culture, Dr. Thomas
Fleming, editor Chronicles magazine, and Prof. Michael Hill,
president of The Southern
League.

s
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Singles elatn,borf
be at Kenlake M
The Singles Organizational
Society (SOS) of Murray will
host the annual Singles Jamboree
at the shelter house pavilion at
Kenlake State Resort Park on
Saturday, May 27, from 1 p.m.
until midnight.
Admission will be $5 for each
single adult with no charge for
children under 12.
Ham .and chicken will be provided and members of SOS as
well as guests will provide covered dishes for the meal to he
served at 5:30 p.m.
There will he games and prizes
and in the evening there will he
dancing under the stars tO the
music of a live hand.
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We have been your custom by,
past. We are now exparidin(
ness to better meet your
addition to custom buildIr g
take care of your remode
additions, wind or
water damage or
replace your
roofing.

only 11 Months Training
Classes Begin June 12
,
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m..
Or Come By Before June 1

Ezell
Beauty School

Bruce .Green

Building Contract0/..‘,
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Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and Accepted Masons has cancelled its
Family Night for Saturday. May 20, at 6 p.m. at Hazel Community
Center. The event will be scheduled at a later date, according to
Bobby Holmes, master of lodge.
A yard sale by Wadesboro Homemakers Club will be Saturday,
May 20, starting at 7:30 a.m. This will be at the vacant lot at the
intersection of Highways 121 North and 299 at Stella.
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Hazel Lodge event cancelled

Wadesboro yard sale Saturday
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Parents in Partnership will
meet Tuesday and Thursday

Make a Difference
Support Your United Way.

. • • 1 •1

.110 •

THURSDAY, MAY 16, 1995

MURRAY LEDGER II TIMES

Parents in Partnership (PIP) for
parents, family, volunteers, professionals and friends of children
with special needs will meet
Tuesday, May 23, at noon and
Thursday, May 25, at 6:30 p.m.
in the main meeting room of Calloway County Public Library.
Shirley Carpenter from the
Parent Resource Center of Callo-

•

4111

way County Schools will Athe
speaker.
The group will discuss items of
interest from the last meeting and
possible program topics for future
meetings.
Both the noon and evening
meetings have the same format
and speakers. The evening meeting was added because of
requests of persons who could
not attend the noon meeting.
Interested persons should call .
Val Dowdy at 753-1960 if unable
to attend but would like to participate in the future or would like
to get a newsletter.
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Everything Must Go!

70%
60%'

off
Stor wide

Inventory. Cash Register. Fixtures, Etc.

LACE E/-4 IVY LTD.
Court Square • Murray

By Way of the Grapevine
"Primitives & Gift Shop

New Items Every Day — Come See What's New!
Open Wed -Sat. 10-4: Sun. 1-4
•

0

Bib miles out of Murray on 121 S. to Old Salem Rd

Brenda Kay Eldridge and
Randy Lee Montgomery
Amy Elizabeth Darst
ery
tgom
-Mon
Eldridge
and Donald Jason Lane
wedding to be May 27 Darst-Lane wedding
Ms. Brenda Kay Eldridge and Randy Lee Montgomery announce
their engagement and approaching marriage.
Ms. Eldridge is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Sanders of Rt.
1, Murray. She is the granddaughter of the late Raymond and Lettie
Sanders and of the late Loman and Isabelle Thompson.
Mr. Montgomery is the son of Ms. Audrey Farris of Rapid City,
S.D., and of Jerry L. Montgomery of Rt. 1, Kirksey. He is the grandson of Mrs. Dorothy Wagar of Murray and the late Leon Fan-is and of
Mrs. Verna Edmaiston of Murray and the late Granvel Montgomery.
The- bride-elect is employed by Kenlake Foods of Murray. The
groom-elect is employed by Ryan Milk of Murray.
The vows will be exchanged in an outdoor ceremony on Saturday.
May 27, 1995, at 5 p.m. at the home of the bride-elect's parents,
located approximately 10 miles from Murray on Highway 121 North
at Coldwater.
In the event of bad weather, the ceremony will be at Farmington
Baptist Church.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

1

vows to be said June 2
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Paul Darst Jr. of Calvert City announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Amy Elizabeth Darst, to Donald Jason Lane, son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald 1.ane
of Benton.
Ms. Darst is the granddaughter of Mrs. Frances Darst and the late
Robert Paul Darst Sr., and of Mr. and Mrs. Flimiett 0. White.
Mr. Lane is the grandson of Mrs. Mary Lane and the late Frank B.
Lane, and of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hunter. He is the great-grandson of the
late B.P. and Nida Lane, and the late G.W. and Evelyn Hunter.
The bride-elect is a 1991 graduate of Marshall County High School
and is currently a senior pursuing an accounting degree at Murray
State University. She is a member of Alpha Kappa Psi, professional
business fraternity at MSU. Ms. Darst is employed by MS1I Federal
Credit Union.
The groom -elect is a 1992 graduate of Marshall County High
School, ans is a certified emergency medical technician employed by
Angel of Mercy Ambulance Service, Paducah Ile plans to begin paramedic school in late summer.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Friday, June 2, 1995, at h
p.m. at Kenlake State Resort • Park.
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REDUCED
Elegantly styled Cape Cod, four spacious bedrooms, three bath brick
.home. Central gas heat & air, all amenities plus security system and
workshop. $140,000 Call Billie Wilson!

'Friendship Sunday'

Kopperud Realty
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will be at Immanuel

753-1222

711 Main St.

WORK BOOTS..
We've Got 'Em!
•Red Wings
•Georgia

RE4401it
tt-0 is°

Leather Lace-ups & Slip-ons

plMode ia U.S.A.

Durango
$4795
We Have Safety
Steel Toe Boots
In
-Red wing
•Georgla
Open Sundays 1-6 p.m.

Factory Discount
Shoes 753-9419

100 S 5th St.

Sunday, May 21, has been
designated "Friendship Sunday”
for Immanuel Lutheran Church,
15th and Main Streets, Murray.
Mike
Thickc, head baseball coach
for Murray State University
'Breds, will be the guest speaker
following the 10:15 a.m. worship
service.
photo
WILLIAMS
JEANNETTA
A potluck meal will follow the
Members of Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club met recently at services.
Murray City Park to discuss plans to use the profits for the February
East Sunday worship service
Raise the Roof Roast. The group voted to upgrade a small picnic pavi- was a "Red Letter Day" for
lion (shelter) at the old city park area on Chestnut Street The money Immanuel Lutheran Church with
will be used to buy picnic tables, trash cans, grills and paint. Pictured, 139 people in attendance.
from left, are Kathy Wilson, Evelyn Wallis, Cecilia Brock, Kay Ray,
"Let's make May 21 another
Martha Andrus, Uillan Robertson, and seated, Sue Allison.
'Red Letter Day' for Our Lord
and Immanuel. Let's each one of
us bring a friend, neighbor or
relative to this special day and

LifeHouse Care Center for
Women will conduct a volunteer
counselor training session June
26 through June 30.
Seminar participants will learn
active listening techniques, crisis
intervention training, information

Lu.a Gnffin, a fifteen year old Murray High Freshman, is
this week's honored gymnast at Lakewood Gymnastics of
Mayfield, Ky. Recently, Liza became the Level 8 Kentucky
State All-Around Champion in the 14/15 year old age group.
Miss Griffin dominated the competition by winning Vault
(8.65), Bars (8.55), and Floor (9.00) to finish with a season
high All-Around Score of 34.50.
Liza qualified to compete in the Level 8 Regional
Championships to be held in Lexington, KY and was named
WBLN's Athlete of the Week. Liza plans to continue her
gymnastics as a Level 9 in the 95-96 competitive season.
Liza is the daughter of John and Vicki Griffin.
Coach's Quote: "Liza has matured as a gymnast this year,
but more importantly has matured into a true "Team
Leader." She is one of our most valued team members, not
only for her talent and dedication, but for the support and
encouragement she gives her teammates. She has set a fine
example for our younger gymnasts this season!"

Don't Miss The Summer Fun
At Lakewood Gymnastics!

June 5-9
June 12-July 7
July 10-August 4
This summer, Lakewood

July

come
Mike Thieke
fill our church to capacity," said
Jim McCloskey, Outreach Chairman for the church.

LifeHouse plans event

Lakewood Gymnast
Of The Week

•

phon
mail
Th
reign
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Cheer Camp '95
Summer Session 1
Summer Session 2

Gymnastics is offering morning and evening classes to better fit your busy summer schedule.

Call To Reserve Your Spot Today!! (502) 247-3511

about pregnancy alternatives and
much more. Anyone may attend,
although pre-registration is
equired.
For information about volunteering at LifeHouse or to register for the training course, contact Lisa Armstrong at Life or
House, 753-0700
1-800-467-7172.
LifeHouse Care Center for
Women provides women experiencing crisis pregnancy with the
emotional and practical support
needed for them to choose positive solutions to the problems an
unplanned pregnancy presents.
All services are free and
confidential.
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Marilyn's ere%

Gift Baskets
Specializing In Professional,
Occupational and
Special Occasion Baskets
Honor That Special Person In Your Lin
National Nuns Week May 6-12
Paducah Cocrimunity College Nursing
Graduation May 8
Murray University Nursing Graduation
May 18
Motlhais Day May 14
Send Your Child's Teacher An Appreciation
Gift Basket

Family Night, Child
Identification planned

Area fans of "Precious
Moments" figurines will meet
Monday, May 22, at 6:30 p.m. at
Marshall County Public Library,
Benton.
This will be to organize a
chapter of the national organization with Betsy's Hallmark of
Benton as the group's sponsor.

ceak-2c."A-7

Betsy McKinney, owner, s.1
the purpose of the club is "to
enhance the enjoyment of the figurines by bringing together collectors from the area." Social,
crafts, education and community
service activities will be planned.
For more information call
1-502-527-1848.

"CARNIVAL CRUISE SPECIALS"
Vedri,"#tettielot4IINI.IN1111.1)
"sour cimitortI 11)-

1-800-489-2022

141P

No program is planned atter
the nleal.

Special meeting on Monday

Marilyn Starnes Walker, It N R S N.
Owner
(502) 489-2020
Delivered Aaces Town Of Country

At 5:30 p.m., Woodmen members of Lodge 138 arc encouraged to bring their children early
to participate in the "Child Identification Program" which is a
Woodmen project this year.
There are a few simple steps
that can be taken to help law
endoreement in the event a child
was missing. This service is free
of charge to lodge members.

Hazel Woodmen of the World
Lodge 138 will have a spring
family night on Saturday. May
20, at 6 p.m. at Hazel Community
Center. The menu will include
grilled hamburgers and hot dogs
with cake for dessert.
Toni Jones, president, urges all
lodge members to come with
their families to enjoy the family
night festivities. Cash door prizes
will be given to some of the lucky Woodmen present.
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Hazel club hears Jones

CALENDAR
Thursday, May 18
Thursday, May 18
Murray High School Class of 1955
meeting/6 30 p m /office of Don Henry
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Murray Middle School Site-based
Tenn./7 30 p m /Farm Bureau Building.
Decision Making Council/7 p m /Room
Paris Into/Kennith Broach. 753 3580
109 of school
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
Murray High School Band
p m /Senior Citizens Center. Benton
banquet/6 30 p m /school cafeteria
South
west Calloway Elementary
First Place Orientation/7 p.m./home of
School SBDM meetings include
Clint and Linda Lester. New Concord
Scheduling/3 15 p m and Effective
Pet Therapy/3 p m 'Galloway County
Schools/4 pm
Public Library
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
National Scouting Museum open 9
dysfunctional families/6 30
a m -4 30 p m Info/762-3383
p m /Calloway County Health Center
Mery Griffin Theater/3 45 p m across
Info/Carolyn. 759-1884. or Nancy.
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metro
753-7405
poi's, Ill Infoll 800 935-7700
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club/7 30
Friday, May 19
p m /Calloway County Public Library
Pamela Lynn Robinson and Philip
Murray Business and Professional
Keith McClain wedding 6 30 p m /Hale
Women/6 p.m /Seven Seas
Chapel of First United Methodist
Hazel Woman's Club/Community
Church
Center/7 p m
Murray Middle School USO Celebra
Support Group for Blind/6
bon changed to May 23
p m /Seven Seas Restaurant
Murray Christian Women's Club!
Divorce Recovery Support Group/7
noon/Seven Seas
p m /Westside Baptist Church
Senior Citizens' Golf Play/8 30
HAZEL WOMAN'S CLUB photos
3-5584
a m 'Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course
Sgt. Melodie Jones, right in top photo, of Murray Police Department Info/75
TOPS KY 8469 meetiny/7 pm with
Hazel Center open 10 a m to 2 p m
presented a program on "Personal Safety" at the April meeting of Hazel weigh-in/6 p m /Annex
for senior citizens activities
of Calloway
Woman's Club held at Hazel Community Center. Pictured left is Sharon County Public Library
Weeks Centerropen 10 a m -4 p rfl 'for
Ray, club president. Mary Ann Orr gave the devotion. Hostesses were, Oaks Country Club's Ladies Fun
senior citizens
activities
Night/5 30 p m
Breakfast-8 30 a m and Bridge Clubit
bottom photo, from left, Janice Wilkinson, Marla Thompson and Sandra
pm
Country Club's Men's Stag
Gallimore. Also present were Hilda Bennett, Linda Bennett, Martha But- Murray
Night/6 p m Reserva
AA and Al-Anon open to
53-6113
terworth, Nina Butterworth, Roy Davis, Belinda Elliott, Rita Emery, Betty Twin Lakes Antiqutions/7
newcomers'8 p m American Legion
e Car Club/7
Hudson, Pat Latimer, Nancy Overbey, Carolyn Parks and Judy Paschall, p m /Majestic Steakhouse,
Building. South Sixth and Maple. MurDraffenville
ray Info/759 9882 or 435 4314
members, and Patricia Martindale and Brooks Gibson, guests. The
club
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p m/Sirlo n
Main Street Youth Center. 205 Nprth
will meet Thursday, May 18, at 7 p.m. at Hazel Community Center
. Stockade
Fourth St /open 6 11 p m Thfo/
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
753-TEEN
p m /Education Unit/Murray-Calloway
Stroke Support Group of Murray
County Hospital
Calloway County Hospitari?
First Christian Church events include
p m 'education unit Info - 762- 1100
Singles Study-Support Group/7 p m
Coldwater Church of Christ service ,.
Shiloh Full Gospel service/7 .p m
7 30 p m
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
St. John's Episcopal Church events
pm
include Evening Prayer5 15 p m
First United Methodist Church events
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include One By One Singles Ministry/7
include Mass/noon
p m /Youth Center
Bingo sponsored by Shrinersi7
First Baptist Church events include
p m /building at Fairgrounds Public
Lottie Moon Group w/Thelma
invited
Warlord/1:30 p m BYW's w/Brenda
National Scouting Museum;open 9
am -4 30 pm Into.- 762-3383
Hines/7 p m
YMCA events include Lo Impact High
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5.15 p m
Intensity/4.30 p m '12th
,
Street Branch
St. Leo Catholic Church events
Info/759-9622 or 759 9699
include Peace 8 Justice/4 p m
Mery Griffin Theater'7 30 p m !across
from Players Riverboat Casino. Metro
Murray Women of the Moose/7
polls, Ill Info/1-800 935-7700
p m /lodge hall
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Fair queen contestants are
wanted for July 24th event
The Murray-Calloway County Fair Queen Contest.
sponsored by
Murray Woman's Club in cooperation with Murray
-Calloway County
Fair Board, will he Monday. July 24, at 7 p.m. 31
Lovell Auditorium,
Murray State University.
To enter the contest, you must be a resident of %lump,
. and Cado
way County and be between the ages of 16 and 211
by July I. 199s.
Contestants may get applications from Linda Scott, contes
t chairman,
at 1315 Olive Blvd., Murray, phone 753-7944, or at Alliso
n Photography at 607 South Fourth St., Murray.
The deadline for applications is July 1. Please includ
e a recent
photograph, attach the ¶25 entry fee required lot
the Fair Board, and
mail in your completed application as soon as
possible.
This will be the 36th year tor the contest to
select the Queen to
reign over the Murray-Calloway County Fair to follow
that week at
the fairgrounds on Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road.
The winner
will go to the State Fair Queen Contest in January
1996 at Louisville.
Gifts will be presented at the pageant. A pool party will
he Monday,
July 17, at 6:30 p.m. at the home of Harry and Sue Allison
. Swim suit
judging will take place at his party which is a part
of the points for the
contestants for the pageant.

Friday & Saturday ONLY
May 19 & 20, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Pant Sets

$999
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First Quality Short & Pant Sets

14.9910'29.99
800 S. 4th (Hwy. 121 at Glendale Rd.) Murray
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Coverage
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Your Favorite Graduate Would Love A Gift From Bright's
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All Spring
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Today's Sports

61as

STILLWATER, Okla. (AP) — Randy Rutherford,
who played in the Final Four with Oklahoma State,
faces a misdemeanor charge after telling a utilities
clerk he would blow up a city block if his electric service was not restored. Rutherford faces up to 30 days
in rail or a $100 fine, or both.

• TENNIS: Boys regional at Lone Oak
• TRACK: Regional at Paducah Tilghman

FOURTH DISTRICT TOURNAMENT

Crum silences MCHS
in Tigers' 10-0 victory
Crum has Marshals' number
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
There's something about facing Marshall
County that seems to bring out the best in
Ethan Crum.
The Murray High junior pitched a perfect
game in an earlier meeting this season with
Marshall, and followed up with a no-hitter in
the Fourth District tournament Wednesday. a
10-0 Tiger win at Ty Holland Field.
But for Crum, it was more or less just
another day at the office.
"It's nothing about Marshall County, I'm
just going out there and doing my best, trying to get people out," Crum said.
The win sets up a highly-anticipated district championship matchup between the
Tigers (21-2) and Calloway (18-9), which
crushed Mayfield 18-0 Monday. The game
was scheduled to be played today, but heavy
rain forced the game to be moved to Friday
it 410 at Ty Holland.
Murray and Calloway split their regular
season meetings, with each winning at home.
Regardless of the outcome, both have secured a spot in next week's regional tournament at Marshall County.
Crum struck out 11 and only missed
another perfect game because of two walks
and two hit batters, but got help not only
from the Murray defense but from the active
Tiger. bats as well, Crum aided his own

• Thursday's championship game
was postponed due to rain and
rescheduled for Friday at 4:30 at Ty
Holland Field.
cause by going 3-for-3 at the play with a
double and two singles.
The Tigers slapped 11 hits in all and
threatened several times to score more than
their 10-run final tout. Robert Weatherly
had a towering three-run homer in the fifth
inning, his seventh of the year, while Preston
Weatherly had a hit that some in attendance,
including a Marshall County outfielder, said
went over the fence for a home run but/
bounced back into play and was ruled only
as a base hit.
"We played really well," Murray coach
Cary Miller said. "Ethan had a great day, the
defense was good and we hit all through the
lineup.
Murray first scored in its inaugural at-bat.
With two outs, Crum and Robert Weatherly
both drew walks, and both moved up a base
on a wild pickoff attempt to second. Both
scored on a double by Shane Schroader.
After stranding two runners in the second
MARK YOUNG Ledge, 4 r—es ohoto
inning, Murray scored twice in the third.
fourth inning otOdnesday's
the
in
Sanders
Robert
catcher
Crum led off with a double, and after an
Murray's Jason West slides under the tag of Marshall County
Stadium behind Ethan Cr,um's no-hitter and a
infield hit by Schroader, Ryan Vanover . Fourth District tournament game. The Tigers downed Marshall 10-0 at Ty Holland
99
three-run homer by Robert Weatherly.
• See Page 9

Lady Lakers strand Murray
Lady Lakers top
Murray High 11-1
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Capitalizing was the k1/4-. !ri Wednesday's Fourth District Softhall Tournament
showdown between Cattov.i:, County and.
Murray High.
Calloway capitalized
Murray didn't.
Seven Lady Lakers crossed the plate in
the fourth inning .to bkov. open a tour-run
game and advance to next week's First
Region Tournament with an 11-1 win
over the Lady Tigers.
Marshall County, which heat Calloway
on Monday, won the distrn t tale and CalMurray second baseman Keisa Bennett
tags out Calloway's Dawn Davis on a steal' attempt.

pick up the win Wednesday.
loway finished runner-up in the tournay
City
"Molly did a good job." Greer said of
Callowa
Murray,
ment, held at the
his senior hurler.,"She pitcher herself out
Park.
Calloway (5-9) will take on a winner of some jams and we made the plays
when we had to."
from yie of the other three districts in the
Murray (3-7) stocked the bases. with
regional tournament at Marshall County,
in the first, third and fifth innings,
runners
beginning next week.
only plate one run in the fifth
could
said
but
Greer
Tommy
coach
Lady Laker
Reidland is the prohibitive favorite with and final inning.
"We couldn't get the big hit," lamented
Graves County, Ballard Memorial and
coach David , Carr. "We had five
Murray
g.
pursuin
Oak
Lone
Paducah and the immediate surrounding runners left on base in the first three
counties are prime areas for fast-pitch innings. 1 thought Molly pitched a heck of
softball, which is why Greer hopes to a game."
Murray's mound fortunes were left up
draw the winner of the "river district.
"
winner,
District
Third
to freshman Jeanne Maddox, a novice
"We want the
Greer said without hesitation. "We need pitcher assigned to the mound early in the
tdi play Fulton County, Fulton City or season due to the Lady Tigers' lack of a
fast-pitch experience.
Hickman County."
To her credit. Maddox held Calloway
Fast-pitch is new to the Murray Calloway area, but no less key to the for- to just a 4-0 lead on four hits through the
tunes of the Lady Lakers and Lady first three innings. but she snuggled with
control in the fourth
Tigers.
Calloway's Molly Wisehart used good
control to limit Murray to one hit and • See Page 9

Knicks' Ewing works Miller-like magic
By 'BILL BARNARD
AP Sporls Wrier

'111FtK (APi -- Reggie
almost- making a habit
rt.ring ;he Nev. York Knicks
heroics in the playoffs.
although he
Ewing.
make big plays as specta1 ,e•
_dart. aN Miller, is just as tough
the Indiana Pacers.
Ev•ing, who crushed the NC,' hopes with a rebound dunk
2r, seconds left in Game 7 of
•
he Eastern Conference finals last
,..•ar. did it again Wednesday
NEW

\liner

night. It happened just when it
appeared Indiana would beat the
Knicks in a series for the first
time.
He scored only 19 points, and
was outplayed dramatically by
Pacers center Rik Smits for most
of the night, but Ewing won the
game with a spinning jumper in
the lane with 1.8 seconds left,
giving the Knicks a 96-95 victory. The loss left the Pacers —
playoff losers to New York in the
last two seasons — with a 3-2
lead in the best-of-7 conference

semifinals.
"I thought I was Michael Jordan," said Ewing, who was
7-for-20 from the field before the
winning shot. "It's always a big
man's dream to get the ball, spin
and drive. It was the same muse'
I'd been making all game, only
this time it went in."
Miller built his reputation in
New York with 25 points in the
fourth quarter of Game 5 last
year to give Indiana a 3-2 series
lead. On Wednesday night. he
nearly - duplicated his feat of

I last week, when he
eight points in the final
his 1-pointer with 32 secleft cut a five-point Indiana
94-92.
de!
Alter Indiana controlled a
lump hall. Byron Scott's 3-pointer '.s oh s 9 seconds lett put the
hunt, setting up
In
,
P..1( CI'
toil heroits.
I wine
fi‘e with a minute to
AC didn't expect to have the
with s.9 seconds to go,"
a.Ii Larry Brown said.
rt.

"I thought we defended well on
the final play, but it doesn't matter how close we get.'We still
have to win one- game."
Miller almost performed
another miracle after Ewing's
basket, missing a 3-pointer at the
final buzzer.
"To tell you the truth, .1
thought it was going down,"
Miller said. "All you want is a
goodAook, and I got a good look.
I want to take that last shot, to be
II See Page 9

CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
(Best ol
Wednesday, May 17
96
New York
95
Indiana
Ondona reads 3-2)
• • • •
Thursday, May 18
Orlando at Chicago 7 p m (TBS)
Phoenix at Houston, 7 30 p m
!:TNT) '
San Antonio at L A Lakers. 10
pm (TNT)
Friday, May 19
New York at Indiana, 7 p rn (TNT)
Saturday, May 20
L A Lakers at San Antonio, TBA
'NBC) it necessary
Houston at Phoenix 2 30 pm
(NBC I if necessary
Sunday, May 21
Chicago at Orlando, TBA (NBC), if

necessary
Indiana at New York TBA (NBC).
it necessary

NBA NOTES

Regional tennis underway
Staff Report
NiJrray Ledger 8 Times
LONE OAK - The girls rego,nal tennis tournament got
underway Wednesday at-the Lone
()A Tennis Complex, with several local players advancing past
the second round.
The boys regional tournamsnt
opens today while the girls will
finals
• ntinue play Friday. The
'of both the boys and girls tournanients will he Saturday.
In singles play. Murray's Caroline TraWick was the only local.
player to move past the second

round. She 'defeated Calloway's
Erin -Grogan 6-3, 6-0 in the first
round and downed Paducah
Tilghman's Ellen Carey by the
same score in the second round to
move into the next round.
Calloway's Elizabeth Blackford downed- Murray's Mary
Maddox 6-4, 7-6 in the first
round, but lost to Reidland's Julie
Froedge 6-0, 6-0 in the second
round of play.
In doubles, Calloway's Kylie
)(Stinson and Juli Yoo picked up
two wins Wednesday, downing
Graves County's Fryer and Pick-

ard 6-2, 7-5 in the first round and
topping Christian County's
Duguid and Grubbs 6-1, 6 ft in
the second round. Also, Murray 's
Leigh Haverstock and Kim Ale
'under won twice, beating Reid
land's Payne and Deweese 6 I
6-2 and. Hopkinsville's Cunning
ham and McInnes 7-6, 6 (I
Calloway's Ann Taylor .and •
Kelly Travis beat Fort Camp
bell's 6-2, 6-1 in the first round
but fell to ('ash and CAI it
Caldwell County 6-1, 6-0 m
second round.

NBA Rookie honors
shared by Kidd, Hill
NEW YORK (Al') -- DaiIas guard Jason Kidd and
Detroit forward Grant Hill shared the NBA Rookie of
the Year award in tne test ta! ,r1 24 years
Hill and Kidd each received 4'i of a possible 105
votes from a media pane, kkiwai:kee s Glenn Robinson was third'st,ififf 15 voter,
Kidd, the second piCk .n iast s 1rIA!' S draft averaged 11 7 points 54 .rebounof; :r(-11 7 7 assists Hitt,
picked third. averaged ".) +4 (xi ,.t., I, 4 ri,t)OkirldS and,
5 0 assists
l'orticion s Geoff Pet
Boston's Dave Cow,.''
1970 71
tie also shared the aw,ir(:

•

1

•Crum...

Sports Briefs
LOCAL BASEBALL

COLT LEAGUE:
Tryouts for Murray-Calloway Colt League baseball AY I be
held Saturday at 10 am. at the Calloway County High Schoo
baseball field Colt League is for boys age 15-16

BRONCO LEAGUE
WEDNESDAY:
• Stokes & Associates 6, English Farms 3: (Stokes) Jonathan
Hedges 28, 18. Tony Ryan 26, 1B, Aaron Cowan 18, Justin Smith
18. WP-Cowan 5 strikeouts, three hits (English Farms) Anthony
Cogdell 28 Drew Henry 1B, Chad Canerdy 18, Michael Swain 18

PARK LEAGUE I
MAY 12:
WalInterstate Battery 13, JCPenney 4: i Interstate Ba!te'y B'od'e 18.
28.
lace 3 18, T J Hargrove 2 1B, 2B, Wesley Steeie HP, Dustin
Joshua Polk 2 1B. 2B, Tanya Slade 18, Tory Wells 2 1 8. Black
Wilson 2 1B, Tyler Buckingham 1B. Deriver Moss 1B, Bradley
y; Zachary
2 1B: Matthew Wedan 1B. Scott Aldridge 1 B (JCPenne
Eric Ber3B
2
McCuiston
J
M
3B
ry
Montgome
Capps 28: Stephen
Costello 1B
bench 1B, Jamie Gavot 28; Daniel White 18 Cnaries
MAY 6:
Battery
Interstate Battery 10, Murray Cablevislon 8: (Interstate
2 3B.
Matthew Wedan 3 1B. Brodie Wallace 1 B, 2B, T J. Hargrove Tony
1B.
3
Slade
Tanya
1B.
Polk
Joshua
HR,
1B, Wesley Steele
Cable
Wells 2 18. Dustin Wilson 1B, Tyler Buckingham 1B (Murray
1B.
vision) Alex Stewart 2 18, 2B, Nathan Connor 1B: Matt Wails 3 Ss•
Max
28.
Adams
Wesley
1B.
2
g
BniaaCral
Austin McCuiston 3B.
son 1B. RJsse;1 Meade 1B Evan McDaniel 1B, 28
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Jane Rogers Ins.
*See me tor all your family msurance needs'
305 N. 12th St.. Murray
_
!next to C.
•
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State Farm is there
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FROM PAGE 8
doubled to bring Crum home.
Schroader then scored on a
groundout by John David Poynor,
making the score 4-0.
The Tigers tacked on two more
runs in the fourth inning. With
one out, Ted Booth was hit by a
pitch. Jason West walked and
Crum singled to right field to
load the bases. Robert Weatherly
then grounded to third for an
infield single, allowing Booth to
SCOW. West came home on a sacrifice fly by Schroader, putting
Murray ahead 6-0. The Tigers
then loaded the bases again, but
tailed to score.
While Crum continued his
mastery on the mound, the Tiger
hats came alive again in the fifth
with four runs, all coming with
tv.o outs.
Booth opened things up with a
triple, and scored on a double by
West. After Crum singled and
stole second, Robert Weatherly
delivered the blow that subdued

Murray's Ethan Crum tossed a nohitter against Marshall County
Wednesday.

Marshall for good.
With two outs and the count
full, Weatherly murdered a Ben
Myers pitch, sending it onto the

roof of the ly Holland concession stand, some 400 feet awa‘
from home plate. The shot also
brought West and Crum home to
make it I0-0.
"That home run by Robert was
big-time." Miller said "We made
the routine plays. and to hit the
ball the was we did made it a
pretty good day. In the se.ond
inning, Shane Schroader had a
big double that got us started, and
we didn't ha%e ans haseruntuni:
mistakes all day."
Preston Weatherly then
attempted to match his brother in
the sixth innigig. His hit sailed to
left-center,, hit something. then
bounced back into play. Both
umpires were too far away to see
the call, and ruled the ball was
still in play. Weatherls reached
third for a triple, hut Murra
ed to score after loading th,• base
s with one out
Robert Weatherk and S. tiroad
4
1
/
er were both 2-101) with ‘
erly knocking in four run, Prt.

•Lady Lakers...
defensively, we itist had one had
FROM PAGE 8
Unfortunately, that's all it
Inning.
in
Callow 's first three hitters
takes."
walks
on
base
reached
the fourth
Wisehart walked the bases
and were brought home on senior
with one out in the top of
loaded
center
to
Farrah Beach's double
but Murrav could get
fifth,
the
doublea
on
scored
Beach
I eld.
and the game was
run
one
just
steal to make it 8-0 and then Lininnings. •
five
after
called
Carrie
in
da StubbleHeld drove
out I()
hammered
Calloway
Bell with the Lady Lakers' ninth
tour
i-for-1,
hits, led by Beach's
run ()I the day.
s
bletield'
•Stub
and
Morris
day
Whitney
RBI
Wisehart and
picked up the final two RBIs with. 2-for-2, 3 RBI performance, ‘lorL. lean singles. Calloway led 11-(I ris picked up two hits, while
Heidi Wilson tripled and Shelly
atier tour. •
"You can't let the seven, eight, Stucker singled.
"We told the 'girls that we
nine hitters get on base and set
and
two
to attack Murray at the
one,
wanted
the
for
the table
three hitters.- Carr explained. "If plate,- Greer. said (it the Lady
Lakers' hitting. "Sonic teams you
there's anyone on base, Stubblewait, but we wanted to hit the
in.
them
drive
will
field
pitches if they were there."
"I thought we played well

9

MAY 18 3 995

ston Weatherly was 2-tor -4 with
an RBI while Booth, West, Vanover. Poynor and Stephen Crouch
all had one hit apiece.
"We've been waiting tor this
year," ('rum said. "We've
all
played hard and we'se had good
defense. and if we keep this up.
we'll go a long way.-

•Knichs...
FROM PAGE 8
either the hero or the goat But
that was a tanusti, gani,.: AA hal
are all about
Ilk' pia A of
'1 his plasolt mo%e. to Indiana
poll, on ridas night. followed
t), Came ha I, in New York on
Sunda‘ it the Km,k, win fiani,b
Miller and Brown Lola:tided
I w mg and John Starks both
Lould thoc heel'
ine on the kni,k, last
Possession.

Just Think What You
Could Buy With All The
MoneyYou Save.
(Like one ofour blowers for instance.)
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Tae Kwon Do

Tlio'029 Sri/ Farm Boss

"Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child!"
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• 10' 3-4ay F,1: Range, Vented Spilt Box System
• 1-12' Voice Coil, 28 oz. Magnet
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We Feature Name Brand Tires
Made in the U.S.A.
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Laramie • Remington
Firestone • Michelin
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—Open Saturdays Until Neon—

Mrs. Josephine Darnell

111114.61.
,
,

The funeral for Mrs. Josephine Darnell will be today
at 4 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev, Larry
Hawkins will officiate. Anita Smith will be soloist and pianist
. Bunal will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mrs. Darnell, 69, Murray, died Monday, May IS. 1995,
at 1:30 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Feb. 2, 1926, at Eddyville, she was the daught
er of the late
Joe Robertson and Tyline Tucker Burgess. She was a membe
r of Faith
Missionary Baptist Church.
Survivors include two daughters, Ms. Nancy Darnell,
Houston, Texas, and Mrs. Deborah Darnell Bowerman, South Ogden
, Utah; one sister, Mrs. Celie Ross, and one brother, Bobby Robert
son, Sikeston,
Mo.; five grandchildren, Michael Wayner Mageo
, Misty Tiana Williams, Dustin LeRoy Hummel, Stephen Claude Humme
l and Alexander Martin Bowerman.

Holland Tire Co.
East Main
• 753-5606
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Mike V. Arneu of Murray is one
of fbur Murray State University
students recently elected to serve as
officers of Phi Eta Sigma for the
1995-96 academic year. The election was held April 18 at the Curris
Center and also included an induction ceremony for 55 new initiates
into the Murray State chapter.

• Hi- etticiencv
9 5/9 5 EER
• 18,000,17,500 BTU
• 230.208 volts. 88
92 amps
• 3 cooling. 2 tan only
speeds
• 10-position thermostat
• Easy-to clean
slide out biter

HOG MARKET
Federal Ude MarkW News Service May II, 1905
Restudy Pardue,Area Hoe Market Report Includes 3
Buylag Statism Receipts: Act. 41 Ed. IN Barrows &
Gilts 30 higher Sows steady 1.00 Weer
LS 1-2 230-2.50 lbs.
S36.14-34.3e
LS 1-2 210-23*
LS 2-3 230-200
LS 3-4 244270
S343135.50
Sows
US 1-2 221350 lba.
573.0124.40
LS 1-3 340-414 lbs.
5241.1141-25.00
US 1-3 401425
524.44-25.61
LS 1-3 525 and up lb...
524.14-29.00
IS 2-3 300-500 lbs.
522.00-23.11
Boars 217.91-111.110

599

Free Delivery • Free Normal Installation

Murray Appliance 8 TV

You Make
How—To's
Happen on

"Your GE, Jenn Air & Hotpoint Dealer"

212 E. Main

Howard Coy-Owner

Jesse V. Darnell
Final rites for Jesse V. Darnell were today at 11 a.m, in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Tim Roland and Dan
Sikes
officiated.
Pallbearers were Bobby Lamb, Darren Lamb, Larry Lamb, Larry
Bundy, Jessie Darnell and Terry Sellars. Burial was in Coldwa
ter
Church of Christ Cemetery.
Mr. Darnell, 99, Rt. 1, Farmington, died Tuesday, May 16, 1995,
at
4:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Arnett is elected
officer of society

:

Hi-Efficiency Room
Air Conditioner

ONLY

Times photo

MURRAY POST MASTER MARK KENNEDY, left, deliver
s a van full of
food collected in Murray and Calloway County by
National Association
of Letter Carriers in conjunction with U.S. Postal Service
, AFL-C10, to
Need Line. Accepting the almost 700 pounds of food
is Kathie Gentry,
executive director of Need Line, who expressed appreci
ation for the
many post office officials and personnel who collect
ed the food and for
the many residents who donated the food.

753-1586

11W!

To report local news call 753-1916

Community band
needs volunteers
The Murray State University/
Community Band is again calling
for volunteer musicians to join the
ranks.
The first rehearsal is scheduled
for Tuesday, May 30, from 7 to 9
p.m. in room 216 of the Doyle Fine
Arts Center on the MSU campus.
All area musicians are encouraged
to bring their instrument and join the
band.
"Everyone from high school age
on up is invited to join, and the only
requirement is that they come prepared fora good time,” said conductor of the summer band, Dennis L.
Johnson. "We will provide music
and percussion instruments."
The ensemble rehearses on Tuesday nights and is scheduled to
present three outdoor concerts
throughout the summer. In addition
to regular outdoor performances in
front of MSU's Lovett Auditorium
and the July 4th performance at
Stewart Stadium, the ensemble has
been asked to present a special
concert on June 30 in conjunction
with "family night" in the Murray

"We are proud to be included in
the Freedom Fest events, and this
concert should be great fun," Johnson said. "The interest so far has
been tremendous, and I am looking
for a record turnout on May 30. We
have a terrific time rehearsing and
performing a wide variety of band
literature."
In the past, the band's membership has included musicians from
Murray, Paducah, Owensboro,
Princeton and Memphis, Tenn., according to Johnson.
"There is a tremendous renaissance for community bands and
outdoor concerts throughout the
United States," Johnson said. "We
are grateful for the continued support of the music department at
Murray State, the College of Fine
Arts and Communication and the
Freedom Fest committee. The ensemble is a cooperative effort, and
this is undoubtedly one reason why
it is so successful."
For additional information, call
the MSU music department at(502)
762-4288.

Bell will be honored by TIP

GRAND OPENING
Special Offer

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD
Minimum
Deposit of $1,000.
Each depositor
insured to
$100,000.

ONE MORE REASON TO BANK
WITH YOUR HOMETOWN BANK

"TIP's most important function is
the identification of talented students," said TIP's executive director
Dr. David Goldstein. "Over the
years, we have seen many instances
of young people whose abilities
were underestimated or overlooked
by their teachers or their peers,
Investments Since 1854.
sometimes even by their parents,
and those talents then go to waste.
•r"1,4
By identifying bright youngsters at
an
early age and recognizing their
Dow Jones Ind. Avg..........-211.01
abilities, we begin the process of
DJ1A Previous Close........4422.60
nurturing their talents."
Air Products
521/1 - 1/4 K-N1art.......-...... ...........
.12/4 unc
AT&T
TIP sponsors both a Grand RecSF's K U Energy............... 2734 - 1/1
Bell South
613/4 - 1/4 Kroger .....-.-........-.-....26
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mac
Briggs & Stratton
367/s - 'is L G & E..-.-...........—381/2 • 1/4
highest scoring students and state
Bristol Myers Squibb 641/2 - 3/8 Mattel
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• CBT Corp. Ks.• 223/4B 231/2A
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invited to the Grand Recognition
Chrysler
431/4 • 1/2 Merck ...
413/4 unc Ceremony earned scores on the
Dean Foods
2/9/1 unc J.C. Penney..............
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Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) or
Exxon
71 - 1/4 Peoples FIrst•._...... 17314B 181/2A
the American College Testing AsFord Motor
1/2
28/
1
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34'/4 - 3/1
'General Electric
sessment (ACT) higher than 70
571/4 - 114 Schering-Plough
733/4 - 1
General %tutors
4634 - 1/2 Sears
percent of college-bound high
553/s - 1/4
Goodrich
4T/a - 1/4 Texaco
673/4 • 1/4 school seniors as part of TIP's 15th
Goody ear
41 - 1/4 Time Narner..........
Annual Talent Search. Of the more
• 1/2
I B M
9434 - II
LST..... ........ .......
• 1/. than 68,000 students who applied in
Ingersoll Rand
381/. - 3/2 Wal-Mart.243/4 the 1994-95 Talent Search, only
Hilliard Lyons IS a marlute maker In thIs stock
1,795 qualified for this honor.
UNC-pnce unchanged
These students also qualify for state
Hilliard t yims
recognition.
Court Square
The Honorable Terry Sanford,
Murray, KY 42071
President Emeritus of Duke Univer(502) 753-33(,b
sity, will be the keynote speaker at
the June 5th Grand Recognition
Ceremony in the Duke University
118 I 1.11.,,f 1,4
,•. • kle.r,/,,er ‘00•1 ant. Yr.1
Chapel.
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PeoplesBank
The Hometown Bank
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dents are being recognized. Students invited to the TIP ceremonies
earned scores that would be the
envy of many graduating seniors
and while only in the seventh grade.
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Phi Eta Sigma is a national honor
society for college freshman established to encourage and reward
academic excellence among freshmen established to encourage and
reward academic excellence among
freshmen in institutions of higher
learning. Founded in 1923. it is the
oldest and largest freshman, honor
society. Students invited to join
must earn a cumulative GPA of at
least 3.5 on a4.0 scale at the close of
any curricular period during their
first year of college attendance.
Through the Founders Fund,Phi Eta
Sigma awards up to ten annual
graduate scholarships in the amount
of $2000, and more than 20 undergraduate scholarships of $1000 to
eligible members selected by the
national scholarship committee.
Murray state's chapter of Phi Eta
Sigma is one of more than 260
chapters which boasts a total membership over 485,000. Dr. Mark
Malinauskas,director of the Murray
State University Honors Program
and professor of speech communication and theatre, serves as adviser
for the MSU chapter.
Arneu will serve as vice president A graduate of Calloway
County High School, Arneu is pursuing a pre-med curriculum major at
Murray State. He is the son of
(.„Ronnie Arneu of Murray.

TIP, the Duke University Talent
Identification Program, will honor
William Bell of Murray as one of the
most talented seventh-graders in the
United States. Nearly 14,0(X) stu-
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CONTRACT BRIbGE

The Science of Card-Reading
East dealer
Both sides vulnerail.,.
NORTH
•Q 9 S 7 3
V 43
•Q
▪ A Q9
EAST
WEST
+654 2
•A K
IF 102
* A.1967:-.
•.110 5
•A
•10 7 6 5
▪K
SOl7111
.1
•K Q
• K 96 -1
ele -1 6 4
The bidding:
South West North
East
1 V
1
Pass
Pass
ii.ss Riss
2 Ni'
2

Those attending the Department of Chemistry meeting included: front row,
left to tight-Shiny Wrinkle, Melissa Green, Tim Whitley, Yvette Pyle, Barbara
Dameil; second row, sitting-Dr. Bob Volp, Viola Puschaver, Benna Kaler, Dr.
Fulgentius Lugemwa;standing-Dr. Terry McCreary, Beth Brubaker, Dr. Harry
Conley, Dr. Harry Fannin, Dr. Oliver Muscio, Jim Barnett, Cara Blackmon, Dr.
Melvin Henley, Dr. Jeff Anderson.

Teachers meet for session
On May 4, the Department of
Chemistry at Murray State University hosted an informal mccting
with area high school chemistry
teachers to discuss common goals
and exchange information.
Topics included the use of technology in the classroom and upcoming events. Internet access and
computer assisted database searches
were demonstrated.
In addition to Murray State's
chemistry department faculty and
staff,chemistry teachers from May-

field, Reidland, Tilghman, Lone
Oak, Hopkinsville and Calloway
County High Schools were represented at this meeting. This
gathering was sponsored by Murray
State University's College of Science.
If you have any questions or
would like further information
please contact Judy Ratliff at the
department of chemistry at Murray
State University. Office: (502)
762-3044 or home:(502)753-3973.

Statement can assist
in financial planning

•••
•

If you think of Social Security as able, more than 18 million statements have been mailed to people
something for the future, you arc
probably overlooking the substan- who requested them. This "on
request" service is still available to
tial role it plays in your life today.
Your Social Security survivors in- workers of all ages. In February,
surance coverage is probably worth Social Security will begin mailing
more than the commercial life insur- the statements to workers 60 and
ance you have. And Social Security over and by 1999, will be sending
disability insurance is likely to be them to all workers 25 and over.
Although the importance of the
the only disability insurance coverage you have. The two programs statements are obvious, to test
represent a crucial safety net for public reaction to the receipt of the
unsolicited information, they were
your family.
And yet, few people are aware of sent to a sample of 13,295 individuhow much they have coming from als between 18 and 64 last spring
Social Security in benefits, or even along with a questionnaire. Of the
how much earnings they have credit 4,500 responses received, 75 perfor. This in an age when financial cent were "glad" to have received
planning is recognized as the only the information. About 40 percent
way to successfully negotiate the indicated they would like to receive
uncertainties of the future.
it -every year. Younger and nonSince 1988 Social Security has working individuals were most
been providing a "personal Earn- likely to have a negative reaction to
ings and Benefit Estimate State- the receipt of the information.
ment"(PEBES) to people who reHopefully, as people began to
quest it. The statement provides an
estimate of retirement, survivors receive the information on a regular
and disability benefits a worker(and basis, they will begin to use the
family)may be eligible for now and program in the manner for which it
in the future. It also gives a year- was designed — as a basis of family
by-year display of earnings credited income in retirement, disability or
to the account so errors can be death. Knowing what they have
coming from Social Security should
identified and corrected.
Since PEBES first became avail- help in that regard.

Letter of Appreciation
Dear Editor:
The Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International would like
to express our appreciation to the judges of the 1995 Boss of the Year
competition. They were as follows: Jarrett Hill, Buyer, Ross Controls in
Troy, Mich.; Danny Lamb,CPA, Plant Controller, Square D Company in
Smryna, Tenn.; Velma Littlejohn, Administrative Support, Information
Systems Department for Deloitte & Touche LLP in Nashville. Littlejohn is
also immediate past president of the Tennessee Division of Professional
Secretaries International.
The .selection process was quite extensive and began by the secretary
nominating her boss. The nomination consisted ofa resume and wasjudged
on the following categories:
Accomplishments and general standing in profession;
Accomplishments and general standing in Murray and Calloway County,
which includes community projects, education projects, and religious
prajecis;
Boss' support of PSI;
Secretary's support of PSI and her dedication to the elevation of her
profession; and
A one sentence statement of why the secretary feels her boss should be
"Boss of the Year."
These judges did an outstanding job in the selection of the Murray
Chaptei of Professional Secretary International's 1995 Boss of the Year
Maj. Jain W. Harbison. Faye Wells, CPS is his military administration

Dbio

This picture was taken at North Calloway Elementary School and shows one
of the displays of the United States. Families and grades studied regions of
the U.S. and displayed art work, reports and other creations for an open
house on May 11. Many of the materials are still on display this week at the
school.

Celia Wall, associate professor in State in 1980 as librarian. In 1987,
the &Raiment of journalism and she moved to the MSU Center for
mass communication at Murray International Programs where she
State University, has been selected served as director for three years.
as Teaching Fellow for a w`orkshop - Last fall, Wall began teaching in
for journalism educators.
the department of journalism and
The 1995 Association of Educamass communication after spending
tors in Journalism and Mass Comyears at the University of
tAo
munication-Freedom Forum Teachworking on her doctorate
Kentucky
ing Workshop is designed for jourcommunication.
international
in
nalism educators in their I irst three
The workshop will be held at
years of .full-time teaching.
Indiana University June 25-July 1.
Wall began working at Murray
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A
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Hwy. 80 F.., 31 Small Lane
Ilardin, Kentucky
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Opening lead — ten of hearts
The battle for partscon. hands is
much more pronounced in duplicato.
bridge than in rubber bridge. For
example. North's one spade hid with
such a weak suit is 0,•pical of the
lengths to which a duplicate player
might go to contest a part sci re
This deal occurred in a tournament. and North felt he could not
possibly sell out to one heart. After
the one spade overcall. East rebid
1-- is hearts and South was faced with
a difficult decision. Eventually he

had

soul Ii

1;.

ir.gth rir.e -,•
:• r
that
sulg'!e•ta.r.

••

.•

gave South fo..e

the l'i,n:r.t,
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Specializing In Custom Kilchen Cabinets. l'unuies & FLTM:t.re
ALL SOLID OAK • NO PARTICLE BOARD
FINISHED OR UNFINISHED
'Glue Us Your Measurements—Welt MAU To Stu/ Your Nerds
Open Monday-Friday 9-8. Saturday 8-1
Hwy. 94 East, 3

miles

from Murray • 753-0961

Year In The Clear
9 to 5
9 to 8
9 to 5

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
0,

PAY NOTHING TIL
MAY 1996

-0(
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Who says you can't have your cake and eat it
too! Well at Fleming Furniture you can. If
you just built a new home, just remodeled an
existing home or your old home furnishings
just need replacing, hurry in today and you
will **Pay Nothing for 1 Full Year..til May 1996
Hurry to Fleming Furniture today and save up

Do

a)
Pr-e

to 60% off storewide.

6

Substantial
Factory Incentives

Storewide Savings Up To 60% Plus...
Pay Absolutely Nothing Til May 1996
NO PAYMENT for 1 Full Year

NO INTEREST for 1 Full Year

NO DOWN PAYMENT
••

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!
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reet * Paducah. K y 305 X Main * Benton. P V
527-3481 * 1-800-1QQ-6224
1-800-788-6224
OPEN DAII L-) to5 *MID\\' NIHTUNTlL8
*

Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton * Paducah * Flemin8 Furniture
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SPECIAL STORE HOURS

Glq

Lake Region Propane Gas

(11.1n1
t•i

1 Full Year With Nothing To Pay

5

a)

Fuelish Person Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own

I

t'r

tr,t•

* Paducah * Fleming Furniture *Benton * Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton *

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE!

Financing Available
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Wall selected for workshop

Rhonda Rogers, CPS
1995 • Miss of the Year Committee Chair

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

:

Tomorrow

secretary.
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CLASSIFIED
CIASSIFIEp AD RATES
12111)112Y ASIA

TO PLACE
AN AD
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$6.00 Column Inch
40% Olscount Ind Run.
40% Discount Sal Run.
0,1 .1 Aar Ma Am $s#Oar Pried)
$200 per column Inch sistegfor

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Tuesday (Shopping Outa),
32c
:25
30c per word. 86.00 minimum caC
st day.6$ pet word por cloy for 342
each additional consecutive
day. 42.1:0 wawa for Shopper
(Tues. Cans/nods go into Shopping Guide.) 82.03 exim for
9C
bend box ads.

,ego Notice
Nonce
Personas
Card of Thanks
In Memory
ost & Found

Reader Ada

zardlaisiLlIttepala
A $200 lee MR be racluired to mak*
cary changes To ad alai dead0ra.

FARMERS MARKET
•ci'm EquiPment
,v0SIOCk &Supplies
Poultry & Suppees
ockice
tEreci & Seed

37C
39C
4.3C
55C

010

Wynn's Nursery
Tomatoes 35C ea
Hane.ng Baskets
Bedding Plants -

4 pk./99C
Shrubs
2-3 gal Roses

An application for the use offederal funds

for the education of individuals with disabilites has been prepared by the Calloway
County Schools Regional Training Center.
The application specifies that a free and
appropriate public education will be provided to all disabled children ages 3-5. The
Regional Training Center will provide training, technical assistance, consultation, and
lending of materials to service providers for
preschool programs in the 28 distncts specified in West Kentucky.
Public Law 94-142, 88 amended by the
Individuals With Disabilities Education Act
of 1990. provides priorities for the expenditure offunds. First priority is given to those
children who are not being given any educational services The act also requires that
the school district plan for the implementation of identification, location, evaluation
and appropriate education placement of all
disabled children.
Guaranteed safeguards for disabled
children and their parents on decisions
about education programs and confidentiality of files of those childtren identified as
being disabled will continue to be instituted.
The application will be on file in the
superintendent a office until June 18, 1995.
An interested persons may review the

application and make comments concerning
the application to Nancy Lovett of the
Callovvay County Regional Training Center
Consideration will be given to all corn
ments prior to the submission of the final
copy of the application to the Kentuck
Department of Education.

020
Notice

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Aga 84.
'1•1 W comprehen
poiev pays for
k,lipct Intermediate Or
,Thstodial Care
With
kitecticare s new guide
,"es 'or confinement
N„rsing Home insur
anc.e is more important
'••a- PvPr

Meiods Smith
Tom Watkins
Stuart Cenci% er
June 17. 1995
100-400 p.m.
Vt;ng wifl take
..)ece at District *2
Station. Hwy 444.
New Concord. Ky

For free
Intorrnation

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

020

• Po,

Notice

Murray
Shoe Repair
106 N. 4th St.

Murray. KY
759-1983
9-5.00 Mon -Fri

C d

Sf•

1 gal Clematis
Vines $8.00
Hwy 69 North,
1', miles from Stateline

ABETtCS 1 Medicare
'ns,earice billed direct for
tests strips insulin glu
oorneters & more Labe or
no out of pocket SS Sabs
'action guaranteed LIB
ERTY MEDICAL SUPPLY
• 800-762 8026

ATTENTION MARRIED
WOMEN Contestants
wanted for Mrs Kentucky
America Pagent For tree
information% call
1-800-688-8413 You must
ask for Judy
ATTENTION person inter
ested in Hicks Cemetery
upkeep, committee will
meet at the cemetery Sat
May 20 at ,2pm
DONATE your car Help
chanty Get a tax break We
handle the paperwork and
the towing Call today' National Kidney Foundation of
Kentucky
Call
1 800 488 CARS
HOUSE of Clothes Mostly
name brands Where $1 00
buys what you need Men
women and childrens
shorts, dresses, leans, t
shirts. work pants. dress
clothes 13 miles from Murray on Hwy 464 West of
Kirksey, Ky or call
489-2243 for directions
Sat and Sun 9 to 5
MRS Teresa Psychic
Reader & advisor A true
born pyschic. gifted from
God 502-554 7904 call for
appointment
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches. gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474 8119 or
1 800 649-3804
OPEN your heart and
home Host an Interne
bona' Exchange Student
from 40 different countries
You can make a difference
Students arriving August
Ayusa International
1 800-765 4963
PAGEANT Girls 419 for
1995 Miss KY Coed/Teen,
Preteen 'Princess Pageant
For application call
1-800 484 2080 Ext
817711 or (502)781 2225
$10,000 in prizes awarded'

200 NEW fobs VICTORY
EXPRESS a Nell co will'
train you to drive tractor
trailer TUITION FREE and
pay you a weekly salary
while you train 1st yr dev
era avg $25 30K-per yr
Great benefit pkg For info
& appl Call VICTORY EX
PRESS 1 800 543 5033
ADMINISTRATIVE Assis
tare Large local insurance
agency seeking applicants
for the position of Admini
strative Assistant Duties
include secretarial recap
bon communication with
companies and clients
scheduling appointments
preparing proposals Skills
required excellent typing
skills good organization
effective communcation
with others prior know
ledge and experience with
computer applications such
as Microsoft Word Excel
Power Point etc College
degree in marketing pre
terred but not required
Submit resume to P 0 Box
427 Benton 'Ky 42025
Attn Ip1

May 19 & 20

The Book Rack
Dixieland Shopping Center

2/25c 4/$1 3/$1 2/$1
All Kinds - No Trades
New Books 25% Off
753-4821

Edna's
Sewing Basket

CALL today start tomorrow
ECK Miller expanding'
Need flatbed drivers AN
Milei paid new Kale/ Wel
Heald" rot:lotto:onus prog
ram 800 195 3510 Owner/
Operators also welcomed'

CiLctom Sewing & Alterations
59-4636

--1
Edna Cunrungham. iwner
Highwa) I X24
Alm°. Kentucky 42020
1

insurcyi,

Erterminafing
Business Services
Heating & Cooling

230
250
290
530

Services Offered
TRANSPORTATION

470

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vons
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

480
485
490
495
500
510
520

0661

Help
Wanted
ATTENTION! Don't miss
the 'Truckers Expo and Job
Fair Saturday, May 20
Over 30 carriers hinng on
site, no experience
needed, training available
Call 1-800-540-5627
AVON 1 Career on part time
representatives needed in
your area MLM option Independent Rep Call
1800-826-0114

ANIMAL lovers needed for
weekends, Sat 8 4, Sun
8-11, prefer kennel tech
experience, love of animals
& people a must Come to
Calloway County Animal
Shelter, no phone calls
please. Marilyn
JACK ol all trades prefer
retiree for apt mainte
nance 759 4188 between
2 3pm

DENTAL Hygentist wanted
for office in Muna Call Dr

Dime,*

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY _
1.

ll

A Southern
Baptist School

OPEN FALL 1995
(Grades K-6)
753-6487

'20
130
140
'50
155
leo
165
170
180
195
203
210
220
240
260
380

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Trade
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furnisriings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Mocnines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Eau,o,nent
Feewood
Musical
krnscelioneoLis
TV & Radio
Pets & Supplies

060

Heti
Wanted

901-782-3508

Help
Waned

Biggest Sale Ever

Hour.
Ifi Lk, s
4105cial. Frida.
)

$8.50

060

C1E11

SERVICES

oao

060

HOW

PUBLIC NOTICE
CALLOWAY SEEKS SPECIAL FUND
FOR EDUCATION OF THE INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES ACT
EARLY CHILDHOOD REGIONAL
TRAINING CENTER

at New Concord
arnes presented
'or one vacancs on
ts.sard

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mote Homes for Rent
Mobile Home Lots for Rent
Business Rentals
Wont To Pent
Apartments For Pent
Rooms For Pent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

0261

, UPI :‘ •
Notice

Calloway
County
Fire Protection
District #2

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Childcare
Situation Wonted
Busineu 000ortunIN
Instruction

3OC
C710
090
)
'10

280
255
330
313
320
330
340
36C

CALL 753-1916

437-4432

Literacy Coordinator
Opening for a pal-time Literacy Program
Coordinator for Calloway County. Degree
preferred. Coordinator responsible for all
aspects of program management including but not limited to recruitment, training
of volunteers, student testing and data
collection, curriculum development, and
maintenance of financial records. Experience working with adult learners required.
EEO. Please send a letter of application.
resume, and three references tq Jayne
Crisp, WKEC, P.O. Box 9, Murray. KY
42071-0009.

MAGAZINE MODELS WANTED
All sizes and ages. Men, women and
children to appear in national magazines
Our clients include: Personal Fitness.
Teen, Model Look, Seventeen. Front
Page Detective, Be Healthy, Black
Beauty, Cosmopolitan and dozens more.
Part-time $85/hour if hired
Apply at
Shoney's Inn - Murray
On Hwy. 641
Sunday, May 21
1:00 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 6:00 p.m.
No calls. Under 18 with parent. Not a school or
agency. Dress for test shoot. Free evaluations

Pro Images Studios.
IN MURRAY
Immediate opening loran energetic, motivated
individual with a congenial personality.

REQUIREMENTS
Ideal candidates should be able to work

without supervision and function efficiently
under time pressures

RESPONSIBILITIES
• Typing & word processing

• Computerized bookkeeping
• Various secretarial and receptionist duties

MasterCard
REAL MAIL SALES
Mobiie Hynes Or SO 6
For Sole or Lease
Home Loons
Real Estate
lake Property
lo's For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Soie

OFFICE HOURS-,
Mon.-Frt. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560,
570

Public Sole
For Tr0043
F190 COI,J^1^
Wanted

Doodantot ant 2 days
'
cadvanc•I

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15.000 IN BONUS paid monthly, quer
terly & yearly PLUS TOP
MILEAGE PAY 401(K) plan
$500 SIGN ON BONUS
other paid benefits vacation health IL life dead
head motel-layover loading & unloading COVENANT TRANSPORT solos
and
teams
call
1 800 441 4394 Students
and driving school grads
Call 1 800 338 6428

DRIVE TRACTOR TRAIL
ERS No experience
nece..ksary Train full/part
time Three week program
600,000 lobs available Po
tential $25,000 to $30,000
1 800 995 5832 Ask for
Dave

SHIRT unit operators and
laundry personnel Full
time, regular hours with opportunity for over time,
competitive wages Apply
in person at Boone Cleaners. 605 Main St

DRIVERS YOU EARNED
I T
YOU DESERVE ITI YOU
ARE GETTING IT' 1 CIAO,
across the board pay in
crease' Effective June 1
1995 We appreciate our
drivers' 1 800 289 1100
Must be a least 24 years of
age with 1 year OTR
MAVERICK TRANSPOR
TATION Inc EOE
FOR delivery set up and all
around work No phone
calls Apply at Wiggins Fur
niture Hwy 641N 2 miles
from Murray

Fisher-Price
In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities.
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots ot off unie
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Fnday. First/Second/Third)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday. 9 am -1 pm /6 pm 10
pm
Starting pay rates are S5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and SS 10 for
Sand 4 hour. Positions-leading to regular full -UMe employment offer
a
top pay rate of S8.58 plus a comprehensive benefit package
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's hest uivniakers,
please contact:
Murray Employment Agenc
2.111 So. 12th 'Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
759-2150

PART time desk clerk
needed for weekends
Apply mornings only at
Days Inn. 641 S
PRODUCTION Personnel
needed Day shift, benefits
after probation period, pro
duction pay plan Apply in
person at Mid America
Homes, Inc , Hwy 641 Bypass, Benton, Ky, 42025
50 2 5 27 5006
Mid
America Homes is an Equal
Opportunity Employer
RETIRED person to do
plumbing electrical & gen
eral repair on rental unit
pan time 753-7953
ROUTE sales If you would
like to earn 56 800 weekly,
and are willing to relocate to
the Bowling Green, Ky or
Nashville, Tn area, we have
the opportunity for you
Schwan's Sales Enter
prises can pffer paid train
ing, paid vacation, insur
ance, profit sharing and
incentives Must be at least
21 years old and have a
good driving/employment
record Interested? Call
1 800 233 1632 between
9 5,
Mon Fri
or
502 759 9701 EOE
SAFETY advisors
$2150/per mo Company
will train call Mon Fri
gem 1pm
only
615 399 8269
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EARN $1000.s WEEKLY
STUFFING ENVELOPES
AT HOME START NOW
NO EXPERIENCE FREE
SUPPLIES, INFORMATION, NO OBLIGATION
SEND SASE TO STER
DO you need a GED? Do LING DEPT 33, PO BOX
you need hope for the fu 149167, ORLANDO, FL
ture and help to get a solid 32814
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru EARN up to $1.000 weekly
21 that are not full time high processing mail Start now
school students Call no experience, free sup753 9378 Five days a week plies, information, no obliSend self
between 8 00am 3 00pm gation
This proiect is funded by addressed stamped enve
the Job Training Partner lope to Bucks Dept 14
ship Act through the Ken 8407, Bandera Rd. Suite
133-217. San Antonio, Ti
tucky Department for Ern
ployment Services and the 78250
West Kentucky Private In
FRIENDLY TOYS AND
dustry Council This is an
GIFTS has cpenings for
Equal Opportunity prog demonstrato
rs in your area
ram Auxiliary aids and ser
Part time Pits fullbme pay.
vices are available upon
over 800 items Celebrating
request to individuals with
our 40th anniversary Call
disabilities
1 800 488 4875
DRIVER- FOLLOW THE
IMMEDIATE opening for
PATH TO GREATER REhead housekeeper Salary
WARDS1 0T ftshorthaul
negotiable with experience
home weekly (shorthaul),
Also part time help needed
starting pay up to 32 mile
Apply mornings only at
2500
(longhaul) & Days Inn.641 S Must
have
top notch benefits BUR
home phone
LINGTON MOTOR CAR
RIERS
1 800 JOIN BMC EOE
LARGE local life and health
agency searching for appl
DRIVERS/OWNERS OP icant
for the position of life
ERATORS Now Landstar
and health agents, financial
Poole pays even more with planners
and investment
big 1995 raises' New slid- representati
ves Skills re
ing scale rewards experglared effective communienced drivers with starting
cation with others, prior
pay as high as 33c m, plus selling experien
ce,
great benefits Owner oper
licensed in life and health
ators get excellent packSecurities represenabves
age van or flatbed with all
will be needed in Murray.
miles paid plus fuel and
Mayfield. Paducah. and
other savings through our
Benton. KY Send resumes
LCAPP program Company
to P 0 Box 427: Benton
sponsored training for
KY 42025 Attn Ipt
those with no experience
Must be 23 For more into , LPN FLOOR Nurse. excel
call 1 800 553 9443 EOE
lent salary and benefits
Dept C 508
Brinhaven of Benton Hwy
641 South 527-3296 Drug
DRIVERS OTR company
tree workplace EOEAAE
team owner-operators
Newer convenbonals New MURRAY Christian
pay package based on ex
Academy is accepting ap
pre once Regular home plications for teachers,
time WEST SIDE TRANS
grades K 6 Call 759 1555
PORT 1 800 373 2957 x for application
183
NEEDED
Pipefitter;
DRIVERS Skipper Trans
Welders, Millwrights Insu
portation is expanding its lators. Electricians Health
fleet Experienced flatbed Ins Vac'401K Holidays.
drivers needed NOW We E E 0"Drug Screen Con
provide a superior pay
tact Steve Laverty
benefits package All con
(316)378 4401 or fax no
venbonal fleet Home most sume to (316)378 3900 A
weekends
LERT CORPORATION
1 800 456 7547

As liquid Opportunity honpktyer 4/1 /1/N

check Itie Ora Insertton of
their ads for any error. Murray
Ledger & Timin will be responsible for only on.incorrect Insertion. Any *nor
should be repotted immedtatety so corrections can be
mod*.

Help
Wanted

Send resume with references to

P.O. Box 1040-B
Murray, KY 42071

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

ADJUSTMENTS
Ai:N*4mm age N•quint.d to

lea
Me
en(
io I
aN
ary

TAKING applications at
Dutch Essenhaus House
Cafeteria

THE United States Department of Agriculture will be
hiring temporary summer
workers as field assistants
to measure Dark Fired and
Dark Air Cured tobacco
crops in the field Applications may be secured at the
CFSA Office, 201 South
Johnny Robertson Road
Applicants must be 18
years of age or 17 of age if a
high school graduate EEO

TANDEM TRANSPORT
CORP., premier flatbed
carrier, has immediate
WAITRESSES and
openings for youl Excellent
dancers for Club Treasures
Pay & benefits Can be
of Martin, TN, excellent
home weekends CDL reearning potential. $500 s
quired CALL TODAY!
weekly
Call Daviga
1 - 8 0 0 - 5 5 1 - 9 0 5 7 , 901-588-14
42
1-800-545-2999
VEGAN Metal Fabricators,
WAITRESS, dancers general laborers. mig welwanted Doll House Cafe, ders Apply in person
502-328-8991 call for
Paris, TN 901 62 4297
directions

Help

NVanted

kentuck) l - ned Chicken is looking lor help II you
are energetic. enthusiastic and like people. ac would
like to meet you
* Food Set-% Ice Workers

* Customer Service Workers
* Shift Leaders
Apply in person at the Murray Kenunky Fried
Chicken restaurant, EOF/M/F.

KFC
America's Second Car

UglijDuckling
ME=
r
Eill
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

/ ALPINE
)0cldbrdrosciab.
Tapes

Clarion
Ft 4011. 11-111 C.U 4=IP

Car Audio
Misie

Dixieland Center

753-0113

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Frl. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment
502-759-1333
Service

s
-----

and Quality Al Everyday Low Prices

Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

BUPIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
you

• I

hi .1"

•10

VIAL F
"
• •

FE MtiI F

NEW tOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
1 I,

1 NOT •

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE', MURRAY KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FRET 1.800-455 4199
•••••••••

CI
W8
Pa
Ise
op
qu
de
St

ao

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

150

1011

060

Business
Opportunity

Help
Wanted

UMC YOUTH/Children's DISTRIBUTOR •WILD
leader Active United GAME*, to retail stores of
Methodist Church desires all kinds Unique ierky pro
energetic. qualified person ducts, high repeat busi
to lead and direct children nese, excellent profits
and youth ministries Sal- 'protected terniorr, mini
mum inventory investment
ary and benefits common
wrier) with education and $363 00 Free details
experience PPR Commit- 800 597 3311 Wild Game
tee, St John UMC, 2808
111
South Virginia Street.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Instruction
42240
0711
Domestic
& Madame
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
penenced, references Call
Linda 759-9553
TAKING reservations for
summertime daycare, ages
5-9yrs. kids will learn first
aid, CPR & lots more Call
Toni Shands 492 6186

Gymnastics
Cheerleading

9334647
120
C0111p IIII II

MACINTOSH SE with
superdnve, barely used, in
WILL do any kind of house dudes pagemaker, micro
cleaning needed Reason- soft word, multi ad creator
able rates and references aidus freehand and other
available Call 247 5699, software, $700 Call
Tina „.
(502)969-0010 (Louisville)

Will clean offices
or churches. Over
10 years experience. References
Call
furnished.
753-6270. If no
leave
answer,
message.

SMITH Corona word pro
cesscx like new condition.
includes keyboard, floppy
disk drive, monitor, extra
ribbons, $175 753 7797
1d0
Wont
To Buy
3BR home in East school
district 436-5066
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753 9433 day
or night

C E 0/ Financial partner
wanted by Kentucky corn
pany with national franehise agenda Ground floor
opportunity $75,000 required Reply in confidence C.P A . 960 S 3rd
Street, Louisville,„KY
40203

CLASSIFIED

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns. and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray
USED 250 or 500 gallon
Call
propane tank
759 9752
WANT to buy nice used gas
grill Call' 759-2599

REFRIGERATOR Hot
Point white no It
zer
cu ft oni
Tires
apa
t of four
d $20 Phone
1225 or 759 1685

1988 CHEVY S 10 pick up
very sharp $3 500 25- Ze
noth color console N $90
obo 474 2266

SEARS 16 000 BTU air
sunditioner also a Whirl
pool 20 000 BTU au conch
sone( 753 3356

1989 AFiG0 8 wheeler
high & low range 18hp
Koehler twin cylinder
electric start & electric
winch on front light Runs
on water or land Al shape
serious inquiries only
$2 500 492-8437 or
492 8548

SPECIAL price on metal for
30X50 shed with 10ft
sides Brown with tan tern
galvalume roof Screws
ind 20 yr warranty on all
Call Economy Metal
Supply (502)489 2722

2 STEEL safes at Horton
Lock Shop One 52H x 32w
a 25D. 74H a 36W x 310
burglar resistance,. TL rat
mg 753 5980 753 1203
after Seen

SUNOUEST WOLFF TAN
NING BEDS New
Commercial Home Tan
rung Units From $199
Lamps Lotions
Accessories Payments
low as $20 Call Today
FREE NEW Color Catalog
1 800 462 9197

(4) ULTRA 5 star wheels
13x7 deep dish, 5 lug alu
minum Cellular bag phone
492 8600

TREADMILLS get serious
about physical fitness Full
selection of residential &
commercial units Buy lac
tory direct & SAVE I Call
today for FREE color rata
log 1 800 553 5443

$595 POOLS POOLS
$595 Brand new 19s31
family size pool complete
with deck. filter, liner heat
ing device and morel 1000,,,
financing 1 800 846 2725

WHOLESALE pre cut pre
engineered post frame
building packages We sell
Posts beams roof trusses
floor trusses metal Dim
and house packages
SYSTEMS
DANDI
800 282 7799

AAA VALUE new leftover
pools' 1994 pools now at
Big Savings' For Ex Giant
19'x31'00 pool only $988
complete Includes sun
deck, fence and filter
100% financingl Call Kell,
now 1(800)759 6058 Lim
ited area

WOLFF TANNING BEDS
Buy at wholesale prices
and save lin Full body
tanning beds from $1500
month Home and commer
today
Call
cial
1 800 892 5015

A WOLFF TANNING
BEDS. Buy direct and save
$$$ Full body units from
$3000 month Home and
commercial Call today for
free color catalogue UVA
SunSystems
1800274 1744

LOCATION; Cottage Grove, TN - Henry Co.
Take Hwy.69 North out of Paris,TN approx.
8 miles, turn right on gravel road, proceed
approx. 1 mile to sale site. From KY take
Hwy.97,turns into 69 at Cottage Grove Coop, proceed approx. 1 miles to Walker
Cemetery, turn on the next gravel road to
the left. WATCH FOR SIGNS!!!
TOOLS & SHOP EQUIPMENT Manley 25 ton shop press,
Reed Prentice Co sr metal lathe woe swing, tapered
attachment 3 hp I ph 1150230 volts,3 paw 54 saw chucks.
Craftsman 12 planner. ai a Wdynorneter. Coats 1010 twe
changer. hyd pallet pack, motor stand, heavy duty cherry
picker, air compressor (2 hp ), power greaser. AC welder,
Marqueee alternator. generator & regulator tester. Crafts
man 10" table saw. Stanley I 1/2 hp table gender,Orbit 12
spd dell press, deur/fess vise. platform scales, metal table
revise. 1 1/4 pipe, pads stands. deanng packer, several
Lawson bolt bons se/drawers (nice). large bolt bin w/bolts.
iarge wrenches, bolt cutters. Eleven brake rivet machine.
shop stove, belts, new diesel parts, log chain, chain drill,
trailer axles. 4' exhaust fan. Sun' weedeater, old radiators.
lumber, used tin, potato digger, horse drawn rake. 55 get
barrels, wooden shelves. 4' fluorescent lights, metal rack.
bolts, snap rings. rolipins, nuts. copper & brass washers.
pins, moonkeys,screws,etc . Coast to Coast Reartne Tiller
Gilson 5 hp Resume Tiller)
(Honda 300 7 hp
APPLIANCES & FURNfTURe 4 dead glass freezer
showcase, upnghl freezer, 2 metal door cabinets. Coca
Cola box, gas cook stove, 10 gal aquarium, Kirby vacuum.
double bed, chifferobe, 3i4 folding bed, sofa, platform
rocker, lawn chars. 2 sinks. 2 wheelbarrows. 2 play
wagons. 3 am work tables, wardrobe, 1 trunk
TIMMS; Cash or Check
Auction Conducted By

In l,ic e 2094

F
Steven J. Bunch-Auctioneer • (502) 376-2922
Roy Bunch-Auctioneer Real Estate Broker
Rt. 1, WIngo, KY 42088 • (502) 376-2992

A
T

MUST 4441 GE refrigerator
good condibon $150 no
gotiable 753 0013
WHITE Kenmore refrogera
tor with ice maker
753 2935

Heine
Furnishings
DINING room glass top
pedestal table 4 fully up
holstereu chairs $1 500
753 0122
GLASS top table with 4
leather chairs 753 0296
WATERBEDS
WHOLESALE Queen soft
sided waterbeds $299 00
Waveless mattresses from
$44 95 lowest prices in
America **FREE COLOR
CATALOG— Call toll bee
1 800 495 7533

Antiques
QUALITY walnut chairs,
tables. secretaries. bed
room suites loveseat di
rung room table & chairs,
sideboard. halltrees &
others 753 5940 for
appointment

Saturday, May 20, 10 07 a m
103 W. 131h St., Benton, Ky

War Era Beauty

•

LUMBER Cypress and
other woods, best offer
759 4520
MICROWAVE oven. Ra
leigh Acculit exercise bike
Call after 5pm 753. 7845
3.784 SCI H I wine Area Beautiful location
,
mr)
ffil
This beautiful antebellum home ciews
1,an Meet, the eye Its history are iisyr•it owes Is new
'
owners opportunity with no no'.''l An .4yea norne.
,,iiseum. antique mail, talc with a,r iarichrv oration for
all of the above ;and much 'won
'" foyer
the features of this grand home c,
'.r • / 5 f/
Refh the beautiful staircase arm noir y
•nOrriS (to !tie lefts the beauty st'.op, tic'4 Ss f• dining room vett, firevisce t ",, •• .
4,A
wth fireplace Nearby is a lsic f,
rw0 1 / 5.1 / 5 ft - Mores (Ore -as i trepiee
't
s.a
;0,41 / 75 h landing foyer Also
'00,00 attic
Rack downstairs and to the hare -s a or. -r ",.)• reevoom
apartment and is 1603 5 ft garage
*Mover 4,500 so ft ueder '001 AM Re0kirare, "-eterfsd
air •On0,',0e,^fj
eiectriCal services gas neat Venifirre
•ty Wale, city sewers and 7 II, hams
the home is %And with iossrriaonte'a54-0 `.1-"Y C'd 95`51
10' ,.6'' Nock
• situated on a n.ceiy landscaped ,r2r
"Of the court square are ma." Street ar,..osc F•rie, f ,r5r
Missionary Baptist r..riurct
Ter", 0' aliK.tioe !SN. loons,' day Dt a "tin, Da•ae.C.0
4111114fi '0'he
settee 30 days A 0% buyers teem
'he total fee ear' pone
rear bid arid included
Also soiling beauty Shop eCluiPment 4 Station set up, 4
dryers cabinetry
tharri000bOwls. 3 nydraulic. chair% 3
storage cabinets more

NEW metal siding' & roof
ing Cover 36* cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume. Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489'2724
ONE 26,000 BTU window
air conditioner in good Con
dition. $27500 One set of
Wilson "Dyna power- golf
clubs with a new bag Irons
2 9, woods 1. 3 and 5 $75
Phone 753 2307
POST frame buildings We
24 x40'x9' Eave price
$5,178 plus freight Other
sizes available Blitz bud
dots 1 800 628 1324
PRESSURE CLEANERS
NEW PSI 1300 $249 2500
$599, 3500 $899 Honda
3500$1.099 Factory direct
tax free, prompt delivery
Call 24 hours Free catalog
1 800 333 WASH(9274)

—Regardless of weather—
Pine Blu ffShores near the water's edge of beautiful Kentucky Lake
From Murray,KY proceed south on KY 121 to New Concord,turn left
onto KY Hwy. 444 and continue for approx. IlYs miles,just past the
entrance marked Pine Bluff Shores. Watch for suction sigma •nd
property on the rig's I.
Robert & Georgia Rennie have made•decision based upon health
cormIderations to snore out of'tat.. They will offer their comfortable Kentucky real estate for sale along with many Item. ol
personal property.
of P
Real F:stata Sells •t 10•or ahem/ 2, acres within sight of KY lake emanating
attrective lots in Pine Bluff Shores, This property is surrounded by road frontage on 1
estate
real
sides & within 1/4 mile of public lake acmes Located on end telling with the
car pray. tir
i•• well ansintainsid 14 70' 2 br mobile home and • new 26'x 30 2tlac
— •Amen+ •
•
floored
&
floor
concrete
hootad,
slortnfled.
fully
autamalie bow opener.
s
Immo true for tlw woodworker, craftsman or handymen This property features
deerrernt•
•pproved
beautifully landscaped hillode complete wrnew satellite disc and
provided
Gaels
hoot.
electric
and
gas
er/both
ler The home has central air conditioning
well with the reel estate
from • neer ROO gel tank which
day.
Terms on Real Estate 164 down day of wale balance at closing within
Inboard.
hp
70
sialrao,
the
stroll
nen•Flote
Harris
11111111
24
A
it'
is
Pontoon lovers this
outboard. ready I. Rsh or rear welshing swala on bow. trolling motor, 2 depth finders
captain *chairs, we shoo( & inn Odor, Mist color w,
starve, compass. pole nubs.
full enclosure•wet bar, includes trailer Thie boat has bran an the lake•total of 1C
hours •nd is showroom erre'
shot r,soh
Personal Property Indite cantors Maros.Brother sewing machine,glees dweltwasher.
OE
sleeper, lamps. end tables, occasional tablas. like new recliner. Whiripool
eyelets
dryer, badness, furniture, gas /nil.tools, lawn & shop aqui patent new Ire, Vac
Creftwear
for
blade
anew
seadoespraader.
shearer, Kawasaki 300 4 wheeler pull
sneerer,'dr Crellansan nding mower olden dither, mower trailer, yard trailer bench
saw
grinder hen sow. 36 estonsion ladder, t & 6 aluminum slap ladder, Skil
blowortruft 2I• power mower, old water cans & buckets. Paulen. Esh•• Homy, t.
Wale
hand
merry
plus
oaropresaor
air
chs,nwers now electrir buffer.
Terro• on Personal Property Conipieta settlement d•y of sale

ACTION REALTY & FARRIS AUCTION
Auctioneer
W Den Farris • CAI
Nes R. Dodd • Broker
P.O. Boa 145 Iteset, KY 15010 4524794
Na responabi• For sccia•nts.Annaurwerinieta des of emu. tabs wearier r• err. it,
panted ie•seria,

ROBERT ALEXANDER
Real Estate & Auction Sales
-eas.
tam _
I060 tore OA Rd • Paducah 10/ 42007
Phone (50M 554.5212 • Id Free 1 f6.0 307 SOLD 'INV
Robert Necander Broker nudeness
John Hounder Auebonots 1502) 4423425

A

The Right Place - The Right Time
Saturday, May 20, 1995 - 10:00 a.m.

Sports
Equipment
GUNS buy sell or trade
436 5650
210

(-1*
t
2BR 2 batos )
alecl partially fureished
nice bog lot • nee.fr(NV, OC
Lake with heat tamp
474 8898

1 2 3B0 apM Furnished
very nice near MSU No
7 5 3 I 25 2
pets
days 753 0606 after 5pm

2BR upstairs apt 1134 S
13th St deposit & lease
no pets 753 6001 leave
message

1BR apt low utilities no
pets reference and deposit
$195 MO
required
753 3949

4BR 2 bath hke new can
tral h a appliances & Limn
maintenance furnished
$540 mo Coleman RE
753 9898

tori
from our htigo
t
tory Of COSILY*, Of
new home l tour pisti14p
you compare
insulation opftions 51,1 sel
up Yult *IS fled that leri•••14
will have your best housing
value' Dinkins Motile
Hely 7.4
Homes Inc
Pans TN i fee' 4;42 supui
BUY

ii.

1BR duplex on Hwy MO
energy effluent No pets
$285 mo .deposit
753 8848 before 9pni
I BR duptex new ha car
pebng $22Srno 41/14 5th
St 153 2319 753 876 7
436 2054

NEW Spring A C.,frImpt
to 8 Mn.i the t r,li
10 6 Sal I to 6 Sun ',hop
Where the big sole. tir,esc
and barginS are Ditikinc
.1#4,,
Motile Hurries
thl
pa's
'YE
1 800 642 4ria
_
NO equity 1=41.5
hOrTle already set up ri
park l 8eRfl The 7 ham
502)759 2454

Fireweed
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
WEDDING in the Smoky
Mountains Gat(inburig's
little log chapel Charming
rustic. borders national
park A dream wedding to fit
your
budget
1 800 554 1451

ha

ABOUT TO BE MARRIED?
Christian Ceremony Gat
linburg's original wedding
chapels-- (Sinee 19-80)
Photography, music, flee
ors limos. laCCUZI SUIFOS,
with fireplaces Rev Dr Ed
Taylor 1 800 346 2779
A CHAPEL IN THE
WOODS Be married in a
Smoky Mountain chapel in
the woods No blood test
wading period' Honeymoon
log cabins available,
1 800 729 4365
ARE you planning your
WEDDING in Gadinburg?
Let our experienced staff
help you with your plans
We provide photographs
flowers, videos lodging
MEMORIES
Call
1 800 242 7115
SMOKEY RIDGE WED
DING CHAPEL Everything
you need for a romantic
wedding & honeymoon in
the Smokey Mountians
GatlinburgiPigeon Forge
area Beautiful chapel &
setting No test/waiting
1 800 551 3372
OLD
WEDDINGS
FASHIONED Candlelite
ceremonies Smoky Mourn
tains Chapel overlooking
river. near Gatlinburg
HORSE DRAWN CAR
RIAGE. Cabins Jacuzzis
Ordained Ministers Corn

285
Noble
lots For

Rent

NEW park newer made
homes ()illy ',On( feta
drives & walks Trash pick
up & city water Virmaeo
492 8488
NORTHWIND
Hbrite Park 751 9e68

IK)WNTC/WN riffit pcitart,
available ar roes from
courthouse $95erno
ing all utilities /Sa i2e6
hociriesc 1'e/0
OF FiC.fsq ft Avaiiatile ',p ie I rtray
N 1,-ati rine In r Rip c
75.3 9212
P
HF (Al 'Jr
P it.
S Sin Shrg,ipir54 'enter
I'll 45414 rlf 751 n.c. 1 :'

310
Want
To Rent
WAN IF(' house for remit 1
to Stirs mi, e neoghtiorhood
availatile J,
"0 Auguct
0'99

•

EXTRA nice 28r duplex
with carport gas heat ap
peewees no pets deposit &
lease 1817 Ridgewood
$425 753 7457

F I IRNISVIED or unfurn
'shed I or 2br apts No pets
apt
Apts
now jimmerman
753 6609
pets
c fTI
FURNISHED Ibr apt teal
ties included $350,mo
1BR nice near MSI.1 435 4236 weekdays
Available now 5_ Meanie,. 753 011,•
RE 753 9898
& I Rental Property an
1 OR 2br apts near down flounces openings at
Sherry tare Apts near
town Murray 7534109
A4513 Thes.e attractive two
1 ROOM efficiency very breiexim units lease for
near MSU partial 'utilities $440 & wilt be ready for
furnished Available now June move in Grey s Prop
Coleman RE' 753 9898
&flies is taking applications
ROOMS tor rent at 1AI4 Gall 1597001
Olrve Utilities furnished KENTUCKY Lake Lake
Share kitchen living room land Westly Village lbr
& bathroom facilities Walk apartment utilities in
it MSU
(..-mleman FIE duded rent based on in
153 9898
oarne 55 & older handicap
?BR 1 bath near hospital & disabled Equal Housing
appliances furnished seri Op portunity
hookup some utilities in 502 354 8888
eluded $375,mo no pets
AFIGE duplex apt central
Ii a all gas available May
753 3991
15th Nye area $975irn0
?BP 2 bath duple. gar
rirt pets ieaSe & deposit
age central gas heat -en
759 +riftf
Val air $450Mo Coleman
r Al Apartments rezw
MI
FIE. 753 9898
arvepririg applications for
"BR apt 908 Millwood re
2 and 3hr apartments
$7851'710 759 4406
Phone 759 4984 Equal
78R duple% townhouse Hot Icing Dpoortunity
triplex house appliances MUL-IP4A V Manor Apart
forniched Rent varies
merits now accepting applt
$350 410 Gall 751 1766
cations For 1 2br apart
,
for more detailc
merits Apply in person
I 30pm 4pm Moe- Fri
2811 duplex in Northwood
14,09 Duogitei Of
759 4406

1BR furnished
$195 mo available
seater paid no
751 cgAn after
753 1293

2BR on large private lot 1rrii
East of Murray I rli
Beane resident 4 le ice,'
-SHADY Oaks 2 or the
eleOric or gas Walking 'tic
lance to college /51 s.,/rio

Homo

COUNTRY living efts
cliency apt culla clean ap
pliances furnished lease
deposit required no pets
416 5401

1BR furnished apt
$200,mo plus deposit oo
pets Hwy 121 at the fair
grounds 753 1139

Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR mobile hump
water furnished
Coleman. FIE 7ril

Illetammus

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

MURRAY riding mower
12hp. 38in cue $500
Green swivel rocker. $50
Serta mattress full size
$50 753-7523

200

165

GALLERIES money. Ky

Civil

2 ROW tobacco setter
1973 Dodge gran truck
Call after 5pm 753 7845

13

Apertinerrie
For Real

hoUfS 8

160

S
I
00belFITER

LIKE new glass bath tub
doors, double coppertone
sink with faucet, electric
wall heaters, 3V storm
door, small Little Tyke rock
ing horse, stain glass light
fixture, hide a tied couch
navy & dark green tweed.
great condition, dark green
small rocker. & chair set
492 8299

Free Appraisal
on I Item w ilh
a Copy of this Ad.

Fenn
Equipment

MOSTLY FULL SIZE SETS
15 YEAR WARRANTY

Hvry 641 14

ANTIQUE
SHOW & SALE
5 DAYS
MAY 24-29
KENTUCKY
OAKS MALL

190

MATTRESS CLOSE-OUT

AUCTION

This auction is being conducted for Mr.
Fred Nissley. Mr. Nissley has re-located in
Kentucky and has commissioned Bunch
Bros. Auction & Realty to sell his merchandise to the highest bidder. Make plans to
attend this suction!

MAYTAG wrd $600
Arnana 18 cu It refregera
tor with ice maker $500
Both top of line 24 yrs old
753 2083 obo

SEALY — POSTUREPEDIC
SIMMONS — BEAUTYREST
OTHER MAJOR BRANDS

BOGARD Trucking and Ex
cavating. I'm We haul top
gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap Mon Fri
8 4pm, 753 2446

BOW HUNTING EQUIP
150
MENT Bow hunters dis
Articles
count warehouse
For Sale
America's largest archery
BEAUTY shop equipment supplier, stocks over 5.000
Call bow hunting items at
good condition
20 40% off retail Call
753 9992
1-800 735 2697 for free
160 page catalog

Saturday, May 20th, 1995 - 10:00 a.m.

FRIGIDAIRE refrigerator
excellent condition. no ice
maker Call 753-2604 or
leave message

1995

Mot ile
Homes Foi Sale

Minn
Fails

1981 SUBARU 4sp V8
Ford automatic 3 . ton
truck 390 engine Call
759 0971 leave message if
not home

MAY 18

310

270

151

Articles
For Selo

THURSDAY

NE w lbr efficiency apts
fornished 751 9841 or
416 54%

MR duplex appliarir es
konished gas hear der k
vied hook iii like new
416 6725

teGE ,--43r I bath duplex
at 590 Northwood
;brio 'no plus utilities tie
rjr_teit No pets Call
4/4 5410 aher 6p m

2811 Embassy Apartments
central gas heat avallahle
now S300/mo Coleman
RE 753 9898

NOW renting 1 to lbr apts
nehind Bradley- Book Co all
have low utilities ft are
closer to MSI,e than most
dorme. Wale to class with
no parking worriee Better
h.irr e 'toy Acir, I last iong
;757
i•

2B11 townhouse on Diu
gold Central Hill Available
now $325ono Coleman
FIE 7539898
GOND0A4INIUM for lease.
low utilities ltsr 2 bath with
garage 753 1293

ESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property

Sot., May 20, 1095 at

10 a.m. at the home place of Mr. James
Lovell. From Murray,Ky.take 94 East to Hwy.290. Follow 2itO
a.
to Rieman Street, Follow to auction. Watch for auction si

plops arrangements No
test/no waiting HEART
I AND 1 800 448 VOW'.
113697)

2r ZENITH tv & vcr Sony
stereo complete, both l ir
old
Days Barn 4pre
753 2061
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x65 MOBIL E home at,
rh.le from carripoc
. 759 1616
14X70 2BR 1 o bath mo
bile home on BOX 180 lot
Underpinned central heat
air porch and covered pa
Ito Close to school and
--Town Good condition
753 5592 after 5p re

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, May 27, 1995 - 10.00 a
— Regardless of Weather —
Located on the NW corner of Center St.
downtown Hazel, KY

Real Estate sells at 11 a.m.
This super nice clean 26' x 56 detaile wide mobile home 2 full bathe
3 bedrooma living room • large den with fireplace dining room laundry room - kitchen central heat & air - bay windrow; with brick
under pinning city writer carport one storage huInlung. nice young
.•
shade on large lot.
Terms:20% down day of mile Balance in 30 days with pFIRRIng of deed.
Wilson Real Estate
Wayne Wilson Breker 753 5086
Personnel Property: Nice 12 CB; SIVA" 6 shot rey-iiver nice .46 .46 rai lever
action isive Sears model si4 with grope .141 SO nal iever acr,on 1•Viric heater
model 94 single shot 20 gis Stevens' - one pellet kr - {tin rase mimall office
r Warier kerrieene amps corner what
ref microwave oven Hoover
roo coin r 'lock fe-im
not pictures clocks flour lamp oid dreeaer bear
Germany reeerde & record player metal shelf telephone !win hied luggage
- nice rer liner (nal rack carte table eieetnc sewing mac h ne pots & pa nit
small kitchen appliances 'Irvin(' fan new kriArIMARfPr eleftr?C tread mill
Coleman cooler Coleman amp shrive fishing equipment air tank drill
motor - 6-1Z battery charger fir( In RAW ,Ihr,p NriRe fiaii line trimmer tree
pniner step ladder extension ledder floor jar it rnme•a•long hyd jack small tool boxer' - box & open wrenches on(ket ;set extension cords glia can
nice 2 wheel trailer. wheel harrow old briar hook hand & garden toolit 5 h p
Craftsmen tiller • nice 5Ixl2 wood isterage building other items not lasted
Auction held rain or shine Not responsible fir accidents Lunch available For
more information and your auction nrrela phone 43,5 4;44

m

Dan Miller- Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

& 4th St. in

Mrs Loa lAorp• as reocated her residence and has made the decision to sell NV
O0f^43 Of many years along with many of i.,er 5re li,mistings
—No Minimum And No Reserve—
This property will be sold io the'chat bidder regardess of cnce Hazel is oar 0'
Oi
an emerging antique showing area localed n the southernmost cee Caloway
County along US Fkey Ml south It preGents an <lea soresote t Murray KY
FM2111 - 40/1 °nee The bet,' 0' totr worlds
Pans IN or stay
1as a large air.1313/1.1110,O9
,come'
'
martaned rand, style
Real Estate: ins
the swage
area. !okra I@ room 2 bedrooms "2 bats ulna() Asti, area with all
you've dreamed of OA an attached 1 car garage &storage or work area Located
on awl icor 110's '60' tot Gas heaucental savory water Terms on Rite Estate
'5% dor& day of saie balance at cioeng within 30 days
Open House Sunday, May 21 • 2-4 p.m.

'My

Service Doesn't Cost, If Pays"

ESTATE AUCTION

or

1

Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., May 27, 1995 at 10 a.m at the homeplace of the
late Mrs. E. Lois KunIsch
From Murray, Ky., take Hwy. 121 South to Locust Grove Church
Road. Follow to Harmon Road, turn left, follow to Barefoot Lane.
Watch for auction signs Real estate sells at 12 noon.
*

Orar. UN
Personal Propermy Compete set f visualise Fate Nomura china quilts Rogers
'asvare 0,0 erre vcrier 2 °id bedroom se,tes 'errele c.ocx csare desx arid .
taoes riarO made oylka, and Nettle Clan' ova seat sofa Taos wow wilt eat &
criers Olio& cabins", eed tables lamp& 00 amp loosed tows icicle, Aartisis
Gregg*, sikoirr •nagaz-ne race Eiectoka vacuum Wn,rioxi wasn't a, dryer
Twos, siectrc -tinge Sanyo •recroarave mfngiirator Zane coma TV sewing
wool 6' rce Wen gnrider weed sear Snare, ilioomoc.•
"ac'
les Terms on Personal Property Commie
angina
GewarN

'au

,cNevy

senberrer' lay 30 vie

ACTION REALTY & FARRIS AUCTION
W Den Ferris • CAI ALICHOCIIPIN
Mu ff Ft Dodd • Broke/
($02) 492-5795
- P0 80. 149 Hazer. KY
•iewes anneuncarier• is, '1 Wes tate Wiscalwica we a Weer *Mese

MIlir '3"

VIM

This 2 bedroom -1 bath•living room large eaf•in kitchen-laundry room outside storage storm windows central heat & air on large lot
Terms; 20% down Clily &limo Balance le 30 clays with passing or dead This real
estate auction had Kandy with Paschall Real Estale

Terry Paschall, Broker • 435-4011
Dan Miller, Auctioneer • 435-4144
tIr

foot

p.as

.10.11 property listing
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY, MAY 18, 1995

Aparlimaile
Fre Med
NOW taking applications BLONDE Labs, purebreed.
for Section 8low rent hous- no papers,675, only 1 male
ing Apply in person at left Call after 5pm
Southside Manor, 906 492-8638
Broad St Extended. between Sam 12noon No DOG obedience classes or
phone cans please Equal private Serving Murray 14
years 436 2858
Housing Opportunity
SMALL 2br, appliances, REGISTERED Lhasa Apse
*id. no pets. $225/mo puppies for sale Call
753-1072 or leave
489-2741
message
VERY specious 2br 2 bath
duplex appliances furn- UKC registered Rat Terrier.
ished. iii/d hook-up, central $50 753 5998 leave
message
gas heat. $525/mo, 1 mo
deposit. years lease, no
100
pets
753-2905 or
753 7536
Produce
310

LYNN Grove U-Pick BerHouses
ne,now open 7-7 mon-Sat,
For Rent
closed Sundays 'A mile
from Pioneer Store on 893
2BR 1 bath house for rent
Newly decorated, electric South U-pick .600. Ordered $1 25qt. 435-4314
heat, stove & refrigerator
furnished $300/mo 1
month deposit, no pets
Pubic
753 2905 or 753-7536
Sal.
28R bnck on 15th st Car- MOVING
sale Living room
port, fully furnished, 2br
suite $200 Two Lazy Boy
suites, couch, coffee table
recliners $150 & $75. D.P
& end tables, table lamps,
Air Gometer exercycle
25- color tv. recliner. micro$125. Sears rug cleaner
wave, deep freeze, stove,
$125. Actionear hunting
new refrigerator. washer & hearing
aid $75 (above
dryer, dining set Absoitems in new new condtlutely no petsl $450/mo bon)
yard and orchard
$450 deposit, lyr lease sprayer 10 gallon. 6V new
753 7473
motor and hoses Bottle
2BR house. stove & re- gas flame thrower $25.
frigerator included near Cast iron electric drop-in
campus Call 753-4857 or cooktop $50 753-2200
753 2967 after 5pm
3BR 1 ,
, bath. 316 N 6th.
$450/mo lease & deposit
762 4483 8-4pm

Book
Sale

3BR 2 bath brick house.
1653 Ryan, central his.
quiet neighborhood,
$600/mo, yr lease & depo
sit 753 6424

Sat., May 20
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
Bargain Prices
Everyone
Welcome
100 N. Broach St.
(scrou Vas St John's)

3BR nice carpet & vinyl.
beautiful natural wood upstairs with 2 large bedrooms downstairs 1 bath in
large corner lot. 605 Sycamore $450,mo 753 2339,
753 8767. 436-2054
5BR 1 bath (2) .4 baths
gas heat stove & refrigerator furnished $495/mo plus
deposit 753-9826
ANDERSON Shores, 3br
cozy and secluded Stove.
refrigerator and ac,
$225mo 4425647
BRICK ranch 3br 2 full
baths detached garage
convenient to Mayfield &
Murray If interested call
345 2254
NICE 3Br 2 bath brick
house with 2 car garage in
Panorama Shores
$600.mo plus deposit No
pets 12 mo lease References required Call
474 8430 after 6pm
SMALL 1br brick house,
walking distance to MSU
Extra low utilities. 1628
Miller rear $180-mo
753 2339 753-8767
436 2054
WANTED nice home for
lease in Murray area, available Jun 1st 310 5brs 2'I
baths 2.000. sq ft with
large lot in nice area price
negotiable will be in Murray
May 27th Call Rich at Kopperad Realty 753-1222

For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40 mo 759-4081
NOW renting , Eastside
Boat & Mini Storage Call
now to reserve your space
-59 9835 or 753 0834
STORAGE trailer for rent
753 7888
WANT to lease dark fired
tobaxo base 492 8159

BULLS and Netters- Performance tested Simmental
and Mane
Anjou
Crossbred service age
bulls and heifers Only top
Performance animals offered for sale All animals
health tested and guaranteed Sm th 'Broadbent
ParmS
Day
502)235 5182 night
502235 5170

Moving Sale/
Yard Sale
807 North 18th St
Murray
& Sat.
May 19 & 20
8 a.m.-2 p.m
Furniture, clothes,
knick knacks, kitchen
accessories, etc. Everything must go.

Yard Sale
121 S. 1 mile to
Meadow Green
Subd.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
Queen size bed, mattress & springs, chest,
dresser, couch & chair,
antique trunk, men &
ladies clothing, comics.
sport cards & misc

Garage Sale
Fri. 5/19
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat. 520
8 am.-4 p.m.
641 N. to 1824 N. 3.1
miles on left (tan double wide)
Antiques material Woks
ouuMs knelt knacks
clothes glassware items
too numerous ID mentor

Garage
Sale
314 So. 13th St
Murray, Ky.
5-20-95
a.m.-3 p.m.

Garage
Sale
Fri. & Sat.

BOLLS Getbvich ir Bar Red
hybird easy calving high
weaning weight good na
lured Call 753-7618

Candleille
Estates
Subd. off Hwy.
GREY Rheas 1yr old 4
1824, 5th house
pairs $450,pr two trios
$750 trio Three never
on the left.
sexed $125ea AN 17 tor .
6 a.m.-5 p.m.
$3 000 Greensburg KY
Watch For Signs
502 932 6240
OFFERING for sakil 1982
Sorrel Gelding big stout
152 hands 1300 pounds
blaie face ready to go
753-7050 days 474-8050
evenings
PIGS 25 80Ibs 436 5243

AKC German Sheppard six
c•Ilent background
healthy tree obedience in
cluded 502 436 211611

3 Family
Yard Sale

Car

4 Party
Yard Sale

205 S. 15th
Murray, Ky.
May 19 & 20
Frt. 710-2:00
Sat. 7:304
Men's, ladies & children's clothing books
dishes, et

Fn., May 19
1710 Ryan Ave.
Furniture, clothing,
housewares,
luggage, small appliances, odds and
ends

Garage Sale

Yard Sale

Frt., May 19
7 a.m.-?
Hwy. 80 West
(off 641 North)
Baby boy clothes
(bir1h-2T),
shoes,
baby items and toys,
ladies clothing &
jeans (size 3), Home
Interior items, misc.
437-4339

Take 94 West to
Thurman Rd. Turn
right first house on
right.
Fri. & Sat
May 19 & 20
8:00 a.m.
New reproduction country charm stove, Little
Tike playhouse, clothes,
toys, glass. misc

Yard
Sale

Panorama Shores
Neighborhood
Yard Sale
Saturday Only
7 a.m.-4 p.m.

1115 Falrlane
Drive
Glendale at
Fairlane
Sat., May 20
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

Take Hwy. 280 to Panorarns Shone and look
for age&
Over 12 different homes
Household items, furniture
storm doors. dishwasher,
children's clothes, women's
clothes, knick knacks and
lots more

5 Family
Yard Sale
Friday Only
7:30-?
8th Street
Small Pavallon
Old Park
Nursing uniforms &
shoes, childrens to large
women's
clothes.
shoes, dishes, flowers &
much more

Yard Sale
Friday

7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Knightsway Dr.
Take Wlswell Rd. to
Gibbs Store Road. Follow the signs.
Color console t v • stereo, Royal cash register,
girls 18 in bete, Nintendo games, girls
clothes sue 8-12, toys,

Garage Sale
1412 Dudley Dr.
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.-?
Rain or Shine
Children's clothes 06X, adult clothes,
maternity
clothes,
toys, microwave and
etc.

Yard Sale
1606 Parklane Dr.
Fri. & Sat
5 a.m.-?
Clothes, mower parts,
hand tools, dishes
and many other
Items.

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-at price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling.
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
MUR CAL Realty professional real estate management residential, commeraal.(allow us to handle your
real estate headaches) A
cost cutting occupancy improving move 753-444,4
TAKE a look make an offer,
2br lake property Wilson
Realty 121 South Call
753-5086.

Lake
Property
LAKE LOT SALEI Estate
homesites with private
lake access in Kentucky
From $8,900. Financing
FREE color brochure Call
now. 800-858-1323. ext
3957. Woodland acres
SLZEI

121 South 2 miles
turn right on Neale
Road, 1 mile on the
right
Fri., May 19
Sat, May 20
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
1986 Cadillac Sedan
Deville, very clean,
excellent buy Lots of
misc., child's bed

FOR sale by owner 2br 1 1989 DODGE Dynasty
bath brick in town, nice lot, loaded, 132,XXX miles
fenced yard, storage build- very nice, black with mar
wig 753-0195 or 753-6491 roon interior Call 492-8873
alter 5pm
after 5pm

3 BR-2 Bath
Excellent Locabon
$62,000
753-5561

Lots
For Sale
3 LOTS in East Y Subdivision, $8,500 753-8274
BEAUTIFUL fiat lot, all
underground city utilities including gas Last available
lot in Preston Heights, located behind Gatesborough. $13,900. 753-2339
BY owner large '4 acre lot
in Woodgate Subdivision,
all city utilities included Re
strictions apply Priced
$16,900 Call David King
753-8355 Mon- Fri,
759-9854 nights &
weekends
NICE high lot, 110x217 in
Misty Meadows next to
Oaks Country Club
753-5691
SOUTHWEST area 1'i
acre building lots, each with
200ft 'road frontage, re
stricted. $12.500
435-4548 after 5pm

Ferns
For Sale
33 ACRES. stocked lake
enced pasture green
house, 14x70 3br mobile
home Coleman Real Es
tate 753-9898

A•23 For Meadows
Fri. & Sat
7 am.-?
Kid & itiUlf clothes,
baby ilems, mist
dins

Canoe It Rain

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hedge tnrnming, landscap
wig, mulching & mulch hauling. gutter cleaning Cleanup junk, garbage Odd jobs.
also Al houeehld moving
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744.

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?

JSP Wood Products

Dutchmen's
Wash and Detail

CONCRETE REPAIR

1-800-700-9464

\,
..boBroine,
/

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

some

I Motors

Homes
For Sale
2 or 3BR 1 bath sunroom,
Ming rm/ dining rm gas
oh/a, excellent location with
many extras 759 9363

AVOID realtors cost 3br 2
bath with large yard & stor
age. 9mt on 121N
489-2296
BE the first owner of a 2
story brick home in a prirne
city subdivision 4BR, 2,i
baths. features Marvin
windows 17ft foyer ceiling.
white kitchen, columns,
firepiace Ole and hardwood
Moors, cultured marble hot
tub, deck & more Call
759.2571. 435 4013 or
435-4040

re
lit

I',
'

In

x%1
HI

Four Star
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM W000vo0FIKOC
All Types Of:

Yard
Sale

Simko@

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
NEW affordable homes, 1989 FIREBIRD black
and Cooing Service Com
2-3br in city Starts at mid great shape, must sell
piste installation and ser
50's, financing available, $4200 Call 436-2672
vice
Cali Gary at
payments less than rent
A and A Lamb's limn mow- 759.4754
1989
LINCOLN
Towncar
38Fl 2 bath duplex, double Sidewalks, storm sewers. loaded,
great condition. rig, light hauling. tee Win- CUSTOM bulldozing and
carport on Southwood Dr curbs 6 all underground motivated
seller 753-5885 rang. Mark 436-2528
backhoe work septic sys
ubkbes 753-4444
753-7947
1969 PONTIAC Grand Am AU. around hauling. mow- terns, 354 8181 after dpm
NEW home. Coles Camp3BR duplex for sale
great condition. a/c, cruise, ing, tree work, sink dean Horace Sholar
753-5114
ground Rd 3br 2 bath. con
new tires and brakes, up, dewing out gutters. CUSTOM tilling
I small
tral gas & electric, 190(q ft
Joe. 436-2867
$4.000 527-5195
ATTENTION property In- living area
bush hogging 489 2995
on 1 22 acres,
vestors Duplex with nice
Call Mur Cal Realty 1990 GEO Storm while, ALL around clean-ups
DAVID'S cleaning ser
$600. monthly income, 753 4444
automatic, air, pis, oil), 1 Tree trimming, removal and vices We clean vinyl, brick,
631 N 41h. front urwt, 2br
owner 753-9764 after hauling Landscaping drive ways, sidewalks, mo
with fireplace & gas heat, RODEO riders dream 6pm
clean-up, trimming and
bile homes, R V 759-4734
mulching. Cal 492-8254
back unit is newly remod- place. 10 acres, all fenced,
eled, 1br apt Lot zoned 4br home, stables and Iwo 1990 MERCURY
D & D lawn care, free esti
Cougar
commercial to insure future ponds More details Bob IS, loaded 759-9780
males 489-2296
after
Perrin,
Grey's
worth,
Properties
$49,900
5pm
DRYWALL, finishing, re.
753-2339, 753-8767, 759-2001, evenings
pairs, additions and blow
753-3509
1991 MERCURY Grand
436-2054
mg ceilings 753-4761
Marquis, original owner,
NEAT and dean, 3br brick
excellent condition.$8,100
din
GERALD WALTERS is
home in Murray, Mid 60's
Everlock Vinyl
435-4043
back Vinyl siding, panting
Underpinning
Bob Perrin, Grey's Proper
Illotorriclee
decks, additions, roofing,
1992 AEROSTAR loaded.
Lifetime Warranty
ties 759-2001. evenings
20yrs experience, free esti
141170 2r aug hght
1981 GL 500 Silverwing 73,XXX miles, very nice
753-3509
mates 753-2592
$364.00
Call 492-8873 after 5pm
new rear tire, new winds
NEW 3br homes priced in hield road ready, $1295
Underpinning
K-Rock
HANDYMAN
1992
, ele
TOYOTA
Paseo
red,
70's & 80's, financing avail
753 0331
Silver & White Roof
tape deck and CD player.
carpentry
able, will consider trade
Coatings
55,XXX miles, $8,900
753-3672 after 5pm
Doors - Windows 759-1992
all Chuck
Bathtubs
96
BY owner 3br 2 bath, large
1992 Z-34 LUMINA black,
living room, kitchen and
Decks, Treated Lumber
excellent condition, one
HANDY man Plumbing,
Handrails, Banister or
large den with fireplace,
owner, 31,XXX miles Days
painting. wallpaper, tree &
Lattice
1,837 sq ft of living space 1984 BUICK Regal runs,
753-3571, nights
carpentry work Call Ken
plus garage, carport and but needs work. $550
4 x 8 - $275.00
759-1004
474-2131
porch Lots of closets and 753 9631 after 5pm
6 x 10 - $425.00
built ins No step-up at back
1993 CA V Wagon 108,XXX
KITCHEN CABINET RE
10 x 16 - $775.00
door or garage, easy entry 1986 PONTIAC Trans Am, highway miles, power
FACING Make your old
Meta Roofs Over Deck
red
&
gray,
t
tops.
TPI
305.
for handicapped of elderly
locks, air & auto Call
new again with Formica All
Available
Must see to appreciate, auto, all power, 61.XXX 492-8873 after 5pm.
colors. free estimates
miles,
mint
condition,
5 miles south of Murray
$75,000 753-7133,
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
1994 GRAND Am red with
$5,900 753 8848 or
on 641 Hwy
759-1723, 7533092
KY
436-5560
gray/ black interior, am/fm
753 3513
(502) 492-84134
CONDOMINIUM 1380 sq
cassette, cruise, driver side
LAMB
Brothers Tree Ser
ft with garage, low utilities, 1988 PONTIAC Bonneville. air bag. ABS, 30,XXX4
vice
502
436 5744
excellent
condition, one miles Call 489-2524
luxurious living. 3br, 2 bath
after
owner, high mileage
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp , LAWN care, mowing & trim4pm
753-3293
436 2936
foundations, slabs, sidew- ming 436-2528
FOR Investors, 2812sq ft
alks, driveways, buildings.
1988
T
BIRD,
V6
loaded
LAWNS
mowed
new duplex, Fall Brook
50n
remodeling, repairs. AGC
(502)759 3133
Sub Rental income 64xxx miles, one owner
Used
oertfied
489-2214
$1100/mo, Pnce $123,000 garage kept $5295
Trucks
LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
753.74Z
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur492-8516 or 762-7221
1972 CHEV custom de- niture repair & custom houses. -mobile homes,
brick & vinyl. buildings,
luxe, 350 auto, p/s, orb, woodworking 753-8056
R V 's, sidewalks, tree esti
sharpf $3,500 759-9711
mates (502)753 6490
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
before 8pm
Factory trained by 3 major
1983 CHEVROLET manufacturers All work LICENSED for electric and
'Supercharged S-10 and parts warranted Ask gas 753-7203
Blazer 4x4 Supercharged for Andy at The Appliance MULCH. delivered Murray
V-6 engine. The best of Works, 753-2455
area 436-5560
We offer all your tobacco
everything from bumper to
firing wood needs.
bumper To many extras to APPLIANCE SERVICE. NICHOL'S lawn & yard
list Over $30,000 invested, Kenmore, Westinghouse, care Mowing, trimming,
Just Call
will sacrifice for $10,000 Whirlpool 30+ years ex- fertilizing, haul debris & re
perience. BOBBY fuse 759 9577
obo Serious inquires only
Phone
Frankfort HOPPER, 436-5848
We Can Save You Money
PAINTING int , ext all
502-227-8015.
With The Best Prk:es Around.
ARRONS Handyman Co. types of home repair, free
Call Us At (502) 667-2515 Ask For James
1988 BRONCO II excellent remodeling and repairs, estimates Call anytime
condition. 759-1770 after odd jobs, screen porches, 436-5032
6pm or leave message on decks, electrical etc
PLUMBING repairman with
474-8534
machine.
same day service Call
1990 CHEVROLET 1500 ASPHALT driveway, sea- 436 5255
pick-up, white on blue, ling, free estimates
RIDA'S Machine Quilting,
auto, p/s. alb, 4.3 V-6, Ra- 753-2279.
choice of patterns Phone
dial $.:es, runs and drives BACKHOE SERVICE
502-759-2479, Murray, Ky
perfect
$5,400
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
We hand wash & wax plus complete
502-875-4050. Dealer
installation, repair, replace- RILEY Remodeling & Conclean-up on auto's, trucks and vans
struction Garages, add,
ment. 759-1515
1991
CHEVROLE
T
P
U.
Free Pickup and Delivery Within City Limns
bons, porches. decks, roof
red, swb, Silverado, BACKHOE Service- ROY mg, vinyl siding & trim,
re
loaded, after 6pm. HILL Septic system, drive- placement windows
474-8045, 753-4542
ways, hauling, foundations, Owner Jerry Riley Phone
615 S. 3rd St. Ext.
502 489 2907
1991 GMC S-J15 JIMMY etc 759-4664
Murray, Ky. 42071
4x4, 2dr, all
er, at. a/c. BACKHOE Service, com- ROCKY Colson home reHalf block down S. 3rd off east Sycamore
V-6, 56,XX
miles, new plete foundations, septic pair, plumbing. roofing. sidWes,$13,900. 753-8848 or systems R H Nesbitt. Con- ing & additions All type
753-3513.
struction Phone 492-8516. home & mobile home repair Free estimates
1992 CHEVROLET pick-up pager 762-7221
474-2307
Silverado, good condition. BOB'S Plumbing Service
753-1977
Cracks In Dnveways
Installation and repair, all ROOFING and painting,
Walkways - Patios - Garages
interior- exterior etc . 25yrs
1994 DAKOTA Sport with work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436-5832.
experience, 10% discount
Expansion Joints Replaced - Waterproofing
warranty, red 753-4354
senior citizens 474 0107
All with 10 Year Warranty
BUSHHOGGING gardens,
510
plowed disked, driveways SEAMLESS gutters ingraded 437 4030
stalled, residential or comFree Estimates
Campers
mercial, Servall Gutter Co
BUSHHOGGING blade
Call Anytime - Local References
1984 SHASTA by Coach work, lawn mowing & wee- 753-6433
man class C motor home dealing 489-2077.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
"ir :1119a,"7‘2 ifi; CO
Vilk
24'°clan generator, micro
Removal Insured with full
CAMCORD
ER
repair & line of equipment
wave, air, sleeps 6, 46,XXX
Since 1973
Free esmiles 498-8312 after microwave repair Wood timates Day or night,
Serving Western Ky and West Tenn
VCR Service Center
4 30pm
753-5484
753-0530.
29' AIRSTREAM rear bath,
THE Gutter Co Seamless
new interior, all systems CARPET cleaning, home aluminum gutters, variety
04ity service
work,
road ready or business with Kirby dry of colors Licensed, inTree Trimming
foam, stain guard sham
7510114
sured Estimate available
poo. 492-8238
Free Estimates
Tree Rernod
759-4690
32 FOOT Holiday camper
CARPORTS
cars
for
and
$3000.
Serious
Inquires
VCR
REPAIR Wood VCR
24 is Service
Landscaping
trucks. Special sizes for Service Center, deaningonly 502-759-4414.
motor home, boats. RVs servicing $15, most repairs
Yard Mdvring
PROWLER 5th wheel and etc. Excellent protec- $35. Free
Tree Service Ck3anuP Servce
estimates Route
28 5D 1993, loaded with tion, high quality, excellent 1, Almo
Hedge Tnnwning
Light Hauling, Etc
Open 9-12, 1-5,
heavy duty and luxury op value. Roy Hill 759-4664
Mon -Fri 753-0530
eons Less than 1000
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
CARROLL'S
Custom
garmiles, used five nights,
WINDOW & door repair &
Licensed & Insured
den tilling, grader blade replacement 759-1799
$14,995 753-2200
work, bush hogging lots,
YARD mowing, free estifree
estimates
520
mates 753-6344
502-492-8622

1rin

3BR 1 bath log home. 1250
sq ft central hia, vaulted
ceilings, great room with
fireplace, patio area,
$62,700 489-6075
HALEY Appraisal Service
Bob Haley state certified
Call 489 2266

Services
°Berm!

Call (502) 759-1820

A.10

Yard Sale

Yard Sale
Neale Rd.
121 South • 2 miles
right on Neale Rd. •
5th house.
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m. • ?
Baseball cards. toys
clothes household.

BEST COP\

Custom Woodworking
a d

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See Our Showroom •
We Sunbury • Murray (amine Bunny WWI)

753-5940

CHIM Chlm Chimney
560
Sweeps
has 10% senior
14F1 CHEROKEE, 1986
Free
citizen discounts We sell
30hp electric start Johnson
Column
chimney
caps
screens
and
motor, casting deck, con435-4191
FREE kittens Call after
sole remote trolling motor.
5:30 at 436-5013
LCR. excellent condition
,
489-2018.
Murray Ledger & Times
1988 BAYLINER Ford 4cyl.
Fair - Housing Act Notice
OMC 1984 CHEVETTE
753-0410
All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes
MARK Twain very nice.
it illegal to advertise any preference,limita1977, 165hp, 6cyl, Cher
tion or discrimination based on race, color,
Marc cruise, gold &
religion, sex, handicap, familial status or
tandem axle trailer See at
Wayne Darnell Boat Shop,
national origin, or intention to make any
flint South of Murray on
such preferences,limitations or discriminaHwy 121.
tion.

M & M Remodeling
Service

STAR Craft 35hp with
trailer, (2) 5 gallon tanks.
extra Call 492-8873 after
5PITI

A Professional Service
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathrooms

!dykes
Ceded

To bele yea piaa year Note Michele or Bathroom

Call 753-6869
for free quote or cossetting

530

A I Tree professionals
Stump removal, BOO spray
wig serving Murray Cabo
way County since 1980
f roe estsmiles 436 2247
or 492 8737

State laws forbid discrimination in the sale,
rental or advertising of real estate based of
factors in addition to those protected under
federal law.
We will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which is in violation of the
law. All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an
equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair Housing
Advertising requirements, contact NAA
Counsel Rem P. Milam, (703) 648-1000.
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Gail Russell of Murray was
recently inducted into the Kappa
Phi scholastic honorary fraternity
at the University of Mississippi.
Thirty years ago
Army Pfc. Will R. Walston Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Will Rob
Walston Sr. of Murray, has been
assigned to 3rd Armored Division
in Germany.
- Beverly Paschall, Donna
Rogers, Debbie /C.-Bey and Marilyn Wischart were presented with
Queen Regent Capes of Girls
Auxiliary at coronation ceremonies at First Baptist Church,
Mrs. James Hutson, Mrs. Pete
Hughes and Mrs. T.A. Edwards
were elected as officers of New
Concord Homemakers Club at a

Fort) years ago
ResidenLs of Calloway ( own.
received $20,156 in Aoprd undcr
Kentucky's three public
lance programs which are Old
Age Assistance, Aid to Depen
dent Children, and Aid to Needs
Blind, according to Conlon
er of Economic Security Vegi, 1
Barnes.
Gerald C oo pc r
Jiniiini
Cochnim, Ray Dunn, (;ene Sice
ly, ('harks 'Thomas and I ow ell
Cooper arc new officers 4)1 lfaiel
High School Chapter oh I uture
Farmers of America
Births reported at Muria% Ilos
pital include a boy to Mr and
Mrs. Willie Dixon and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs Charles !Award.
Mr. and Mrs. C R. Rob, 1 eu,.
were married for 60 years Mas
12.
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years ago: Florida Gov Bob Graham dedared a state of
emergency in the wake of devastating fun -Jilin.; -Tank's -Prospect won
the Preakness Stakes.
Five years ago" In the face of healed student protests. the trustees of
all-women Mills College in Oakland, ('alit . voted to ft:SLIM.' their earlier decision to admit men.
One year ago: Israel's three decades td occupation in the Gaia Strip
ended as Israeli troops completed their withdrawal- and Palestinian
authorities I.Orik over.
Today's Birthdays Singer Perry Como is XI Pope John Paul ii is
75. Actor Bill Macy is 7.i. Sportscaster Jack Whitaker is 71. Actor
Pernell Roberts is 65. Former-Sen. Warren Rudman (R-N.H.) is 65.
Actor Robert Morse is 64. Actor and television executive Dwayne
Hickman is 61. Baseball Hall-of-Famer Brooks Robinson is 58. Baseball Hall-of-Famer Reggie Jackson is 49. Actor James Stephens is 44.
.Thought for_Today: -Committee: a group of men who individually
can do nothing, hut as a group decide that nothing can be done.Fred Allen, comedian (1894-1956).
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pastor.
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In 19)1. the rioted Nations moved out oh its temporary headquarter': in I akC SWAT'ss., N.Y., for its permanent home in Manhattan.
In 194,
gill:1111C CI It bran became the tir81 woman to break the
sound barrier
'Al(' piloted a Nora) American l" 146Canadair over
Rogers Dry Lake, Cald.•
In 1960. astronauts Fugene A. CCI11411, Thomas P. Stafford and John
W :Young bla .ted tiff abliard Apollo W.
lii 19S0, in the South Korean ity til Kwangju, townspeople and
students began a nine day uprising that was [many ,put down by

CATHY

ting,
ione
, Ky

iddiwit
, rows
lone

/ens to a fish fry on May II
Births reponed include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Dale Olive, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs Arthur Davis
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs: Keith
Prince. May 10; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Rickie Williams, May II: a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Crenshaw. May 12.
Twent, 'ears ago
A building permit has been
issued to Big John's Supermarket
to be located at South 12th and
Glendale. according to Murray
City Planner Don Grimes.
Installed as new officers of
Murray Civitan Club were Don
Alley. Elbert Thomason. John

crowned as queen of Fern 'Terrace Lodge in its Mothers' Day

W.T. Kingins
Friendship Night Y‘JS tobsersed
by Murray Star Chapter No 4 it
at the Masonic Hall with Anna
McNeely and Howard Mt!Nee'''.
worthy matron and patron,
presiding
Mr. and Mrs Clyde Jones hace
returned from- a visit' with their
daughter, Mrs Harold Prow and

r

t.•1111111.

with
Call

Masters treated the Senior Cm -

meeting at the home of Mrs

Emerson, Harmon Whartell, Jerry
Norswonhy and Paul Welch.
Open house is being held
today. May 18. at the newly constructed building of Coldwater
Missionary Baptist Church,
according to the Rev. Joe Doran.

By The Associated Press
Today is .1.hursday, May IX, the 1 igth day of 1995. There arc 227
days lett In the year.
oday's
Highlight
in
11 ist or y.
On May lg. 19X1.. the Mount St. Helens volcano in Washington
state exploded -I he blast took 1, UH) feet ofl the top of the mountain,
leaving Si people- dead or missing.
On this date
In 1642. the Canadian city of Montreal was founded.
In 1g04, the tretiL h Senate proclaimed Napoleon Bonaparte
emperor,
In MO, the Republican Party convention. M C•hicago- nominated
Abraham Lincoln tor president.
In 191(i. II.010.'s Comet appeared to move across the sun.
In PM, LOInply4,er GU `..IjV Mahler died
Vienna, Austria. .
In 1926, evangelist Aimee Semple McPherson no
vanished while visiting a beach in VetliCe. Calif., she reappeared a month
later, claiming to have been kidn.fpped.
In PM, the 'I ennessee Valley Authority was created.
19.t4, Congress approved the so-called 7I.indbergh Act.** which
called for the death penaliy iii ca.e\
interstate kidnapping.
In 1944, during World War IL Allied lorces finally occupied Monte
Cassino in Italy after a blur-month struggle that claimed Sortie 20,0(14)

trim-

all
free
time
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len _tears ago
Murray High School seniors
inducted into National Honor
Society were Robert Lyons, Sherry Meadows, Su/aunt. Meeks,
Alicia Nunnally, Amy Roos,
Todd Ross, Lesley Thompson,
Mike Wilkins, Ann Harcourt,
Kim Greer, Patricia Drake, Kelly
Chilcutt, Bekah Brock, Russ
Wright, Shelly llowaell. Lisa
Howard and Ramona Burnley.
Members of Blood River Bass

TODAY IN HISTORY
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DEAR MB. D'ALESSA DWI
I think it's safe to assume that
the girl is still pregnant. sini-e
she stated in her letter that thc
baby is due in June.
But thank you for gking riro•
the chance to point out th;ii
I offers
Planned Parenth
wide range of reproducti%••
health serOyes th.it go f,it
beyond abortion - although
the agency prides itself on
being a pro-choire organilAt110/1.
Among the other sers1C4.,
Planned Parenthood pros ides
are breast and pets ir exam.;
screening for sexually transmitted diseases for both men and
-....,c-vornen; premarital blood test'
ing in thoke states that rerpiire
it; contraceptive.,! bemires: sterili*ation consul-Cation and procedures for both men and women:
and prenatal rare, including
professional advice on nutrition, exercise, pregnancy. childbirth and postpartum eare.
I recommended that "sorry
return to Planned Parenthood
and speak to the "nice lad'."
because I knew the young
woman would recei e t he
reproductive health care .he
needed in a supporta% e atmosphere. as well as guidani
through the ma/e of the chjld
support bureaucracy. My
advice still stands.
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DEAR UNDECIDED: I would
attend my stepsister's wedding
In all probabilitl, your friend
will hase more bx.easions"to celebrate. hut your step4i‘ter will
have only one first wedding.
.. .
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Local students win at science fair
Several students from the Murray
area were recently named winners at
the Murray State University Regional Science Fair, hosted by the
College of Science, on April 29 at
the MSU Exposition Center.
This year's fair was the largest
ever with students and educators
from 40 schools throughout the
region turning out for the evenL
The college hosted 524 student
participants in kindergarten through
eighth grade, who presented 404
project entries in six categories
Including botany, chemistry, geoscience, mathematics, physics, and
zoology. Principals, teachers, parents, and well-wishers were also
present for the event.
Winners from East Elementary
School include Kady M. Lyons,
superior, in the category of physics;
Angela K. Duncan and DeAnna L.
Page, superior, chemistry; Amanda
D. Daniels, excellent, mathematics;
Joseph J. Dolchan, excellent, physics; and Melody Boren and Angel
Duncan, excellent, physics. Meritorious award recipients were Stanley A. Barnhart and Michael S.
Barger, zoology; Justin L. Fox and
Justin D.Phillips, geoscience; Larry

Kirks and Chris Roscoe, botany;
Greg A. Wilson, physics; Jessica S.
Ouway, physics; and Ashley D.
Byerly, geoscience.
Southwest Elementary School
students who received awards were
Eddie M. Kobraei and Lyndsi A.
Keel, zoology, superior, Heidi M.
Van Amehgen and Henry N. Kobraei, botany, superior, and Tera R.
Murdock, botany, meritorious.
Jim L. Donelson, a North
Elementary School student, was
presented a meruonous award in
zoology.
I-ashawna R. Lewis, a homeschooled student, also received a
meritorious award in the category of
chemistry.
Superior award recipients from
Murray Middle School include
Layal Atieh, chemistry; Jennie L.
Jones, mathematics; Darren Keel,
physics; Brandon Kellie, zoology;
Rhett D. Clark and Brandon Passmore, physics; Chris Baurer and
Trevor Pervine, physics; Andrew
Parker and Michael Swain, physics;
and Delanda R. Olive and Chelsee
Thompson,geoscience. Those having received awards of excellence

are Mallory Cathey and Susan C.
Han, botany; Will D. Fielder and
Kevin R. Miller, physics; and Daisy
Pace, chemistry. In addition, meritorious awards were presented to
John M. Wells, geoscience; Christina A. Sames, botany; Elizabeth
Johnson, chemistry; Jessica Hutchens, geoscience; Christina Futrell,
botany; Haley Leedom and Amberly Futrell, physics; and Maranda
D. Bellew and Jaleelah Al-Alou,
botany.
Jacob H. McKenzie,an Oak Crest
Christian School student, was presented a meritorious award in chemistry.
Pioneer Academy students, Benjamin Stockwell and Shara Stockwell, both received excellent
awards in zoology and geoscience,
respectively.
The students presented their projects before a panel of judges comprised of some 90 College of Science faculty and students. In order
to prepare for the science fair, the
college had assistance from eight
College of Science secretaries, 69
science and education students and
10 student ambassadors from the
MSU office of School Relations.
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Science fair T-shirts and award
nbbons were presented to each
student participant.
Plans are already underway lot
next year's science fair. "We anticipate that the 1996 MSU Regional
Science Fair will be bigger and
better," said Molly Ross, coordinator of the fair. "Teachers have
already marked their calendars for
Saturday, April 27, 1996, at the
MSU Exposition Center."
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Support our farmers

Lumber
Crystal Acrylic Two Handle
Washerless By TBA

Lavatory Faucets

Cross to serve as intern
Michelle Cross, a senior nursing
major at Murray State University,
has recently been selected to work
the Georgetown University internship in Washington D.C. this sum-

mer.
She is one of 10 students chosen
for this honor based on her
academic and leadership abilities.
Cross is the daughter of Lee and
:"?.- •

FRIDAY., MAY 19, 1995
i For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788: Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE evening. Romantic feelings domiNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: nate.
The more you give. the greater your
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
return. Business decisions made in Postpone negotiating a real estate
.midsummer result in a raise or pro- deal until conditions are more favormotion. September is full of emo- able. You could encounter both distional drama. As one relationship honest people and deceptive docuends, another begins. New financial- ments if you push ahead right now.
gain. are featured in November.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): With
Terrific social connections get 1996 the help of experts, you can break
off to a flying start. Romance blos- out of restrictive circumstances. The
soms before Valentine's Day. Listen financial picture improves. Make
for the peal of wedding bells next plans. A combination of hard work
spring!
and outside influences pays off
CELEBRITIES BORN ON handsomely where career or busiTHIS-DATE: singer Grace Jones, ness is concerned.
Black Muslim leader Malcolm X.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
actress Nancy Kwan. musician Peter Stay alert! Careless errors can be
Tow nshend.
costly. What was previously .estabARIES (March 21 -April 19): lished could be changed by today's
Act a little less independent and you events. Stand up for your rights. A
ssill eet what you want. Students mood of nostalgia may prevail this
share good news with their families. evening. Romance reigns supreme.
\limes worries may be coming to an
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
end. Stay within your budget even 2h: A penod of reconstruction and
NA hen socializing.
revitalization lies ahead. Attend to
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): creative endeavors and you may
You feel confident-of your ability to find new Career opportunities. Travhandle a new challenge. Although el can be complicated now. Cheer
managing details can be exasperat- up a loved one who in under the
ing. sr ou o.et things done in record weather.
time. Stick to a regular exercise pro-,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
gram. Romance looks rosy by 19): Refuse to be drawn into a conmoonlicht.
flict that does not concern you. Play
GEMINI (Ma% 21 -June 20): A the role of mediator only if asked by
stroke t luck and a,new conipeti- both parties. A lack of enthusiasm
use spirit will make this a banner may slow your efforts to resolve a
IR. You may he falling in love with dilemma.
someone who is very gifted. Under:
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
stand what lies ahead before saying An unexpected message is a source
of inspiration. Strike a balance
CANCER (June 21,July.. 221: between two extremes and your
Romance provides some very excit- effectiveness will increase. Be careing moments. You could risk a ful about the tactics you use to attain
!moor explosion unless you face up a special objective. Dreams can be
to family responsibilities. Your prophetic.
tinancial prospects are hnght. thanks
PISCES (Feb. 19.March 20):
to someone else4 actions.
Original ideas abound today. but
1,E0 July 23-Aug. 22): Some- you must be practical. Use greater
one may disrupt your schedule diplomacy when dealing with an
today . Be patient hut stand your opinionated older person. A
grimnd on matters of principle. A sparkling social life could prove
..orker may he up to no good. expensive. Keep your lont2-term
I he domestic scene is tranquil this goals in mind at all times.

Joyce Cross from McLeansboro, Ill.
Last summer she worked an in
at
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Cross said she feels this will be a
great opportunity. "My ultimate
goal," she said, "is to get my
master's degree and become a nurse
practitioner, probably in women's
health."
Cross said she would like to work
in a woman's clinic or a physician's
office.
At Murray State she is involved
in a number of activities including
Alpha Delta Pi social sorority,
Sigma Theta Tau,a national nursing
honors society, the Kentucky Association of Nursing Students and
Omicron Delta Kappa. Cross will
also serve as a rush counselor next
fall.

Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc.,
(located in the old National Hotel)
is conducting research studies evaluating investigational
medications for the following conditions:
I. Acute worsening of chronic bronchitis
2. Hot flushes related to menopause
3. High blood pressure
The pain of osteoarthrius of the knee, hip or spine
5 Shingles*
6 Muscle pains of the shoulders, calves, hamstrings or thighs*

ALL OF OUR SERVICES ARE FREE.

CALL 753-5732 OR (800)445-6992
and ask for Jean Tilker, R N or Janice Krizan. l.P N
All eligibk patients get free physical exams, free lab tests and
evaluations, and fret study medications
•Must he treated within 72 hours of ()cc urrence.

FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
Single 4' wide door

MO '950 $1,150
'Kentucky Sales Tax Now Included*

Treas Lumber Do-it Center
tiej-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
' 759-1390
- Your Home Invesiment Company Since 1884
Monday-Friday 7:30-6; Satui.day 8-4
Sa1e4ricee Good at Murray Store Only!. • Other Location.: Benton & Lake City

TO ALL CITIZENS OF WESTERN KENTUCKY

PUBLIC NOTICE!
CoTPocake ade
Jook 'Eseen M
N
Dec\s\on Nas OFO
0\spose
SP\I\Pk.
lo
F1_009' AAND1*.
,\
Vi‘E'iC

THREE
MILLION
DOLLAR
DISPOSAL

Corporate Orders State:

TODAY'S( 1111.DREN are industrious, tolerant and thorough —determined to finish what they start. They aim high and seldom fall short of their
mark Count on these Taureans to look up to their elders. They respect expenens.c and are eager to learn the best way to,do things. Open-minded and
patient. the have fnends from all walks of life. They like for people to be

DON'T LET LACK OF MONEY PREVENT YOU
FROM GETTING MEDICAL TREATMENT
FOR WHAT AILS YOU!!!

BUDGET BARN

Woodcrafters Showroom

MUST CLOSE THURSDAY Wt 8
AND REMAIN CLOSED UNTIL
SATURDAY AT 10 LW
WATCH FOR FURTHER DETAILS!
1

!4.
II

5

4,

51
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Commencement Exercises
Friday, May 19
Eastwood Baptist Church
7 p.m.

Baccalaureate Services
Sunday, May 21
First Baptist Church, 8 p.m.

Baccalaureate Services
Sunday, May 21
First Baptist Church, 3 p.m.

Commencement Exercises
Thursday, May 25
Lovett Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Commencement Exercises
Friday, May 26
Lovett Auditorium, 6:30 p.m.

Project Graduation
(After Commencement)
Murray
High School
11:30 p.m. - 5:30 a.m.

Project Graduation
(After Commencement)
Calloway County
High School
11 p.m. - 6 a.m.

411,44eaw
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Calloway County High School
CCHS To Grculuate May 26
Baccalaureate exercisesfor the 225graduates ofCalloway
County 9416Schoolwiltbe held at 3p.m.Sunday, May 21 at
First Baptist Church 'The featured speaker will be Tom
Richter, a licensedgospelpreacher who is also one of thefour
valedictorians.
Commencement exercises will be held at 6:30p.m. Friday,
May 26 at Murray State University's Lovett Auditorium.
'Thefeatured speafur is'Tim Weatheord, aformergraduate
of CCHS, who has workedfor NAsA and is currently the
owner of an engineering consulting firm in Dallas. ALsc
slated to speak are the four valedictorians and one
salutatorian.
'Thirty-seven students will graduate with distinguished
honors, having maintained a grade point average of 3.5 to
4.0.
'Thirty students who maintained a grade point average of
3.00 to 3.49 will graduate with honors.
Project graduation will be held after Commencement
exercisesfrom 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. at Calloway County 9-4h
School:

Class Officers
Peal, Vice Pres.

April
Farrah Beach, Treas.
Williams, Sec.
Monica
Pres.
Hale,
Kelly D.
Reporter
Paul.
Jennifer

Best Personality

Best Looking
Bethany Vance

Class Clowns
Dustin Parks

Nathan Lamb

Tyler Bohannon

Heidi Wilson

•

Monica Williams

Most Likely To Succeed
Erin Grogan

Tom Richter

A class of its own!
•Sitirts *Shorts *Suits •Sportcoats
*Pants eAccessories

Best All-Around
Erin Grogan

Carrie Bell

Milton Stokes

Most Outgoing
Peter O'Rourke

Shelley Evans

Most Dependable
Jennifer Paul

Milton Stokes

Books & Bibles
Photo Albums • Golf Items
T-Shirts • Picture Frames
Porcelain Collectibles
and more!
Great Partyware Selections For
Your Graduation Celebration!

READMORE
.. 411

N-(4\1;1) 4i6
,C „nu, II

U( H*

.
University Plaza • Murray, Ky.
710C_:710
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•

Most School Spirit
Dallas Rice

Farrah Beach

Kelly D. Hale

Most Intellectual
Andy Rose

April Peal

--- -Most Talented

Most Athletic

Melody Parker

Thomas Hornbuckle

Mr. and Miss CCHS
Tyler Bohannon

Jeremy Long

Most Outstanding

Monica Williams

Tom Richter

'What might have been'theme in sports
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
"What might have been- cou1,1
accurately describe the seasons ot
several local high school sports
teams this past year. The one that will likely be
remembered the longest was
Murray High's state football
championship appearance, which
ended in a very controversial
manner and with the Tigers on
the down side of an 1846 final
score. It was Murray's first state
championship berth in 20 years.
In what will tre talked about
for many }Tars, "The play" at the
end of Murray's game . with
Beechwood in Decc-mber has
since sparked hours of debate onwhether or not Murray shoL1,1
have been awarded a .otic.1h.oss
n
1
instead of a safety. which would
have sent the Tigers home with

the state championship trophy.
The game officials ruled that
Beech wood quarterback Greg
Hergott ran out of bounds in the
final seconds for a safety. Murray
argued, hacked up by instant
replay, that Hergott was not out
ot hounds when he threw the ball
up in the air and it came down in
the hands of Tiger player Jon
Bell.
Nevertheless, the officials on
the play ruled that Hergott- was
out of hounds arid Murray was
given a safety The decision was
not Overturned, giving Beechwood the state championship and
leaving Murray players and their
tans to ponder "what might have
Several other sports •teams at
both schools put together outstanding seasons, only to fall just
short of state competition in the
postseason.

Golf
Calloway Countv's boss finished as _regional runriers-up to
advance to the state golt tOurn.,molt: Murray, the tAo-tinic
defending c1;tampion, dro;ped
sixth w,ite the Murra,
,
which also entered as'
regional champions, Ili, .hed
sixth in its regional tou:nanient
as well.
Soccer
Three of the four lii
.,iteams
advanced to within 01k' !Thrik: it
the regional semitinals while
another made a inajcr breakthrough.
Calloway County's girls and
both Murray teams atb.,1:1,ed 1.
the regional senolinals ha p:1 ,t
season, but all lost oil the
night. Murray swept both distrLI
titles while the Lady Lakers
district runners-up.
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Football
Ilie I itial
it 11urray's
(1.1-,s A ',Lit:: ;L11111)1011,1111) game
iii !
Ita%e been replayed
,I,:.1141, ',kith Murray
;Old

MI
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MI
a

II
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SS

arguing that Beechwood quarterc‘er, finishing 7-4. The Laker.
back Greg Hergott was not out ot
had a chance to win its tirst state
bounds when he threw the ball up
cjiampionship ill•
1-q.1
lo,t 21- lq to Paineah
in the air in the end /one, and the
iate m the seascn.
Tigers' Jon Bell - caught it. HerThe Lakers th:n ent,:resi
gott .said he was out of hlWiltk
season,play. hut w
and at least on: w title blew on
tm,r7 in the I rt .seek
the field.
state rui,ne;
MtIrra> falls were incensed at
later finding out that two memBasketball
bers (il the oftiJating. crew had
• 1
received zero ratings from a
the hot ka:n
coach during the regular season.
son. The Laker. e1..1.'d
The Kentucky High School Ath!en!)
County
Ictie Asso,..iation, while sm.:..s.-game
pathetic to Murray 's objections to
winning an in.
the ruling on the final play,
merit iii the Rebels'
nevertheless ruled that the
in Troy. deteated t
whistle on the play was an MadHeights in the ti ,a;,er
vertent whistle. whiLti would
ShOOik,at
have allowed 13,::::111k0-0,1 to
the Marlin
either accept the doss ii as played
lOurnament
or replay the down.
Calloway, meanwhile, had one
of its most successful seasons • See Page 13
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Best of Luck
and Continued
Success to the
Graduates of 1995.

Thornton Tile
and Marble, Inc.

/

Ma

itic luiray b‘!ys 55 OttIld UI
lilt a record of 11-9, falling to
Madisolo,ille 2-1 alter alinosit.two
twins of play. NIurray'N girK fell
to Lone Oak 3-2 de,pite outshooting the Lady Flash 43-4.
and wound up at 15-4-1 in a season that included 1; straight
',A ills. CAW.% :1 •
. •?..:111', lost 5-1 to
Reklland to NA ind up at 9-10-1,
hut pieked up the school's firstSO1/4..k.A.1. trophy as runners-up
to NIurray in the district.
L'alloway's boys, 'meanwhile,
deteated Murray tor the first time
in Its eight--yt;.if history, hut lost
Ii, the Tigers in the district tOur11;1111illt and ended OW )ear with
an S-7-2 reLord.

612 S. 9th St.
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Calloway County High School

Christopher L

I

Adams

Amy Alexander

Micah Bazzell

Jennifer Baird

Krlstle Baker

Robbie Banker

Justin Beard

Carrie Bell

Jonathan Bennett

Timothy Brickey

Johna Brittain-ClInton

Farrah Beach

Curtis Beane

Crystal Beard

Tyler Bohannon

Petra Bossert

Misty Boswell

Cassy Brame

Brad Bucy

Jason Bucy

.a
Caleb Brown

Kenny Buchanan

1

Angel Burkeen

Bryan Burgess

^

Make Your Own Path

From all of us at
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
we wish each and every one
of you continued success
in all your future endeavors.
FORD
(gi). MERCURY
LINCOLN

We hope you will continue your journey to the next level by continuing your
education. And, on the way, if you need some financial assistance, make a path to
Peoples Bank and let us direct volt to a student loan

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.

We would like to congratulate the graduating claSses of Calloway County and Mtirray
High Schools. Its much easier to choose the road most heavily traveled. But to stand
--above the-crowd -and explore new avenues is-the-reM-cliallefige.--ktike your own path.
You've established your intent to succeed by earning tt diploma.

753-5273

Don't look back. Just start clearing the way. Call

at 767-2265.

PeoplesBank
The HometownFDK-Bans
MURRAY,KY •
•••••
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Calloway County High School

•
Heather Burkeen

Joey Burnett

Brad Cleaver

Jonathon Clinard

Jennifer Clayton

April Carroll

Noraa Carbaugh

Macrae Coleman

Miranda Coles

A

Nay

( le;iver

Celena Conpnr

Danielle Conway

•
Dana Cooper

Clint Darden

Tommy Cunningham

Neighborhood
Kentucky
Banking

April Crass-Clete

Darren Crick

MeliSca Coiner

Mitzie Davenport

Dawn Davis

Shawn Davis

Mir hael (-Jo!it.0

Michael Donti,irri

r-,

THE
All NEW
DODGE STRATUS.
THEY THOUGHT OF EVERYTHING.

.41(
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fit t

•
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40
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We aren't
just bankers.
6

'fife

We're

NOW AT PRICES THAT.„BEAT EVERYTHING,

citizens,

All Units I s4A
Folding Rear
Dual Mirror.

volunteers,

2.0, 5 Speed

AM I M,I.,assetfF
Air Bagc!
ht.lr ! uggaga..

r.

2.4, AT.

members,

2.4 A.T.

Jo;

2.4, A.T. POWER W,INDOWS.LOCKS

neighbors,

2.4, A.T. POWER WINDOWS LOCKS MEL, FEE
2.4, &T. POWER WINDOWS LOCKS WHITE

family

2.4, A.T. POWER WINDOWSIOCKS

LT !PIS

2.4, A.T. POWE#WINDOWS LOCKS

and friends.

ES MODEL. ALLOY WHEELS ETC

014117E

13,999'
14,899*
14,999*
15,799*
15,799*
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I5,799*'
16,699*1
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In Western, Ky.
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Calloway County High School
4

\.
Ronald Diehl

Nathan Dodd

Damon Duke

Rebecca Duncan

Kella Edwards

Heather Eldridge

Chasity Feagin

Joe Ferguson

Annie Forrester

Anthony Duncan

James Duncan

Michael Enoch

Shelley Evans

Michael Farley ,

Todd Forsyth

Mingo Fowler

Curt Dukes

Felicia Galloway

mar

Chad Garland

Nami Gibson

Jerry Gilbert

JCPenney
would like to wish the
graduating seniors continued success
ir all their future endeavors.

Jennifer Gilbert-Dunn

Erin Gillum

Margaret Gray

.--COINCIRMULar
Them M 74
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Treat 'Em To A:

Steak Lovers.- Special
Choose From:

•

For All Your Luggage Needs,
See Us First.
The Perfect Gift
For The Graduate

14 oz. Ribeye
14 oz. New York Strip
or a

SIRL01111

WCKaD

16 oz. T-Bone

I here(00,(1 rho .0.,(•,,tni. 7i)Oether

Bel Air Center • Murray • 753-0440
Chestr
a
iut Hillsill
.
• Murray

Please Your Special
Toda's Grads — TomorroWs Leaders

Whether your ventures
take you across the world
or across town, keep
in touch with your
hometown news!

„ Ledger(Times
.
---,-

sit

-

Whitnell.
753-19,16

Graduate
With These
Great Looks
From...
rIfte
vvc.nvw NS

APPAREL

404 South 12th • Murray • 753-7435
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Erin Grogan

Jason Grogan

Sara Hamilton-Scott

Andrew Harrell

Jason Herbert

Kristl Hill

Jeff Hughes

Jay Herndon

Allison Hocking

Erica Hulse

Brandon Gupton

Leroy Hart

';cott Herndon

Bryant Hodges

Curtis Jrin

Kelly A

Hale

Stephen H1

Kelly D Hale

Carrie Hartley

Emily -Helton

Michael Hent

Ginger Hicks

Jennifer Hoffman

(

t

I

V.iny Ihi

Thomas Hornbuckie

,Jjhhri

S'.

Their Perfect Gil
Is At Their
Favorite Store!
URN

I IN

Congratulations Calloway
and Murray High Class of 1995!

David Jones

Jennifer Jones

P464
" ivade

Shawriery Jones

4.11

Stephanie Jones

Adam Jourdan

Stephen Keel

^

Come in and let us help you select ti 1(,
perfect gift for that special grachi,it(.
Our friendly sales4 people will evei-:
wrap it for you FREE!
(

GIFT CERTIFICATES ALSO AVAILAIII

CORN-ALS 1 IN
Jody Kels0

Missy Key

vi •
•••

Nathan Lamb

i%.• • \I(

•

Downtown • Murra),'
ANEX • Discover •( orn-Authns Iharo•

•

-.•-•••r-411.1104110.916410.1pArorr..qp.,
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We will
Christopher L. Adams
Amy Alexander
Jennifer Baird
Kristie Baker
Robert Banker
Micah Bazzell
Farrah Beach
Curtis Beane
Crystal Beard
Justin Beard
Carrie Bell
Jonathan Bennett
Tyler Bohannon
Petra Bossert
Misty Boswell
Cassandra Brame

Tithothy Brickey
Johna Brittain-Clinton
Caleb Brown
Kenneth Buchanan
A Brad Bucy
Jason Bucy
Bryan Burgess
Angel Burkeen
Heather Burkeen
Joey Burnett
Noraa Carbaugh
April Carroll
Jennifer Clayton
Ashley Cleaver
Bradley Cleaver
Jonathan Clinard
Macrae Coleman
Miranda Coles
Danielle Conway
Celena Cooper
Dana Cooper
Billy Cox
Matt Cox
April Crass-Clere
Darren Crick
Melissa Criner
Michael Crouse
Tommy Cunningham
Clint Darden
Mitzie Davenport
Dawn Davis
Shawn Davis
Michael Denham
Ronald Diehl
Nathan Dodd
Damon Duke

Curt Dukes
Anthony Duncan
James Duncan
Rebecca Duncan
Keila Edwards
Heather Eldridge
Michael Enoch
Shelley Evans
Michael Farley
Chasity Feagin
Joe Ferguson
Annie Forrester
Todd Forsyth
Mingo Fowler
Felicia Galloway
Chad Garland
Nami Gibson
Jerry Gilbert
Jennifer Gilbert-Dunn
Erin Gillum
Margaret Gray
Erin Grogan
Jason Grogan
Brandon Gupton
Kelly A. Hale
Kelly D. Hale
Stephen Hall
Sara Hamilton-Scott
Andrew Harrell
Leroy Hart
Carrie Hartley
Emily Helton
Lori Henson
Jason Herbert
Jay Herndon
Scott Herndon

Michael Hert
Ginger Hicks
Kasey Hill
Kristi Hill
Allison Hocking
Bryant Hodges

Jennifer Hoffman
Thomas Hornbuckle
Justin Houston
Jeffrey Hughes
Erica Hulse
Curtis James

As you go from grc
take faith with
And great will be
your happiness

As your dearest dr
come true.

-Helen S
David Jones
Jennifer Jones
Shawnery Jones

Jo
Jc
Ap

Stephanie Jones
Adam Jourdan
Stephen Keel
Jody Kelso

Ro
Er
Ri

Melissa Key
Nathan Lamb
Aired Lampe
Jared Lassiter
David Lax
Lori Lee

Jo
Mi

Jo
He

Jo
Mc
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Congratulations
alloway County High School

We will miss you at Calloway County High School.
Jason Leet
Jeremy Long

Brandy Murphy
Alyshia Nance

Candy Russell
Bambi Sager

Sean Waller

Terry Lovins

Shannon Nelson

Bradley Lowe
Lotis Malcolm
Justin Manna

Trent Nix

Noel Scarbrough
Joey Scott

Lisa Warner
Stacy Warren

Christopher Norsworthy

Tony Seavers
Jason Self

•nbuckle

Grace Mason
Michael Mason

Peter O'Rourke III
Arnberly Overbey

Carrie Watkins
Dennis Weddington, Jr.

William Shaffer
Julie Shull

Tracey West
Crystal Williams

ton

Jesse Maupin

Jason Overbey

Monica Williams

ties

Courtney McCoy
Leanna McCoy

Robert Overbey

Melanie Slemmer
Chris Smith

Erin Owen

Elishia Smith

Timothy McDaniel

Melody Parker

Jeffrey Smith
Michael Smith

:S

king

ges

ffman

!S

Dustin Parks

7o from graduation
iiith with you,

it will be
4appiness
dearest dreams
true.
-Helen Steiner Rice

nes

ones

'ones

Ian

el

ter

Joey McDougal
John McKee
April McKee!
Robert McLemore
Eric Miller
Richard Miller III
Joni Mills
Michael Mohler
Joshua Moorhead
Heather Morris
Joseph Morris

Brandy Paschall
Scott Paschall
Jennifer Paul
Angela Peal

Sarah Stallons

Jeremy Young

Shasta Stockwell

Sarah Pearson

Aaron Swain

Joannah Peck
Matthew Perry

Tiffany Taylor
David Therrien

Josephine Petersen
Michael Phillips

Shawna Thompson

Susan Potts
Valerie Puckett
Michael Raspberry
Andreas Rexin
Dallas Rice
Thomas Richter

Melanie Morris
Angela Morrison

Seth Rollins

Dewayne Morton

Amanda Rowland

Michael Rose

Molly Wisehart
Natalie Wyrosdick
Jennifer Young

Donald Stokes
Linda Stubblefield

Kristen Poat
Dustin Poole

Stephanie Williams
Heidi Wilson
Rance Wilson

David Smotherman
Cristi Sorrels

April Peal

Matthew Pierce
Grant Pittman

William Ward

Rebecca Tidwell
Amanda Todd
Michael Tucker
Victoria Turner-Dennis
T.J. Underhill
Bethany Vance
Jeremy Vaughn
Christopher Vaught
Kelly Vickery-Roger
Kenneth Vickery
Dale Wagner
Leigh Walker
Chad Wallace
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Jared Lassiter

Aired Lampe

Lori Lee

David Lax

Jeremy Long

Jason Leet

dr.

4

Jar'

Brad

Terry LovIns

Justin Manna

Lotis Malcolm

Lowe

Timothy McDaniel

Grace Mason

Eric McKee

Joey McDougal

Jesse Maupin

Courtney McCoy

Leanna McCoy

April McKee!

Robert McLemore

Eric Miller

Richard Miller III

Josh Moorehead

Heather Morris

Joseph Morris

Melanie Morris

Dewayne Morton

Brandy Murphy

Alyshia Nance

Michael- Mohler

Jonl Mills
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Four Large - One Topping
Angela Morrison
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Shannon Nelson

Trent Nix

Robert Overbey

Erin Owen

Jennifer Paul

Angela Peal

Josephine Peterson

Michael Phillips

Susan Potts

Valerie Puckett

Seth Rollins

Michael Rose

Congratulations
Calloway,
Murray High
& Eastwood
Graduates!

Christopher Norsworthy

Peter O'Rourke

Amberiy Overbey

Jason Overbey

Dustin Parks

Brandy Paschall

April Peal

Sarah Pearson

Joannah Peck

Matt Perry

Matt Pierce

Grant Pittman

Kristin Poat

Dustin Poole

Andreas Rexin

Dallas Rice

Tom Richter

Candy Russell

Bambi Sager

Noel Scarbrough

Melody Parker

Shane Raspberry

Amanda Rowland

-So what...
I'm just the
shortest in
the class?!'?

Scott Paschall

*Esprit Tees
•Sunface Watches
*Sterling Silver
Luggage Tag
Jewelry

Joey Scott

Tony Seavers

*Miniature Clocks

With Best Wishes For A
Bright And Successful Future!

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
'v
'21)1 S. 3rd St.

Karen iSaties

(lumer N

753-2411
Jason Salt

William Shaffer

1
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Calloway County High School

Julie Shull

Cristl Sorrels

Sarah Stalions

Shasta Stockwell

David Therrien

Shawna Thompson

Rebecca Tidwell

Amanda Todd

Bethany Vance

Jeremy Vaughn

Christopher Vaught

Aaron Swain

Tiffany Taylor

Victoria Turner-Dennis

T.J. Underhill
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basketball is my life. For the next
four years. I will he receiving a free
college education for doing what- I
love. Seems like an easy road,right?
It is actually.' more difficult than it
appears, because although basketball is a part of my life. lam going to
college to get a degree and prepare
for a profession. Basketball is
simply a vehicle to get me where I
need to go
I know that college will he a
rk
ourne, try ing to balance
academies and athletics, but its a
read I'm prepared to travel.
Each of us will have difficulty on
the road that we travel: some will
miss ,home, some will never leave
home, and, yes, some might even
fall in love and take a detour. But
that s the beauty of it, these roads
,ould end up taking us anywhere.
After graduation, when we go our
*separate was. let's not forget where
e came from and what got us there.
After all, whether we're in Murray
or hall
across the countr
all share one ,:ommon bond • we II be
freshmen again!
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10 Dist Changer '349.95
No one can match our service
and installer of 23 years.
As Always. A Working
Man's Friend.

Ar.szamos

"Reach For The Stars"

vuk.ft. Gruc1,0

uaie

with many
graduate gifts
from which to choose.

BUY-SELL-TRADE
THE

M-TT 230-7 00
E 2 30-6.00
SAT 10 00 5 00
CLOSED WED /4 SI'N
VISA

753-2744
616 S. 4th • Murray

* Gift Certificates *

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798
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All the best
to you, Grads!
May this be
the beginning of
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"Class of 1995”

Spop and Compare
We Se!/ The Best For Less
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Linda Stubblefield

Remember The

Graduation. Special
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Michael Smith

Jeff Smith

Chris Smith

David Smotherman

. Michael Tucker

Eilshla Smith

Melanie Slemmer

LIFETIME OF SUCCESS!
Keith York and Kelvin York

-Coleman
Blalock
Funeral Home Inc.
713 South 4th Street, Murray
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Let the professionals at The Gallery
frame your senior picture and highlight
this special time in your life.
For those special graduation gifts
choose from our photo frames,
sculptures and prints.
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
301 N. 12th St. Murray • 759-1019
"home of The Ultimate In Custom Framing"
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Calloway County High School

Dale Wagner

Kenneth Vickery

Kelly Vickery-Rogers

William Ward

Lisa Warner

Stacy Warren

Stephanie Williams

Monica Williams

Crystal Williams

Leigh Walker

Carrie Watkins

Heidi Wilson

Chad Wallace

Sean Waller

Dennis WeddIngton, Jr

Tracey West

Fiance Wilson

Molly Wisehart

CCHS Photos By
Graham Studios of
Bowling Green, Ky.
Natalie Wyrosdlck

Jeremy Younci

Jennifer Young

Matt Cox

Regarding the end of high school
Caleb 0. Brown
Calloway County
High School Senior
The trials of high school rest
heavily on me as I think hack on my
experiences, much like Candide
reflected on the experiences had
beyond the walls of Thunder-TenTronckh. Candidc finally found out
what life was all about throughout
his trips around the world. I found
out, to a degree, what life was about
throughout my four years in high
school,and a challenging and some-

It AIM.- i hitier,we.I ..,
times fun trip ii has truly been
Itie Instil. Mai I ha,- 111.14' J. In
That feeling of closure is tough to
in 111'. •
I
comprehend. The final brick is' 1.ht a laconic,
S. J 11,ite 11.1ti II
ItiC
about to be put in place, and high IN"
school will be over. Closed from us
el..
forever.
A
fr.i.
What I will remember most ()I
I
high school, and I speak tor only a In:css at our grailiviiion
few high school seniors, will be the .. mipprhe that we'll all Ii Hit. ditt.relationship had with the teachers rently upon our t()minimal alma
I Mild, 111
and administrators. We've been [Miler IIIIWCVCr,
that each ot th still •11,11
good hosts, and now it is time tor its
variety or another. a, '
to break away from our currern
uhix4 «fine fi, ,iii
relationship and live for ourselVeN

II Sports...
FROM PAGE 3
Westview in the championship
game.
Calloway went on to win the
Fourth District championship
with tournament wins over Murray and Marshall County. Brad
Cleaver set a school record with
nine three-point baskets against
Murray.
In the regional tournament,
though, the Lakers fell short of
the Sweet 16 with a loss to Paducah Tilghman at Racer Arena.
The Lakcrs wrapped up the year
at 23-6.
In the middle of the year, it
was Murray's Tigers coming up
big, winning the All-A Classic
regional tournament by virtue of
two wins in one day. James Fosfet scored 81 points in the two
games.
Murray won its first game at
the state All-A tournament in
Richmond, downing Henry County, before falling to eventual
tournament champ Harlan by two
points. Murray missed a lastsecond shot that would have
given them the win.
Murray faltered near the end of
the year, though, losing its last
four games, including two in the
district tournament, to close out ,
the season at 17-11.
Murray's girls flourished near
the end of the season. The Lady
Tigers downed Calloway in the
first round of the Fourth District
tournament and battled Marshall
COUrify down In the Wire before
lading hy live points

unlit. hack II, %III Marra:,
ihed the year at is
alter .startim:
Calloway',
wound iip
the year at
IS 110 Irtiring the 5,•,1,(m. teptia
tt'li
rue Holland
St [tool re, ord for
ha,kec, with nine

In the regional tournament at
Racer Arena. Murray was put up
against another regional power
house, Graves County. Murray
led the Lady Eagles by 14 points
in the fourth quarter, only to see
Graves, the eventual regional
champ and a state semifinalist,

'St

Get
A Smart Start
In Life.
•••

SIMARTIART
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Graduation Memories...
"l'he perfect way to pre serve treasured memo
ries. Your graduation
announcement (will' a

photo

if

You

wish)

mounted in a shadowbox frame set oft with.

border of natural dticd
flowers from Kentiu•liv
Naturals.
Standard Treasure Boz Frame: 8x10 with rryJill
graduation. wedding, or birth announcement, favorite
photo, card or other treasure plus Hower border.
Frames: gold. natural light, natural dark. Mats: v.htte
off-white, navy, dark green, pink or light blue

(

Treasure Boxes...For Yourself
or as the perfect "something different" kind of gift
We OLSO "(wide (inert Jia....•• il.'FfYlitIS

It tes

1.•1...)

•

Kcntucky Natural
11406( IIkIt

call or write

lot

II

141...(1 •

If you're betwccn I6 and 30 years of age, we've got a deal for
you. With (Inited C ,ommorr.vealth's Smart Start checking account
you'll pay no monthlv maintenance fee and no per heck charge.
There', n a even a in tu mum balance requirement.
There's no (*itch, no commitment - just free checking!
)-p-en rour Smart. Start -t I-wt.-king-account-today* at United
Commonwealth Bank. Or simply call (502) 759-9443
and ask for one of our customer service
representatives, for further information.

L

I/UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK
F../pris SaviesIs Bart.

75 I t(4. 44
.NI

,".
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Murray High School
gvtitS To Graduate May 25
'Baccalaureate exercises for the 82 graduates of Murray
High School- will be held at 8 p.m_ Sunday, May 21 at First
'Baptist Church. Speakers will include Wpcftet Cella and
Connie Payne. A reception at Murray 5411 School. wifi
Commencement exercises wiff Iteld at 8 p.m. Thursday,
!Mat/ '25 at Murray State 'University's Lovett Auditorium.
.1 eatured speakers will include _lohn Page,former head of
youth ministni at 'United Methodist Church of Murray;
llurrayS,tate 'University Presdent Dr. Kern Axander;and
the top _fo,ur students at Murray SO,including valedictorian Keisa 'Bennett and salutatorian Angela Fairbanks.
'Eleven students willgraduate with 'A' averages of 94
percent or *her.
'Protect tiraduation will 6e held- after Commencement
eterci.:es from 11:30 p.m. to 5:30 a.m. at Murray _Ifigk
.School.

Class Officers

Connie Payne, Pres.
Crystal Johnson. Sec.

Jensen Douglas, V.P.
Joel Johnson, Treas.

Best All-Around
Connie Payne

Michael Hornback

I.

Best Looking
Roman Shapla

Taryn Hansen

Most Likely To Succeed
David Graves

Keisa Bennett

Adt
Most Athletic
Bonnie Payne

Chris Cheaney

Most School Spirit
Ryan Vanover

Lindsay Branch

Most Dependable
Lori Cook

Joel Johnson

Most Talented
Richard Robinson

Erica Rowlett

Looking at the Class of 1995
...r

t ook

sturra High Schoot Senior
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ahout to draw to a
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:
hiking forward
ca,;-tosment'
,,.urse tor the Class of 95, the
ar uiat • ahiqAt to end isn't just any
ear a • the Ltst One of their
no. it ,areer. its Lag final
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rit that all of my graduation
.,- naent• are in the mail and
.ter rohe is hanging exPev
Ioset what IN that
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w hat
..i
the (..tas: of 14'S j t lass
Atter SA trig se‘,CrAi seniors what
the thought hound us all together. I
.as dod,ouraged to turn that many
:4'4;

of them don't think we are united.
(inc person went so far as to say that
clear lines could be drawn between
the different cliques of which our
c lass, and indeed our school, arc
composed.
Although it is true that we, like
the majority of individuals, have a
tendency to spend most of our time
with the same group of people. I
don t think. we're the equivalent of
pack animals ready to attack anything else that invades our temtory.
I Excuse me as I abandon this "Wild
Kingdom" mentality.)
Resides. our differences make us
unique: they make us special. I am
proud of:the fact that our class isn't
homogeneous. That mcnas that we
have had the strength over the years
to be ourselves, regardless of what
those around us have told us we
shout! be or should want to be.
Our diyersity has also gives us

high School hut that's okay. We're
the ability to think and to
real.
points of view other than our own. I
.belicve_thal _ our differences
can honestly say Ilia. being,.con, .
have taught us to he ourselves, to
fronted w ith others opinions has
think, to survive in the world,and to
forced- me to re-evaluate the things
respect one another. At least I know
which I believe—or thought I bethat I've grown stronger in all of
lieved. By being who we are, we
these areas because of my experihave made eavh other stronger as
ences vs ith the Class of '95.
individuals, and we've challenged
If some of you out there still think
each person to really know himsdl.
that we have nothing in common
To me. this means that we have
and that dealing with all Of our
actually found strength and unity
diversity his been pointless, think
amongst all of our ditlerences
again. People who like sameness
Another plus to being different is
like it because it's comfortable: its
the fact that we have gotten a taste 01
easy. Of course, what comes easily
what_our parent., are alw ay s talking
doesn't necessarily leave a person
about—the "real" world No one can
much room to grow. Get a?
deny that Mk is lull of diVersity,
If you're still not convinced that
whether we like it or not lucky for
we, the Class of'95, arc or ever will
Us, our ellperienccs w Ilh pCopit'
he united. don't ponder the issue too
over the past tour rears Fuse pre
pared us for that. antLivn glad
long—the rest of us are helping each
: other get ready for graduation.
Sure, the Class of '9S Um% not 114
lite chummiest lass that has eVer (Were still trying to find out what
posed through the
• those whitc thiags.are for.l

Wittiest
Tobias Merriman

Catie Bates
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Murray High School

Catle Bates

Russell Boardman

Kathleen Brown

Lori Cook

Grant Bennett

Mona Boggess

Rachel Celia

Janet Dedmitn

Keisa Bennett

Jennifer Bleffis

Adam Blalock

Dana BlankPriship

tindsay Bran( h

13001t1

Amy Rottrl,thii

Rebecca Bowers

Amy Chase

Chris 1,hpArichi

Matthew Clark

Tc<1

Sarah Damao

Sarah Conklin

Melody Firo,1

Jensen Douglas

WhithPy rho

(Best
'Wishes
Qty
Angela Fairbanks

Richard l'earn

James Foster
'
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Come see us for

Smart Selections
Anna Garland

David Graves

for your

Amanda Haneline

Special Graduate
"Free Gift Wrapping"

Taryn Hansen

Liz Harrington

Piace

Jeremiah Hobbs
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Michael Hof nback

Mike Johnson
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Murray High School

‘_
•

Joel Johnson

Crystal Johnson

Tara Jones

Victoria Kendall

John Key

Mary Maddox

Shawn Manners

Patricia MEficwell

Jeromy Painter

Chris Paradise

Kevin Knight

Katie Leary

Angela Long

Tobias Merriman

Michael Moode

Stephen Moon

Bonnie Payne

Connie Payne

Tracy Pervine

Angela Narramore

Jae Ann Rayburn

Jeremiah Rayburn

Sarah Kneebone

•

Richard Robinson

fl

)rilini;IV(61f10171illi
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Laura Rosen

Justin Rossi

Jason Rouse

Erica Rctwiett

Paul Scott

Roman Shapla

Hilary Small

*

/

Your Future
Is In
Your Hands...
Invest In
It Wisely.

01""b4
.;-.

Vicki Rowland

Congratulations
All Graduates!
Jeremy Settle
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Murray High School

Ryan Vanover

Gary White

Renee Vernon

Robert Weatherly

Matt Westphal

Chris Woods
Kasey Wilson

leigha Wolf

Tale of the Tiger
Jon Worful

Patricia Wright

By Principal Bill Wells
It is tough to summarize the
accomplishments of the Class of
1995 in just one column. This class
has truly been one of the best
academically focused classes we
have had at Murray High School.
In years to come, one trivia
question may be, "What was the
first message on the Murray High
School marquee donated to the
school on August 26, 1994?"
The answer is "Congratulations
National Merit Finalists Keisa Bennett and Tracy Pervine." They were
also two of 11 senior students with a
94-or-higher average. The others
are: Dana Blankenship, Rachel
Cella, Lori Cook, Sara DeMeo,
4pgela Fairbanks, David Graves,
Nleb Johnson, Joel Johnson, and
Mary Maddox.
The academic team won both the
district and the regional competition. In the state match at Louisville, Murray was ninth of 144
schools participating.
This story is the epitome of the

'95 class. Mrs. Fairbanks had two
seniors that entered the biology
competition at Murray State University. We needed five students to
make up,a complete team. With
only two students in the meet,
Murray High School won first
place. The two students were Keisa
Bennett and Joel Johnson.
Through senior leadership, Murray won the Class "A" football title,
was in the Elite Eight of Class "A"
basketball, and will probably go on
to place in spring competition in
June.
Again senior leadership was the
key for the Murray High School

drama team that won the state and
the speech team that won the Kentucky Forensic League competition.
Ted Booth made "the catch" at
Harrodsburg. Robert Weatherly hit
the "longest ball" out of the baseball
diamond and over Ty Holland Stadium. Adam Blalock was the AllState football player.
This class consisting of 81 students has accomplishments that
would far outdo a class three times
its size.
We salute the leadership of their
4-time elected president, Connie
Payne — and the entire Class of
1995.

Class of 1995
"I havefought a goodlight. I
havefinished my course. I
have kept the faith."
2 Timothy 4:7

Special Thanks To
Harry Allison for
MHS Photos

Eastwood
Christian Academy

located one mile east on Hwy. 94 East

(Allison CIPkotogfapky

SENIORS
1995
"The Focus is on you!"

Greg Dowdy

Christy Duffer

James William Elkins II

Bryan Steward

Jason Wilson

111111011”
Ed Morgan

Portraits

Eastwood Christian Academy
has six in '95 graduating class

By
t%
41.

Six seniors will graduate from
Eastwood Christian Academy at 7
p.m. Friday, May 19 at Eastwood
Baptist Church.
They include: Gregory Clint
Dowdy, Christina Dean Duffer,
James William Elkins II, James
Edward Morgan, Brian Lee Steward
and Jason Bruce Wilson.
Dowdy is the son of Max and
Bcuy Dowdy. He plans to attEnd
Crown College in Knoxville, Tcnn.
this fall and major in youth ministries. He is the valedictorian with a
(;PA of 3.4.
•
Duffer is the daughter of Larry

and Shirley Duffer. She plans to
aucnd Pensacola Christian College
this fall and major in elementary
education.
Elkins is the son of James and
Lois Elkins. He plans to auend the
Institute of Electronic Technology
to study computer technology.
Morgan is the son of Eddie
Morgan and Pat Gust. He plans to
work this fall and attend Murray
State University in the fall of 19%.
Steward is the son of Dale and
Steward. He plans to attend the
West KY Vocational School to
study X-ray technology.

Wilson is the son of Randy and
Vicki Wilson. He plans to attend
Murray State this fall and major in
pre -medic inc. •
All of these students have completed the college preparatory
courses as a requirement for graduation from Eastwood Christian
Academy.
At Friday's commencement coremonies, color guard will be presented by members of the VFW, and
Larry Duffer, principal of the
academy and pastor of Eastwood
Baptist Church, will he the featured
speaker

I I
1

CP1)()tk"41:1P 1 1%

Aren't Expensive,
They're Priceless!

607 S.4th St.• Murray • Harry Allison & Lance Allison • 753-8809
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MURRAY
CITY SCHOOLS
— MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL —
Class of '95
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CaUe Bates

Chris Cheaney

Taryn Hansen

Grant Bennett

Matthew Clark

Liz Harrington

Mary Maddox

Jeremiah Rayburn

Dawn Toth

Shawn Manners

Richard Robinson

Ryan Vanover

Patricia Maxwell

Laura Roseman

Renee Vernon

Tobias Merriman

Justin Rossi

Robert Weatherly

Michael Moode

Jason Rouse

Matt Westphal

Stephen Moon

Vicki Rowland

Gary White

Angela Narramore

Erica Rowlett

Kasey Wilson

Jeromy Painter

Paul Scott

Leigha Wolf

Chris Paradise

Jeremy Settle

Chris Woods

Bonnie Payne

Roman Shapla

Jon Worful

Connie Payne

Erica Small

Patricia Wright

Tracy Pervine

Charles 'Snappy' Stinnett

Jae Ann Rayburn

Donnie Thomas
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Keisa Bennett

Sarah Conklin

Jeremiah Hobbs

Jennifer Blerds

Lori Cook

Poppy Hogsed
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Adam Blalock

Janet Dedman

Michael Hornback

Dana Blankenship

Sarah Demeo

Mike Johnson

Russell Boardman

Whitney Dix

Crystal Johnson

Mona Boggess

Jensen Douglas

Joel Johnson

Ted Booth

Melody Elrod

Tara Jones

Amy Bouriand

Angela Fairbanks

Victoria Kendall

Rebecca Bowers

Richard Fearn

John Key

Lindsay Branch

James Foster

Sarah Kneebone

Kathleen Brown

Anna Garland

Kevin Knight

Rdcnel Cella

David Graves

Katie Leary

Amy Chase

Amanda Haneline

Angela Long
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"A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE"
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